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With the advent of digital imagery and its wide spread application in all vistas of 

life, it has become an important component in the world of communication. Video 

content ranging from broadcast news, sports, personal videos, surveillance, movies 

and entertainment and similar domains is increasing exponentially in quantity and 

it is becoming a challenge to retrieve content of interest from the corpora. This has 

led to an increased interest amongst the researchers to investigate concepts of video 

structure analysis, feature extraction, content annotation, tagging, video indexing, 

querying and retrieval to fulfil the requirements. However, most of the previous 

work is confined within specific domain and constrained by the quality, processing 

and storage capabilities. This thesis presents a novel framework agglomerating the 

established approaches from feature extraction to browsing in one system of content 

based video retrieval. The proposed framework significantly fills the gap identified 

while satisfying the imposed constraints of processing, storage, quality and retrieval 

times. The output entails a framework, methodology and prototype application 

to allow the user to efficiently and effectively retrieved content of interest such as 

age, gender and activity by specifying the relevant query. Experiments have shown 

plausible results with an average precision and recall of 0.91 and 0.92 respectively 

for face detection using Haar wavelets based approach. Precision of age ranges from 

0.82 to 0.91 and recall from 0.78 to 0.84. The recognition of gender gives better 

precision with males (0.89) compared to females while recall gives a higher value with 

females (0.92). Activity of the subject has been detected using Hough transform and 

classified using Hidden Markov Model. A comprehensive dataset to support similar 

studies has also been developed as part of the research process. A Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) providing a friendly and intuitive interface has been integrated into 

the developed Hystem to facilitate the retrieval process. The comparison results 
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of the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) shows that the performance of the 

system closely resembles with that of the human annotator. The performance has 

been optimised for time and error rate. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The exponential increase in the production of digital images and video content during 

the last few decades result in the availability of data in the form of movies, photo 

albums and broadcast news videos. Video material may consist of feature films, 

hand-held movies or broadcast news and audio and visual scenes. These modalities 

can be used for discovering the underlying semantics of videos . According to the 

Cisco estimation, more than 90% of consumer traffic will be based on video content 

by 2015 [2] . 

Any video processing paradigm must incorporate the strengths and weaknesses of 

the media by which it is conveyed. Different media sources have specific attributes 

and structure; and have their own advantages and disadvantages . For instance, 

hand-held video camera movies are mostly family oriented, e.g, feature films are 

often for entertainment , lesson or recreation providers, while historical videos are 

informative and television broadcasts are better at tracking and developing news 

stories. Each medium has its own pros and cons. In general personal videos are 

unstructured; on the other hand broadcast videos are highly structured. 

Video data comprises of visual content and audio stream and closed caption infor

mation in textual form which results in huge multidimensional information. This 

1 



2 Chapter 1. Introduction 

multidimensionally urges for qualitative filtering of data to extract the required and 

relevant information as desired by the user. The amount of time required for pro

cessing and extracting the relevant information from huge and complex data is also 

eye provoking. There is a need for time limitation to spend on extracting the re

quired and relevant information. This distillation process needs a comprehensive 

understanding of visual processing paradigm to dig the required information from 

huge visual data. Tags in the textual form such as a title, keywords , a brief summary 

or any related description often provide good information. 

Humans can easily understand a video as they develop natural capabilities of un
derstanding a visual scene based on its contents and then perceiving it using their 

domain knowledge, but computers are far behind in this capability. Recently, stud
ies have been done related to object recognition and categorization. Computers can 
identify objects and estimateactivities in video up to a certain accuracy but currently 

there is a need for research inautomatic understanding of visual contents and visual 

scene indexing . Video data should be searched with same efficiency as text; only 

storing is not enough. Finding a specific video from a large repository is a difficult 

and frustrating task, there is need of retrieving and searching techniques even query 

results are inconsistent. Also there is a requirement for searching specific part of 

video rather than navigating through the whole video. All these factors arise the 
need of proposing technique for classifying and retrieval of video content which will 

efficiently give better result in video indexing systems. 

1 . 1  Aim and Objectives 

The aim of the study is to design, implement and evaluate feature extraction, video 

indexing and retrieval approaches focussing on content based feature extraction us

ing low-level feature and high level semantics in order to minimise the errors and 
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maximize the accuracy of the indexing system without requiring human intervention. 

The aim leads to the following objectives: 

1. Performance evaluation of feature based video indexing techniques. 

2. Performance evaluation of feature extraction techniques for indexing. 

3 .  Developing an automatic search tool to facilitate browsing and retrieval. 

4. Designing and developing a framework to streamline the extraction and pop

ulation of a database during training and retrieval during testing. 

5 .  Development and evaluation of the video dataset. 

The interest is in a methodology and a proof of concept rather than developing a 

commercial application for video indexing. Development of compact indexing and 

retrieval tool which return all desired locations in a vast amount of visual data . 

It could be used in the movie post-production industry, personal photo and video 

collections or Internet image and video archives. 

1 .2 Contribution 

The key contributions of this study are: 

1. The performance improvement of the feature extraction techniques for video 

indexing and retrieval . 

2 .  The automatic indexing approach with no human intervention during extrac

tion and indexing. 
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3. The framework providing the integration of feature extraction, v ideo indexing 

and retrieval for improved user experience for content based video retrieval. 

4. The creation of the dataset for evaluation for content based v ideo retrieval 

research mainly focussing on age, gender and activity. 

5 .  Design and development of content based video indexing and retrieval system. 

1 . 3  Thesis Outline 

The thesis is structured as follows. 

Chapter 2 covers the literature survey specially in the context of video indexing and 
retrieval. The focus remained on the overall process involved in video indexing and 
retrieval specifically video segmentation, video retrieval, feature extraction, video 

annotation, video queries and classification of videos by means of certain queries. 

Chapter 3 consists of the framework, where the holistic architecture of the video in

dexing and retrieval system has been illustrated and defined components and struc

ture wise. 

In chapter 4 ,  the video corpus generation process is discussed phase wise and covers 

the overall process followed. 

In chapter 5 ,  the shot boundary detection technique is discussed and the procedure 

has been devised to make use of it for upcoming steps. 

Chapter 6 covers the feature detection and analysis process for human identifica
tion, age recognition, gender recognition and activity recognition. Furthermore, the 

learning, tagging and indexing process are discus1.,ed there. 
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Chapter 7 covers the user based evaluation of the overall system. There we discuss 

the basic issues in human based evaluation in context of video retrieval and provide 

the solution as the proof of concept. 

The conclusion of the overall thesis is given in chapter 8 with insights drawn from 

the research for future work. 



Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

The basic multimedia information is required for dynamic video indexing and re

trieval. There are necessary components for storing, sorting and accessing multime
dia contents. They also help in finding the desired components to form a multimedia 

repository with an ease [:3]. Besides many multimedia resources, video is a key com
ponent which comprises mainly upon three major parts. The first one is that the 

vigorous video provides rich contents then that of images. Secondly there is huge 

amount of unprocessed data. Lastly, video structure is complex as it comprises of 

multi-modal information. Therefore, all these attributes make the retreival process 

complex and time consuming.In the past , retrieval and indexing had been controlled 

by the annotation of manual keyword as well as the database of the videos was very 

small. Although in the present era database is getting enormous , the content-based 

retrieval and indexing are needed with less human interaction to analyse videos au

tomatically. 

There are a lot of applications for video indexing and its retrieval. For instance, 

inspection of the pictorial automated commerce ( user awareness tendencies investi

gation for its selections and collations) ,  correspondences of examination in numeral 

institutions, instant browsing of video folders , summary occurrence investigation [4] , 
6 
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logical organization of videos of the web (beneficial video examine along with that 
locating detrimental videos ) ,  and audio-visual assessment which has motivated in

terests of the researchers. Two worth paying attention to research activities going 

on regularly are: 

i) The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) fund the biggest 

almanac video retrieval conference under the name of TRECVID. TREC(Text 
REtrieval Conference) has a sub-domain for storing video type of data known 
as Video Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVid). This is working since 2001 for the 

upgrading recommendation in audio-visual retrieval and analysis. Substantial 

amount of experimented video has been stored by TRECVid under this project. 
A lot of participants have given their algorithms of video retrieval on the basis 

of content of the work composition [5] , [G] , [7] 

ii) For standard video, the main objective isto endorse suitability between repre

sentation of the interfaces for video fillings to improve and help to profligate 

improvement as well as flawless repossession algorithms of videos. 

TV-Anytime Standard and moving picture experts group (MPEG) are the videos 

crucial standards [8] . At hand there have been lots of surveys using MPEG-7 for 

the video contents arrangement for the characteristics extraction or intended to 

the video objects explanations and compressed domain [9]. In a video there is 

possibility of visual channel along with the auditory channel. Consequently in videos 

the information is accessible [10] , [ 1 1 ] :  

a) In meta-data of  the video it  is patent as words embedded in period, performers, 

videos, heading, manufacturer , summary, along with that program length, video 

format, categorizer magnitude, and exclusive rights etc. 

b) The acousticstatistics are given in the auditory channel. 
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c) The speech transcription is attainable with the help of speech recognition and 

caption, texts are scrutinized with the help of character recognition methods. 

d) In the images it is a recognized phenomenon, that from visual channels the ocular 

data is gained and after it has been uploaded on web page, the page versions are 

linked with video. 

The architecture of video retrieval and indexing framework can be visualized m 

figure 2. 1 .  

Vide o 
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Dimensionality 

lndexog 
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FIGURE 2 . 1 :  Video indexing and retrieval framework 

The Main concepts included within the framework are as follows: 
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• Exploration of the structure: to discover the abstracts of the vital settings, 

shot margins, and portions of the scene 

• The video segmented parts of units (scenes/stilled)o: in vital settings, features 

of motion, and feature of objects are comprised of static features 

• Audio-visual explanations: For the manufacturing of a semantic index of video, 

extracted types and quarried information have been incorporated. Video ar

rangements deposited in the database have high range video manifestation of 

imminent vector, semantic and aggregate index; 

• Query: To search needed videos the database of the video is used with the 

help of index and the video corresponding procedures; 

• Visual browsing and response: In the formation of video review the searched 

videos are displayed in answer to the user query along with that the searched 

data have been enhanced to the relevant response. 

2 . 1  Components of Video Retrieval Systems 

Video structure is multi-modal and due to the complexity of the video data, a com

plete understanding of its quantities is required in order to manage it [ 12] [ 13]. There 

are some distinct and complex qualities, which differ video from other types of data. 

Firstly, video has higher resolution, larger set and volume of the data that can be 

stored on disk, complex analysis, and requires more assimilation struggle due to the 

binary system of storing a video which is however alphanumeric in comparison to 

simple text-based data. Secondly, text can be categorised as only non-spatial static 

data and image is spatial static as compared to the video which has spatial and 

temporal context in nature. Furthermore, video semantic is not structured and have 

a very complex analogy. 
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Audiovisual (AV) presentation and semantic content are the vital ingredient of the 

video document. Message, knowledge, story or entrainment is the main semantic 

content which is delivered by the video data. Semantic part of the video data can 

either be implied explicitly or implicitly due to its complexity. Implicit semantic can 

be understood by the viewers implying their knowledge of seeing and hearing au

diovisual presentation; however, explicit semantic can automatically be understood 

more easily. For example, text displayed to give information about the crew casts in 

a film-type video to viewers. Some acute audio and video information such as vol

ume, colour, pitch, object motion, object relationship and texture can be extracted 

by the viewer from the AV tracks. Audiovisual presentation also includes some long 

textual displays to give information ,  which allows users to understand what is cur

rently viewed by audiovisual presentation. For example, the event, place where the 

event took place and the issue under consideration along with who is involved in a 

shot of a video of the news to help viewers understand. Some closed caption (CC) 
tracks also displays sequential texts in an audiovisual presentation in a synchronising 

manner in some broadcast videos. Therefore CC track is also known as the subtitle 
or script of the spoken words. 
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Semantic Information 
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Te:,:t sequence 
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Temporal :  Changes in shape/texture/colour w.r.t. ti me 
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Spatio-Temporal: Combinati on of both to de fine motion 

FIGURE 2 . 2 :  Video components 

Figure 2 .2  illustrates the top-level idea about the video contents data. Figure 2 .3  

shows the very simple example on delivering semantic contents based on spatio

temporal presentation within a video . Since shots are just displayed as an arrange

ment of frames in the figure 2 . : 3 i which shows that a car has travelled from right1 

side to left side
) 

which is the spatial-temporal information, whereas spatial-static 

information is depicted by a tree located in the background in middle of the frame. 
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FIGURE 2 .3 :  Spatio-temporal semantic 
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It is important to keep in mind that AV components of the video data are not always 

significant to deliver the semantic content . Therefore it relies on the use and the 
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purpose of the video data. For example, the information on the motion and the place 

among the players are substantial important to understand the techniques and the 

strategy of the game in a soccer match. Some distinctive AV features can represent 

identical semantic contents, depending how the video was initially produced, on the 

other hand; due to the individual annotator, interchangeable AV feature can depict 

distinctive semantic contents. Consequently, when different channels are perceived, 

semantic information can be more nicely illustrated, same as the human perception 

of the video data. 

The universal structure of video retrieval constituents can be explained as below. 

Retrieval and browsing can be figured out by user/ application requirements . Effec

tiveness and completeness of the indexes are the key to successful retrieval . Indexing 

methods are decided by the information extracted through semi-automatic or auto

matic content distillation. Due to rich and multidimensional information included 

the video, ill order to reach the efficient and compressed reproduction of the video 

data, it has to be summarised and sculpted. The structure of a video sequence has 

to be analyzed and separated into different layers such as shot and scene before the 

analysis of the video content. It is normally veryhard to elaborate each and every 

component differently because every single component is affected by the design of 

the component. Let's say, if retrieval is relied upon top-level semantic features such 

as particular sport highlight segments like the goal, the hierarchy of the key events 

will be based on indexing. Each event can be summarized by using the facial infor

mation of the participating actor during the event under consideration. However, 

event itself can be elaborated using some statistical measure, for example, the ex

citement ratio (the more obvious the event would be, if the excitement ratio were 

higher). Consequently, the content extraction process triggers ultimately to identify 

and classify the event(s) that is contained within each play break segment. 
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2 .2  Video Structure Segmentation 

Indexing video could be done at different density. If it 's done on the whole video it 
will be raw and not fine-tuned and if it 's done on every frame of the video then will 

be too hectic and long. So the researcher normally do indexing based on group of 

frame having some semantic co relation [14]. The two broad categorises for video 
segmentation includes border recognition of shot and scene change division. 

2 .2 .1  Shot Boundary Detection 

In video , shot which is the successive sequence of edgings, with camera they have 

been taken. In the beginning and the end the action is performed which defines 

the borders of the shot [ 1 5] .  There have been plenty powerful gratified asimcia
tions in the boundaries of the shot. Shots have been considered as, the main object 

for the establishment of the sequenced video content as well as the basics for the 

modern level annotation semantic and tasks of retrieval. Mostly, the categorization 

of the shots have been as cut in the shot evolution successive which is fast along 

with that the ongoing transition contains wipe, dissolve and fade light & high; it 

reaches above the amount of frames. In comparison to the detection of the cut the 

continuous detection transition has been very challenging. In prospect of the shot 

boundary detection and on shot boundary video detection there has been a tran

sitory history of the study and reviews [16]m, [G]m. For the shot boundary detection 

the fundamental groups methodologies have been presented analytically as well as 
with its evaluations, potentials and drawbacks. In the beginning,  most of the times 

the video features have been pulled out from every frame for the detection of shot 
boundary, secondly the resemblances have been calculated among the frame with 

the help of abstracted features, and lastly those shot boundaries have been iden
tified, which have no equivalency in frames. Additionally, three focal phases are 
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discussed for detection of the shot boundary: similarity size, abstraction character
istics, [ 1 7] ,  and conclusions. To point out the detection boundary, the shot features 

have been used, for instance the vectors motion, histogram colour [ 18] , histogram 

block colour and change edge ratio [rn] [20] ,with the features, like , Scale Invariant 

Transform Feature (SIFT)  [2 1 ] ,  saliency map [22] , corner points [2:�] , etc. Minute 

camera motions between the histograms of colour have been very strong and sensi

tive as compared to large camera motion, though the similar acts of the shots are 

not distinguishable. The Edge features have radiance alterations and gesticulation 

that is why it has great constant in comparison to the histograms of colour, by the 

help of features motion the object inspiration and motion camera is controllable. 

The simple histograms colours are normally not outclassed by features of the edge 

although features motions are more complex structures [16]m. For the measurement 
of the resemblance among frames the feature extraction is the second stage for the 

detection of the boundary shot. Euclidean distance, 1-norm cosine dissimilarity, 

chi-squared similarity and the histogram intersection, they have been the modern 

resemblance metrics for the vectors of the extracted features [ 2 :l] , [25] , [2G] , alongside 

the space in the earth movers [18] ,  the information given contains numerous new 

similarities measurements [27]m, [28]m, [29]. For measurement of the similitude between 

the frames successive pair wise resemblance are used as well as by window similarity 
measurement the frames in the windows parallels are measured [2G]. For the contex
tual inculcation of the information on the bases of the swaying local noises decline 

the window based resemblance measurements have been used in disturbances. In 

comparison to the pair wise resemblance measurement the added calculation has 

been required. T he identification of the shot boundary is defined in frames as by 

using the calculated resemblance. In the current progression, the shot boundary 

discovery is divisible in threshold based and statistical leaning. 
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2.2.1,1 Approach of Threshold 

The pair wise measurement comparison for the resemblance of the frames with the 
preclcfiuc<l thrcsl10ld, with the help of threshold based aµproa.d1, the shot houuclaries 
have been detected [30], [31]. When the similarity has become lower as compare to 
the threshold at that time the boundary is identifiable. There is the possibility of 
three categories of the threshold, ·universal, adaptive, the amalgamation of globaJ 
and adaptive: 

l .  In the universal threshold based algorithms the comparable threshold has been 
used which is mostly fixed empirically on the video [�HJ. The main drawback 
of the threshold universal based algorithms is the rarer operational inculcation 
of the local content in the estimation of universal threshold this has influenced 
the precision of boundary detection. 

2. The adaptive threshold based algorithms computes the threshold locally in a 
slithering window [22], [18], [29]. The presentation of the detection normally 
improves when Ml adaptive threshold is used as the substitution to the univer
sal threshold [32]. Though in comparison to the adaptive estimation threshold 
the universal threshold estimation is simple. In adaptive threshold users must 
contain the information about the videos description for the parameters selec
tion, for example, the size of the slithering window. 

3. With the amalgamation of the adaptive and global algorithms it perfects the 
native thresholds with the help of the account value of universal threshold. 
With the recognition of the transition Cut, disband transition and gaudy de
tection have been demarcated by Qm.;enot et al.[33]. Both these global thresh
old roles which have been encountered from off trade exactness and remem
brance.Functions value alters locally although the algorithm needs alteration 
for the dualistic global thresholds. The restrictions of the algorithms have 

https://a�proa.d1
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been that the practical dealings of locally adaptive thresholds and dual global 

thresholds have not been able to resolute it easily. 

2 .2 .1 .2  Statistical Learning-Based Approach: 

By the approach of the arithmetical learning-based the detection of boundary shot 

has been considered as the taxonomy duty. The frames have been categorized on 

the source of its features; this is dependent on no shot or shot disparity. In this 

approach both directed (supervised) and non-directed (not-supervised) learning have 

been used. 

a) Supervised classifiers of the learning based: Adaboost and Support Vector Ma

chine (SVM) have bccu frcqum1tly used and orgauh-;cd or administered classifiers 

for the discovery of the boundary shot . 

1 )  SVM: SVM has been incorporated as dual class organizer to separate cuts 

from non-cuts by Chavez et al. [:34] . A core function has been used to 

surmount the influence of the modification in entity's firm movement and 

illumination for the subversion of the assemblies in the high dimensional 

zone [24] , [:35] . In a sliding window by Zhao et al. [36] dual SVM classifier 

have been subjugated for the discovery of regular change and congruently 

cuts. The extraction was done primarily by Ling et al. [37] after that plenty 

features of the frames have used the SVM for the frame's cataloguing in three 

groups: measured transition, cut and others . I3a::-ied classifier of SVM and 

the method based threshold has been combined Yuan et al. [Hi] and Liu et 

al. [28] . The precincts for the participants have been chosen mainly with the 

method of threshold based. After- wards for the boundaries identification, 

comprehensively SVM cla.'lsifier has been used [;38] for the discovery of the 
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shot boundary. Also, there has been a constant use of algorithm based on 

SVM.  Its advantages are subsequently: 

a) Information preparation and the good generalization conservation has 

been completely used by them 

b) With the use of the core function the features of huge statistics have 
been handled effortlessly 

c) Many SVM codes have been accessible previously. 

2 )  Adaboost: The detection of cut has been proposed by Herout et al. [39] for 

detection task design in which the Adaboost algorithm has been used. Zhao 

and Cai [1 !J] smeared it in the compacted dominion for the detection of the 

shot b oundary. In the beginning the ambiguous classifier adaptation of the 

colour and pictures in motion endures approximately confidential. After
ward each frame has been defined as a cut, and classifier of the Adaboost 

has been incorporated for the dawdling, or nil alteration of the frame. The 
foremost benefit of the Adaboost boundary dassific\rs has been that iu the 

vast amount the features are controllable: They are a part from the features 

chosen by these classifiers for the classification of boundary. 

3) Others: The supervised algorithms are used for the detection of the shot 
boundary. For instance Cooper et al.[26] used dual (kNN) k Nearest-Neighbour 

segmentation in it the resemblances of frames have been used as involvement 

in the specific chronological intermission. Hidden Markov Models (HMM) 

have been functionalized by Boreczky and Wilcox [40]to discover the deli

quesced, dwindled, prototypical shot cuts , zooms of the distinct conditions 

& pans. The previously declared profits arc about the supervised learning 

method which describes that in the threshold based approaches thresholds 

setting is not required and for the detection accuracy upgrading diverse 
kinds of features are amalgamated. Their profound reliance shortcomings 
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on the appropriate assortment of preparation were fixed with the samples 
of both destructive and optimistic. 

b) Unsupervised learning based algorithms: they have been categorized into the 

algorithms based on similarity of frame and simply base of the boundary. The 

similarity measurements have been gathered because of the similarity based al
gorithms of the frame it is divided in two clusters between the pair of the frames: 

The collection of the resemblances has inferior standards as it counterparts with 
the superior correspondence values of the shot boundaries that counterpart the 

non-boundaries [4 1] . K-means and vague K-means have been engaged in algo
rithms clustering's. Every shot has been preserved by algorithms of the frame 

grounded as the collection of surrounds which are comparable in the content of 
the chromatic. To the assemblage of diffcrellt corresponding shots of frames by 

Chang et al. the clustering groups have been used [2 1]. K-means clustering used 

by Lu et al. [ 2 G] and also has been used and phantom gathering for the cluster 
of frame to detect different shots used by Damnjanovic et al. [42]. In the worth 

of gathering based approaches the training assets have not been needed. The 

sequential development arrangement information has not been deposited. The 
limitation is that they have incompetency in recognizing diverse kinds of mea

sured alteration .  The taxonomies of the shot boundary detection approach are 

the uncompressed domain-based and compressed domains based. By avoiding 

the time deteriorating video decompression, the trampled domain features have 

become handy, its example is the cosine discrete coefficients transform are used 

[4:3] , [44] , [ 1 9] . For the shot boundary detection, motion vectors in DC image and 

MB types are working . T he compression standards are for the great dependence 
on the compressed domain approach base. They have been reduced in exactness 

in comparison to the uncompressed approach of the domain base. By the gradual 
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detection the extra responsiveness can be received. Ngo proposed multi resolu

tion analysis based on dissolves [45] . In accordance to the gradual transitions, 
discrepancy delivery arc of information edge in sequences frame detected by Yoo 
et al. [4G] 

2 . 2 . 2  Scene Segmentation 

Segmentation of scenes is called section component division as well. Typically the 

story segment/section which has been recognized as the constant shots which are 

lucid along with the specific theme or subject. As compared to shots the scenes 

have a superior semantics level. With the help of the similar content in the remi

niscent component of semantics the documentation/segmentation of the scenes has 

been assembled by the successive shots. Images, manuscripts and acoustic way in 
the video have been that kind of evidence on which the federation have its foun

dation. The scene segmentation methods have been categorized according to the 

representation of the shots in three groups which have been defined subsequently: 

visual and auditory information foundation, key frame based, approach based on 

the background. 

1 )  Ocular and aural information based: with the help of the subsequent approach 

a shot boundary have been designated in it the innards of pictorial and audio 
alteration occurs on the similar occasion in the procedure of the scene of the 

border . visual plus acoustic divisions have been recognized by the Sundararn 

and Chang [47] . Algorithm named time constrained the adjacent neighbour is 

used for the association of the willpower the scenes set in collaboration. The 

restriction is the visual and acoustic integration based approach have been that 
the founding of the relative amongst acoustic division and graphic reports are 

quite problematic. 
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2 )  Key frame based: Every shot of the video is identified as the subsequent 
in the form of the significant frames via them structures are occupied. The 

structures have been gathered temporally in the close shot act. Hanjalic et al. 

compute the resemblances between reports with the help of distinguishing the 
main frames [48]. Similar reports are being connected by linking the overlying 

relations in which the scenes have been divided. T he gesticulation of paths 
are being mined as well as investigated after that they have been prearranged 

in the procedure appearance of capacities at the slices of sequential. For the 

capable characterization of the contents shot an assortment of gesticulation 
centred main frame are being used. In the shots of the adjacent main frame the 
section fluctuates, this is noticed by gauging its resemblance. The significant 

tactic of restrictions have been that main frames have not been capable of 
professionally display complete scopes of insides of the reports as in shots 

the scenes are frequently linked with the magnitudes of the insides in the act 
somewhat to the shots on the bases of frame main resemblances. 

3) Background Based: T he main theme about this approach is background simi

larity of same shots. Chen et al. a mixture of methodology are being used by 

them for the rebuilding of each solitary frame of audio-visual [,19] . The back

ground images of a shot got the approximation of the colour and circulation of 
textur<: for the conclusiou of the resemblance of the report and the ruks of fil111 

making are being used for the course of the federation shot procedure. It is the 

hypothesis of the contextual dishonourable method borders that the upbring

ings remain alike in the reports of the similar acts nevertheless occasionally 
credentials have been dissimilar in solitary act of the scenes shot. 

Existing segmentation of the scenes have the dividable methodologies rendering to 
the dispensation technique, it is classified in four : based on splitting, based on 

merging, boundary shot and statistics based on a model. 
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a)  Splitting based approach: the tradition of  maximum to minimum flair theses 
tactic splits up the complete audio-visual in the formation of discrete scenes 

of intelligible. Rasheed and Shah [f>O] specimen elucidates it; for the video 
they are constructed in the similarity of the shot of the graph plus it has been 

used in he the regularized incisions for the division of the diagram. In each 

video of the scene there has been the depiction of the deputized diagrams. 
For tlw dcHcriptivc films the scheme iH obtainabk for the purpos<� of the �roup 

associated in the scene of the shots by Tavana pong and Zhou [51]. 

b) Merging-based approach: for the formation of the scene in the nethermost to 
the uppermost method it progressively merges the shots which are matching. 

Binary segmentation pass of the algorithm scene is being endorsed by Shah 

and Rasheed [Gm2 ]. The consistency usage of the contextual shot terminated 

segmentation of the scenes has been initially occupied in the pass. The usage 

of the analysis motion at the second level the scenes which are segmented have 
been recognized and in the end they are emerged. For scene segmentation the 

best first model of the merging procedure was projected by Zhao et al. [G�3]. 

By HMM left to right algorithm in the consecutive shots it acquires each shot 
as a covered position and on the loops of the boundaries. 

c) Classification based approach shot boundary: For the organization of limita
tions shot in the scene and non-scene limitations, the features of extracted shot 

boundaries the features of shot boundaries in this approach. A type indepen

dent method is offered by Goela et al. for the detection of limitations scene 

into videos broadcasting [G4]. Act modification and non-scene change on these 

two sequences the scene portion is based on in their method. The shot bound

aries have issues from SVM for the cataloguing. For the SVM, optimistic and 

undesirable preparation samples are being accomplished by gauged labelled 
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video scene parameters via innumerable genres broadcasts. The contrasts be

tween the dissimilar reports have been exploited to pucker the matching shots 

in scenes. 

d) Model based statistical approach: for the scenes division the method figures 

statistical models of shots. Stochastic Monte Carlo specimen is being used by 

Zhai and Shah for the stimulation of the scene [GS]. With the previous step 

estimation the boundaries scenes are rationalized by dispersing, excruciating, 

and integration boundaries of the scene . The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) 

is used by Tan and Lu for the shots video bunches in acts rendering to separate 

shots structures [GG].With density of the Gaussian, respective scene has been 

modelled. The combined diminished energy outline is being definite by Gu 

et al. In the restriction universal contented among solitary shots and the 

controlled local sequential neighbouring among shots is accessible. The ideal 

limitations divisions have been obvious by the elective process boundary [G7) . 

Main worldwide in the fact approaches such as integration, arithmetical based model , 

and excruciating based which is impulsive and straightforward. In these methods 

the designated important frames set has one of the tactics that exemplifies these 

shots, although the representation of its active content shots. In its penalties both 

shots have been measured as a corresponding in that case if their main frames have 

been in the environment which is comparable, or if visually they have a similar

ity. The benefit of the native evidence concerning borders shot which are occupied 

by the boundary shot organization the constructed method. And it is approved 

that the algorithms which are in low intricacies they have accessible quality. The 

correctness of segmented scene decreases for the reason that the expectable have 

absence of universal knowledge of shots. The specific video characteristics domains 

are recognized, these domains are pictures/movies, newscast transmissions, as well 

as the TV is being used by the maximum existing methods for section subdivision, 
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for example, the rules of production usage with it TV indications arrangement have 

been completed [58] , [59] , [GO]. The accurateness of the scene segmentation is being 

enhanced though the priori prototypical structure has become significant for each 

submission. 

2 .3  Extraction of Feature 

The feature extraction accordingly to the structural analysis of the video have been 
the core of the video retrieval and indexing. The visual features were the researcher's 

focus on the audio-visual indexing as well as the retrieval. It consists of features of 

the main frames, gestures , as well as the substances. There have been no structures 
of transcript and aural assemblies. 

2 .3 .1  Key Frame's Static Features 

On the level of the appearances the audio-visual has been reproduced by the main 

frames of audio-visual. On the way to acquire key frames in audio-visual reposses

sion, conventional techniques for carbon copy recovery have been implemented. The 
features of the static key frames chief cataloguing structures which have productive 

video retrieval and indexing have been created on colour, based on outline, as well 

as the base of  the quality. 

2.3 .1 . 1  Features Based on Colour 

The mixture of Gaussian models, the colour histograms, instant colour, coral grams 

colour etc. have been in the structures based in colour. The feature of colour 

based extraction have been reliant on the places of colour for instance, the (Hue, 
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Saturation & Value) HSV, (Red, Green, Blue) RGB,  YCBCR, (Horizontal Vertical 

Colors) HVC and regularized r-g and YUV. Colour space choice is dependent on 

the applications. It is possible to extract the feature of colour from whole image 

or from set of images that are portioned into a complete appearance. Colour based 
features are the most effective features for video retrieval and indexing. Precisely, 

the colour histograms are suitable for informal descriptors. Colour histogram for the 
repossession of the audio-visual and notion detection are calculated by Amir et al. 
[G l]. Initially, the images were sliced into 5 by 5 chunks to hold in the development 

of the colour by Yan and Hauptmann [G2]. Afterward, for retrieval of the video, for 

each, histogram colour, moments of colour, and block have been taken out. Adcock 

et al. [Gm3 ]  used correlograms colours for the purpose of the filmed search engine 

grafting. T he human optical view is imitation feature of the colour base because 
they are modest in abstraction and its extraction computational complexity has been 
squat; these are also its potentials . Texture is not defined in openly and shape etc., 

in the colour based features; this one is its disadvantage. Thus, the applications 
where shape and texture are essential, the colour based features are not effective. 

2 .3 . 1 . 2  Features Based on Texture 

They are relevant to surface owned to object visual built-in features; they are au

tonomous in intensity or colour , as well as in images, they reflect the homogeneous 

phenomena. About the organization of object surfaces, they got very important in

formation, along with that, its association with the environment around it. Simulta
neous autoregressive models, co-occurrence matrices, wavelet transformation-based 

texture features, tamura features, orientation features are included in frequent use of 

texture features. Amir et al.used tasks for video recovery in T RECVid 2 003 includ
ing co-occurrence texture as well as Tamura features using contrast and coarseness 
[Gl]. Gabor wavelet filters have been used by Hauptmann et al. [G:1] for the video 
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search engine by capturing the information of texture. Twelve oriented energy fil

ters are designed by them. The filtered outputs of the mean and variance have been 

concatenated in a feature texture vector. The image was divided by Hauptmann 

et al. [GG] in the blocks of 5 by 5 and the texture features were computed in each 

block, by using the Gabor wavelet filters. Texture based features benefits are that 

it is applied effectively on those applications which have information of texture as 

a salient feature in videos. Although in non texture video images , such features are 

not available. 

2.3 .1 .3 Features Based on Shapes 

From object contours or regions , the shape based features which define the shapes of 

an object in the image, can be extracted. Generally, the technique of detecting edges 

in the images is used and after that by using histogram the edges are distributed. 

The Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) has been used for capturing the spatial edges 

distribution , for TRECVid-2005 the video search task , by Hauptmann et al. [G-4]. 

The EHD, according to its quantized directions, has been computed with counting 

the pixels numbers which contribute to the edge. Images were divided in 4 x 4 blocks 

by Cooke et al. and Foley et al. [GG]o; to capture features of local shape, after that, 

for every block, edge histogram has been extracted. The applications in which the 

information shape is the main feature in videos, for them the shape based features 

are effective. Although, as compare to colour based features the extraction of above 

mentioned feature is very difficult. 

2 .3 .2  Features of Object 

Texture, size and the dominant colour etc., related to the objects of the image 

regions , are included in features of an object. To retrieve the videos which have the 
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similar objects, such features can be used [G7] . In lots of retrieval video systems, the 

faces are the constructive objects. For instance, a person retrieval system has been 
constructed, that has the ability to get the shots of ranked list, which have a specific 

person and a query face in a shot has been given, by Sivic et al. [GS]m. A method 
has been proposed by Le et al. [69] with the integration of temporal information by 

converting into facial intensity information, in broadcast news videos for the retrieval 
of faces. To assist and comprehend contents of video, the texts in the video have 
been extracted as single object type. By increasing the semantics of a query as well 

as by using the Glimpse method of matching for the approximate performance of 

matching rather than matching it exactly, the text based video indexing as well as 

retrieval has been implemented by Li and Doermann [70]. Objects identification in 

vidc)os has been very time taking and difficult as well, this is the drawback of object 
based feature. Rather than identifying various objects in various scenes, the current 

algorithms focal point is to identify the specific kinds of objects for instance faces. 

2 .3 .3  Features of Motion 

The distinguishing factor from the still images is the motion; it is the most important 
feature of the dynamic videos. By temporary variations ,  the visual content is repre

sented by the motion information. As comparing to static key features and object 

features, the motion features were near to the concepts of semantics. In the motion 

of the video , the motion background is added, which is formed by camera motion 

as well as the foreground motion this is formed by the objects which are moving. 

Hence, video retrieval could be divided in two categories for motion feature based 

they are as following: object based as well as camera based. For video indexing, the 

camera based features and camera motions like: the in and out zooming, left and 
right panning, and up or down tilting are used. The limitation of video retrieval is by 

using the camera based features, that the key objects motions are not describable. 
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In modern work , a lot of interest had been grabbed by motion features of object 

based. Statics based, trajectory based, and spatial relationship based objects are 

the further categories of object based motion features. 

2.3.3. 1  Features Based on Statistics 

To model the distribution of local and global video motions, the motion's  statistical 

features of frames points were extracted in the video. Such as, the casual Gibbs mod

els have been used for the representation of the distribution of the spatio-temporal 

for the local measurements related motions, which is computed after balancing, in 

the original sequence, the leading motions image, by Fablet et al. [71 ] .  After that, 

for video indexing and retrieval, the general framework statistics has been adopted. 

The motion vector field has been transformed by Ma and Zhang into the directional 

amount of a slice in accordance to the motion's energy [72]. The set of moments has 

been yielded by these slices, for the formation of multidimensional vector known as 

texture of the motion. For the motion based retrieval of the shot, the texture of the 

motion is used. Statics based features extraction is low in complexity of computa

tion ; this is its advantage. Although its drawback is that the object actions cannot 

be represented perfectly as well as the link among objects can't be illustrated. 

2.3 .3 .2  Features Based on Trajectory 

In videos, with modelling the motion trajectories of objects, the trajectory features 

based were extracted [73] . An on-line video retrieval system has been offered by 

Chang et al. [74]t, it supported the spatio-temporal queries and object based au

tomatic indexing. Algorithms for the video automated segmentation of the object 

and tracking are the part of the system. A trajectory based motion indexing com

pact as wdl as the prof-icieut retrieval mechanism for the :-H\q1w11c:cs of the video has 
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been presented by Bashir et al. [7S]. By sub trajectories of temporal orderings the 
trajectories are represented. With the motion model ,  principal analysis coefficients 

components of the sub trajectories were represented. For the segmentation of the 

trajectory and to create, on velocity features, an index based wavelet decomposition 

was used by Chen and Chang [7G] . Motion model was introduced by Jung et al. 
[77] for curve fitting of polynomial. For the individual access, the model of motion 
is used as a key indexing. To generate information in the form of the trajectory, for 

recurrent motion information and build from motion vectors a motion flow which 
was embedded in MPEG bit streams by Sue et al. [78]. A set of similar trajecto
ries by given trajectories have been retrieved by the system. The trajectories were 
divided into many small segments as well as every segment was defined with a se

mantic symbol by Hsieh et al. [7D]. For video retrievals ; trajectories are matched 
by a distance measurement along with the exploitation of edit distance as well as 

visual distance. Object actions are describable; it is the advantage of the trajectory 

based feature. Its disadvantage is that ,  on correct object segmentation, as well as 

the trajectories automatic recording and tracking,  its extraction is dependant and 
these are very difficult tasks. 

2.3.3.3 Relationship Based Objects 

Among the objects such features explains the spatial relationship. For the video 

retrieval application, Bimbo et al. [80] described the link among the objects by 

using the symbolic representation scheme. By the expression of every object, the 

arrangements of several moving objects and the specification of the spatiotemporal 

relationships were query by Yajima et al. [8 1]. The relationship among the objects 
of several types in the temporal domain can be represented spontaneously this is 

the relationship-based features objects advantage. Object and position labelling is 

difficult this is the drawback of these features. 
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2 .4 Video Annotation 

Various prerequisite concepts of semantics like car, person, people walking, and 

sky are the video segments and these are the shots for the allotment of the video 
annotation [82]m, [8��]m. The classification of the video is different in the ontology 

of category or concept than video annotation though few ideas can be applicable 

on both. In video annotation video shots or segments are applied where as video 

classification is applicable to complete videos, these are the only two differences 

among video annotation and classification, although they arc quite similar. These 
are the following analogous methods of video annotation and video classification: 
foremost , the low level features have been extracted than different classifiers have 
been modified to chart the concept or category of the features labels. Video can be 

interpreted in different concepts with correspondence of its facts. Consequently, the 
reality of the video annotation with numerous concepts, they can be defined in the 

annotations of concept based, context based and integrated based [84] . 

2 .4 .1  Annotation Based on Isolated Concept 

In a visual lexicon, this procedure of annotation has been used for every concept 

as a statistical detector trainee. For the discovery of multiple concepts of semantic, 
the classifiers of isolated binary have been utilized separately and autonomously al
though co-relation among the perceptions has not been measured. The distribution 

of multiple Bernoulli has been used by Feng et al. [85] for the image and video anno
tation sculpturing. T he focal point of this model of multiple Bernoulli is clearly on 

the word annotation presence and absence, although it is done with the postulation 
that every word is independent than other words in an annotation. For every con

cept, the accuracy of different classifiers like GMM, HMM, kNN, and Adaboost have 
been inspected by N aphade and Smith [8G] . For the performance of video annotation 
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semantic Song et al. [87] bring in the active learning together along with the semi 

supervised learning. A number of two class classifiers have been used in this method 

to take out of it with multiple classes of this classification. Depending on the con

struction of effective midlevel representations for the performance of classification of 

video semantic shots for sports video Duan et al. [88] utilized supervised learning 

algorithms. To load up the concept detectors in a single discriminative classifiers as 

well as to hold tlw errors of clr1ssificatio11s which happen when in the feature space 

classes extend, a strategy of a cross training has been given by Shen et al. [80]o. The 

link among the different concepts has not been sculptured and this is the restriction 

in the isolated annotation of concept based. 

2.4.2 Annotation Based on Context 

By using different contexts for different concepts the concept detection performance 

can be improved [90]. By using the context based concept fusion approach the 

context based annotation purifies the results of detection of the binary classifiers 

individually or concepts of deduced higher level concepts. With the previous refer

ence, an ontology learning based procedure has been used by Wu et al. [9 1 ]  to find 

the video concepts. To make the accuracy of the detection of the individual binary 

classifiers up to the mark, ontology hierarchy has been used. Model vectors have 

been made by Smith and Naphade [92] which is dependent on the scores detection 

of those classifiers which are individual; it is used to mine the not known and co

relations which are not direct among the prcised ideas, after that an SVM has been 

trained for the purpose of purgation of the detected results of an entity. For the 

annotation of the video Jiang et al.[H��] introduced the active learning methodology. 

Users annotate some concepts in this method for few numbers videos and then these 

annotations are incorporated to deduce and develop other concepts of detections 

manually. With the help of unverified method of clustering an algorithm has been 
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made, which utilises enhanced pictorial ontology for the execution of the automatic 

video annotation of the soccer . The amounts and actions have been linked by default 

to the upper class ideas with the help of looking at the visual concepts proximity 

which has been hierarchically the part of the semantics of the higher level. For the 

training of the hierarchical classifiers of the video which have the sturdy relation 

among the video concepts, an enhancing hierarchical method, which has ontology 

concepts and multi-task learning, has been proposed by Fan et al. [94]t. The in

dividual detection has never been steady due to the detection of the miscalculation 

of the individual classifiers which can spread the fusion steps and because of that 

the division of the training samples occurs, which are for individual detection and 

conceptual fusion, correspondingly, due to the usual complexity of the correlations 

among the concepts there have not been enough conceptual fusion samples, and this 

is the context based annotation drawback. 

2.4.3 Annotation Based on Integration 

The following model covers the concepts of individual and its correlation at the same 

time. Concurrently, learning and optimization have been done. Along with that, 

all the samples have also been used for the individual concepts modelling and its 

correlation at the same time. A new feature vector is constructed, which grabs the 

concept's characteristics and concept's correlation, with the help a correlative algo

rithm of multi label proposed by Qi et al. [84] . The high computational complexity 

has been the drawback of the integration based annotation. The accurate amount 

of labelled training samples is rnquired for tlw effective� lc\arning as wdl as robust 

detectors and with the help of feature dimensions the required numbers enhance ex

ponentially. For the incorporation of the non-labelled data, few methodologies are 

proposed to convert it in the supervised process of learning to minimize the burden 
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of labelling. The classification of these approaches can be based on semi-supervised 

and of active learning: 

1) Semi-supervised learning: The samples which are not labelled for the aug

mentation of the information for the available labelled models are used by 

this approach. To detect co-training based video concepts and for the inves

tigation of the different strategies of labelling in co-training, which includes 

non-labelled data and few numbers of labelled videos, the semi- supervised 

cross feature for learning has been presented by Yan and Naphade [95]. By 

using small numbers of samples to learn concepts, Yuan et al. [9G] proposed 

the algorithm of a feature based assortment containing multiple ranking. They 

comprise of three main components: pre-filtering, multiple ranking and feature 

pool construction. A video annotation algorithm has been proposed, which is 

based on learning which is semi-supervised with the help of kernel density 

approximation [D7] . To handle the insufficiency of the training data in video 

annotation the semi-supervised learning algorithms based upon the optimized 

multi-graph has been proposed by Wang et al. [98]. The partially supervised 

learning system for the adaptive learning of different forms of objects and 

events for the specific video has been given by Ewerth and Fteiskeben [99]. 

For the feature selection and total classification Adaboost and SVM has been 

included. 

2) Active learning: it is a very useful and quick way for the handling of the 

lower sample brands. For the annotation of the video which comprises of the 

multi complementary predictors and adaptation of the increasing model, the 

algorithm of active learning has been proposed by Song et al. [100] . Along with 

that , it Song et al. [llH] gave a framework of the video annotation proposal 

which was specifically designed for the personal databases of videos and it 

comprises of semi supervised and an active learning assembled process. 
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2 .5  Video Indexing 

The methods of video indexing are pigeon-holed on the bases of two main categories 

of contents, a) semantic (high level annotation) and: b) Perceptual (Low-level) 

[ l:3] [ 102] [ 10 :3] [ 104] . Key advantages of video indexing based on perceptual features 

are: 

• By using feature extraction techniques such as image and sound analysis, it 

can be fully automated. 

• Users can search the similarities by using particular feature qualities such as 

the volume of the sound track and the shape and the colour of the object on 

the background. 

However, users search videos which are semantic instead of low-level features, in 

contrast to; indexing based on features, this aims neglecting the semantic contents. 

There are some factors other than a perceptual level that makes feature-indexing 

more annoying and counter factual. Such as, users cannot always explain qualities 

for particular objects that they want to see do each inquiry. The support of more 

natural, powerful flexible ways of inquiring are some of the benefits of the high-level 

semantic based indexing. For instantce, semantic videos can be browsed by the users 

like topical classification. Moreover certain videos can be searched in consonance 

with the keywords. It is not easy to map the perceptual features to high-level due to 

the presence of semantic gaps, hence manual intervention is normally used to attain 

such indexings. Manual semantic annotation should be kept at minimum level due 

to its lengthy, biased and incomplete nature [105] [lOG] [107] .  

Three major indexing techniques are discussed in the subsections below: 
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1. Feature-based video indexing techniques ,  including shot-based, object-based, 
and event-based indexing 

2. MPEG-7 based indexing 

3. Annotation-based video indexing 

2 .5 . 1  Feature Based Indexing 

Techniques of feature-based indexing can be categorized on the bases of extracted 
features and segments. 

2.5 . 1 . 1  Segment Based Indexing Techniques 

Subdividing a document into paragraphs, words, phrases , numerals and letters for 

distinctive sections during text based indexing where indices can be built on these 

constituents [108]. Video can also be separated into a hierarchy similar to the sto

ryboard in filmmaking ,  using the similar approach [ 108] [lOD] [ 1m1 0] .  For example, 
a hierarchical video browser is based on different level abstraction to help user in 

logically finding certain video farms or segments . This sort of arrangement is usually 

called the story board as it contains accumulations of frames, that belongs to main 

contents and events of the video. Less storage is required then whole video in storing 

key frames, so it reduces the bandwidth and delay requirements to render the video 

contents over a network for reviewing and browsing [ 1 0 2]. 

Figure 2 .4 shows storyboard hierarchical video browsing indexing which can be ex

plained below. A video can include shots from holidays, birthday party and a wed
ding ceremony. Every single of the stories is based on a set of scenes, for example 

a wedding story is based on the church blessing and the wedding party background. 

Every backgrouud is then further divided into shots ,  for example, difforcut shots of 
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the special guests of the party and the exhilaration of the brides can be made up of 
the wedding party scene, whereas shot is made up of a sequence of different frames. 

Therefore, in corresponding indexing framework, story level gives a conceptual level 

of segment part, scene can be categorised as collection of distinct shots, shots can 
be classified as combination of different frames whereas frame is considered to be 

simple picture, have defined that a frame is a single image/picture, a consecutive 
order of frames is called shot, scene is a sequence of shots that correspond to a 
semantic content, and a story is a sequence of scenes that reveals a single semantic 

story. A deviation of this hierarchy is proposed in [ 1 1 1 ]  where a video document 
normally has one or more purposes such as entertainment and information. A video 

document contains a genre of sports which contains many sub-genres like cricket, 

basketball and table tennis to achieve its purpose. Named events such as Six runs 

and out are the logical units of sports video are playing and break. 

Video 

Scene 

Shot 

Low Level 

FIGURE 2 .4: Segment based indexing 

Key Frame Video segments can be represented in various ways; the most common 
type of representation is extracting the key frames. Key frames can be classified as 

most 'summarized' frame, which depicts the main idea of the shot. Key frames work 
just like key words in the textual domain. With the key frames, an image can be 
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co-ordinated during query or search for measuring similarity distance. Therefore, 

selection of appropriate key frames is very important. There are several methods for 

extraction of key frames automatically. The most common concerns in nominating 

the key frames are: 

• The mostappropriate key frame selection 

• Total number of key frames in a video 

For the predecessor issue, it is commonly hard to automatically nominate the frames 

with the maximum semantic usefulness. This issue can be resolved by minimizing 

the frame which is redundant. This can be accomplished by adopting different 

methods, for example, relevance ranking (RR) [ 1 1 2] or singular value decomposition 

[1 1 :�] . Another way of doing this is by sewing a frame sequence into a motion or 

mosaic icon [ 102] .  The second issue can be overcome by allocating keyframes based 

on the length of video i .e. , the selecting keyframes every second or two for lengthy 

videos [ 102] 

2 .5 . 1 . 2  Object-based Video Indexing Techniques 

The main aim behind object-based video indexing is to differentiate specific objects 

in a whole video sequence to capture the changes in the content. Especially, a video 

with complex collection of objects is called a video scene, which is the physical 

characteristic and site of each object in addition to their relationship. 

As compared to the extraction of perceptual features such as colour, volume and 

texture, the extraction of objects is much difficult. Video processing is a lot easier as 

compared to imaging as it changes an object section all together in the video frames. 

Furthermore, extraction of objects can easily be done when the video is compressed 

using object-based coding standards called MPEG-4. It interprets the video at a 
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high level of video contents which is better than prior standards of video coding 

e.g. MPEG-2 and MPEG-1. MPEG-4 is a group of one or more specific objects 

of video knows as video objects (VO) which contain layers of video object VOL(s). 

VOL contains systematic video object planes VOP(s). VOP is a semantic object 

consisting information of motion and shape in a scene. Yet, MPEG-4 only stipulates 

how to represent the objects in the compressed bit streams without requiring the 

information about how objects are detected and segmented, allowing the competition 

in developing object tracking and segmentation [102] . 

Object tracking is performed by detecting moving edges . A technique was proposed 

by Kim and Hwang [1 H] to segment VO based on edge change findings. They used 

Canny edge detector to identify and associate edges in sequential frames. Their 

output was a moving edge map which could extract VOP. The post processing 

involved rejecting unwanted moving objects. Contour-based tracking algorithm was 

developed by Schoepflin et al., they used a sequence of template distortions to track 

and model the VO. The algorithm can detect the variations in the shape and pose 

of any objects by relaxing the constraints on the template distortions and renewing 

them sequentially after each frame [l l G]. 

It is very difficult to extract the objects in a frame when objects are many, very 

fast and small causing objects to blur. Therefore, an object-based indexing is not 

very effective in sport videos such as American football and soccer etc . ,  because the 

players are many and moves continuously. Yajima et al. [81] introduced indexing 

framework allowing users interrogating object movement that including player and 

ball and querying by sketching a moving direction directly on a video screen. Their 

framework depended on drawing the spatio-temporal relationship among moving 

objects. This indexing technique was used by them as certain aspects of sport video 

cannot be retrieved and annotated by keywords. They did not use 'real' soccer 

video in their experiment and made soccer videos themselves containing few players, 

no complex background, no crowds and infrequent and complicated movements. 
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Additionally, the video was captured by one camera; eliminating the need to arrange 

panning, tiling and zooming of broadcasted soccer videos. 

2 .5 . 1 .3  Event Based Video Indexing Techniques 

Events in video segments can be detected by tracking object's activities . It aims to 

automatically detect the interesting events from raw video track [ ll G].Yet there is a 

clear definition for 'event' in video indexing. The event is termed as the relationship 

between objects in a time interval that come before or after the next event [ 1 1 7] .  

An event contains: 

a) Activities e.g. person walking: temporally periodic but spatially limited 

b) Isolated motion events i.e. smiling: no repeat either in time or in space 

c) Temporal textures like running water: unspecified spatial and temporal type. 

Events in football are 'kick off', 'kick off return' ,  'punt return' and 'one side re

turn ' [ 1 16] . Ekin et al. [ 106] detected 'pass event' 'cross ' ,  'shooting' ,  'score' and 

'header' ,  in soccer videos. Teraguchi et al. [1 1 8] introduced single of multiple 

triggering event(s) for the indexes e.g. ' kicking the ball' event triggered ' corner 

kick ' or 'goal kick ' , while 'receiving ball' triggered 'pass ' event. In field and track 

sports, Wu et al. [1 19] detected 'standing up', ' still', 'throwing', 'walking' ,  'jumping 

up or down', and 'running' events in sports , to explore whether the event is a 'long 

jump' or 'high jump'. Furthermore, Lie and Sezan [1 20] examined 'plays' events 

in baseball, Japanese sumo and American football videos, constructing the smallest 

time-segment with necessary information. Similarly in cricket main events could be 

player getting out. Bowler bowling a no ball or player hitting a six. Some of the 

domain specific or general events can be categorized into generic and domain specific 

events as shown in Figure 2 .5 
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Generic E\'cnt 

lfonning Walking 13oxing \V�ving 

Dorn•in Oriented Event 

Catch Sixer Run out Leg Before Wicket 

FIGURE 2 . 5 :  Generic and domain specific events 

Event detection in sport videos is based on automatic analysis and manual work [ 1 18] 
of visual features by means of technologies e.g. camera or editing techniques [120] , 
global motion detection [1 2 1] , foreground-background extraction containing visible 

object recognition [1 19] , and the recognition of CC (closed caption) streams [ 1 1 7]. 

These approaches for event detection are expensive and time consuming because 

they require numerous frames for analysis. Additionally, in sport videos, there is 

repetition in certain events that do not lead to a key event, e.g. passing, tackling 
and dribbling in soccer videos are common events, which happen many times during 

the match yet their detection would be a challenging and tedious process. 

For sport videos, event-based indexing is more suitable as compared to object and 
segment-based indexing because: 

• Players kicking ball and scoring goals are the specific events naturally decom

posed by a sport match. 

• Audience recall specific match on the bases of such events. 

• In game videos, events can be summarised by certain audio-visual e.g. ,  foul 
events can be denoted by referees whistle, text display and play being stopped. 
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• Events and their order of occurrence during can be automatically detected on 
certain knowledge of domain. 

2.5 .2 MPEG-7 Based Annotation Indexing 

Moving Pictures Expert Group (MPEG) introduced MPEG-7 for the Multimedia 
Content Description as the ISO /IEC standard, which gives the description of many 
types of real-time as well as archived/non-real time audiovisual information. The 

large number of push ( effective and fast browsing and search) and pull ( filtering of 

data) applications can use it [1 22] [ 1 2:l 

An effort is required to optimize the usage of MPEG-7, because of the fact that re

cently proposed architectures of video indexing have used their own schemes of video 

indexing. Particularly, several alternative methods have already been considered by 
the MPEG-7 data scheme to illustrate video like graph, sequential and hierarchical 
models [ 1 24].The use of semantic graph can provide the organization of semantic 

annotations. 

The aim of MPEG-7 is the only standardization of Multimedia Content Descrip
tion Interface, in order to accommodate the competitive growth of the (automatic) 
feature extraction and filtering/ search applications. In order to achieve these objec

tives , MPEG-7 aims the standardization of the below mentioned corn ponents ( which 

make the six elements of the MPEG-7 standard) [1 22] [12G] 

• ISO /IEC 15938- 1 :  Systems , for the definition of architecture standard. As an 

instance, the scheme to  prepare a MPEG-7 description to allow the synchro

nization between descriptions of contents and to achieve an efficient storage/ 

transport. 

• ISO/IEC 15938-2: Description Definition Language (DDL) , the standard lan
guage to  define new or extending Descriptors (Ds) and Description Schemes 
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(DS) . MPEG-7 DDL selected to implement XML Schema Language among 

various MPEG-7 specific extensions, in order to fulfill the requirements of 

MPEG-7. 

• ISO/IEC 15938-3 : Visual Ds , it consists of the fundamental structures as well 

as descriptors for the representation of the fundamental visual characteristics 

of multimedia contents . For instance, texture, colour, motion, location and 

shape. 

• ISO /IEC 15938-4: Audio Ds, it holds audio descriptions of the multimedia 

contents. MPEG-7 audio consists of six technologies: framework for audio 

description, spoken language content, instrumental timbre, uniform silence 

segment, melodic-description tools and sound effect. 

• ISO/IEC 15938-5 : Multimedia Description Schemes (also called the MPEG-7 

Multimedia DSs or MDS) intends the standardization of the descriptive tools 

set (Descriptors (Ds) , Description Schemes (DS))  for the production of the 

multimedia data generic description (including text, visual, and audio) . 

• ISO /IEC 15938-6: Reference Software, also referred as an experimental model 

which is MPEG-7's imitation platform for Coding Schemes (CSs ) ,  Description 

Schemes ( DSs ) , description Definition language (DDL) and Descriptors (Ds) .  

On  the basis of MDS components, as presented in a Figure 2 . G ,  this is eminent that 

MPEG-7 MDS illustrates multimedia data by its semantic aspects and structural 

aspects. This section is about the discussion focusing on the description of the 

MPEG-7 semantic data. 

The emphasis of semantic DS is on the description of semantic entities like events, 

objects , semantic states, semantic concepts, semantic places and times in the narra

tive world. The narrative world is the framework where explanation makes the sense 
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that may cover the whole world described in multimedia data. Events and objects 

can be perceived and are considered as abstract entities which take place ( or exist 

in space and time in a narrative world) within the multimedia data. On the other 

hand, semantic concepts are not the perceivable entities, or can be illustrated like 

the generalization of the semantic entities which are perceivable. Semantic s tates 

can be specified as the parameter attributes of relations and entities at a specific 

place and time, such as the age of an actor. Semantic places and times describe 

places and time in the narrative world respectively [1 26] [1 27] . 
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Basic Tools 

FIGURE 2 . 6 :  MDS components(MPEG-7) 

Semantic DS may be used in forming the description of the abstractions that refer 

towards the procedure of description usage for the single instance to become gen

eralized into the set of numerous instances of the multimedia content, or the pair 

of particular details . The abstractions are of two kinds, namely media abstraction 

and standard abstraction. The description separated from the particular instance 

of the multimedia content is referred as media abstraction. It gives a description of 
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multiple instances related to similar kind of multimedia content . For instance, how 

a description of the television news program can be utilized for the description of 

other television programs. The generalization of the media abstraction which gives 

a description of the general or common class related to semantic entities is referred 

as standard abstraction. The general method is the replacement of specific events, 

objects or other entities by using classes [1 2(5] . For instance, 'Obama running dur

ing his young age' may be substituted with " A  young man running" . Therefore, 

the standard description provides support for the instantiation of the description 

template. 

2.5 .3 Annotation Based Indexing 

Management of text data like Information Retrieval techniques are well developed 

and supported successfully by traditional Database Management Systems (DBMSs) . 

Annotation of the semantics related to video segments using free texts or keywords 

is, therefore, another alternative for the management of video. Thus , the standard 

query language like SQL can be used to manage user queries and hierarchical subject 

(or topic) classification can provide the basis for browsing [ 102] , [128] . Thus, one key 

limitation of using such approach is that it can be extremely ineffective and tedious 

to annotate every video segment manually. Conversely, mapping the video features 

of low-level into semantic concepts of high-level is not the straightforward process. 

However, there also exist some major disadvantages that can be predictable using 

annotation based indexing. These may include: 

• A selection of free text/keywords is subjective, which usually depends on the 

domain and application requirements . 
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• 'An image often worth a thousand words' .  It means that a solo frame usually 

cannot be fully described by the words, thus it is assumed that words are not 

sufficient enough to describe the segment of video. 

• It is usually the situation, when users are ignorant to explain using words what 

they are looking for, they will like to make a query based on the similar sound 

or image. In the same way users normally find the representation of visual key 

frames more interesting and helpful as compared to texts in a pure format. 

In spite of these drawbacks, the exploration of this method is still required because 

of the fact that the annotations can be the nearest representation of video semantics 

contents . In addition, many keywords can be shared by the video applications like 

news and sports; therefore, to assist in making easier queries and making indexing 

more uniform, a 'glossary ' can be created. The semantic graph MPEG-7 and subject 

classification are described in the next sub-sections as the instances of indexing based 

on annotation .  

2 .5 .3 .1  Subject (Topic) Classification 

The implementation of topical or subject classification is mainly to organize huge 

collection of information like search engines and library. While browsing, users can 

select the topics which are available and the searching task can be executed on the 

basis of keywords for interested topics. There is a major limitation that the plurality 

of nscrn has different view regarding the subject classification. Nevertheless, this 

constraint is not considerable because the users can make a search on the basis of 

keywords without surfing through hierarchies. 

The video documents are organized in two levels. One is the subject classes for 

different videos and second one is the sub-classes which are used to extract video 
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shots. Though, further events and logical units or sub-classes can be formed by 
dividing each sub-class [ 1 02] , [ 1 1 1] .  

The advantages offered by such indexing scheme are mentioned below: 

• Several videos like movies and news have the topics which are well structured . 

However, the classification of sport videos is based on a sport type like indi

vidual and team, and events type. 

• The contents of the document related to a single video like segments can 
be managed; moreover it is capable of organizing a huge video documents 

collection containing different topics. 

The classification of video subject is presented by Lu [ 1 0 2 ]  which splits the video into 
classes like food, art ,  travel, sport and animals . Snoek et al., categorize the video 
document into information, communication and entertainment [ 1 m1 1] .  Talk shows 

can be classified into host and guest segments on the basis of logical units, while 

the sports like basketball and soccer contains break and play segments. Subject 

classification scheme demonstrated by Snoek et. al.s, is easier to expand and more 

sophisticated than that of the scheme of Lu [ 102] , because it is based on a thorough 

review of literature. Along with these approaches, the primary application of video 

can include sport, biomechanical investigation of sports, news, security, and feature 

films [ 1 2 8] .The consideration of some issues is needed in order to classify every 

application. These topics may include: 

1 .  Video content: typical or predictable contents 

2. Video production: the way video is prepared with respect to filming, channel, 

composition and control over the script 

3. Video usage: means of using a video 
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4. Video intent: an intention of making the video 

On the basis of these classification schemesi Figure '2. 7 represents the subject classi1 

fication for a video which includes the genre and the sub-genres (which can further 

be expanded) .  For dividing them into events and logical units the approach of 

domain-specifi indexing can be applied .  

Video 

Spo,u 

Team lndlvldua l
Local International Showb\% Oriented Orlented 

�F-oo_lba_�•t I c,.'..,, 1 P ingpOng Darts 

FIGURE 2 . 7: Video topic classfication 

2 .6  Query & Retrieval 

The video retrieval which is content based starts its performance when the video 

indices have been attained . For the search of the user 's video in accordance to the 

query sent by the user, the method of similarity measurement , which comprises 

on the indices is used . In reference to the feedback, the repossessed results have 

been optimized . Bellow are the similarity matching and the feedback relevance type 

queries have- been reassessed. 
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2 .6 .1  Types of Queries 

Those video queries which are non-semantic based, they are for instance: query by 
objects and query by subject. Those types of video queries which are semantic based 

are: query by natural language and by keywords. 

a) Query by Example: From the sampled videos and images, this type ex

tracts the low level features and with that by calculating the similarity of the 

given features the exact or similar videos has been found. For the query by 

example, the static key frames features suits best, as the stored key frames 

can be matched through the extracted key frames from the sampled videos 

and images. 

b) Query by Sketch: By making sketches this query permits the user to get their 

desired video. The sketched features have been extracted and are matched with 

the stocked videos. A query by sketch method has been given by the Hu et 
al. [ 1m2 9] in it the path extracted from the videos are matched with the path 
sketched by the users . 

c) Query by Objects: With the help of this query, a user can give the object's 

image. In the video database, all the events of the object are returned, when 

the system finds them [130].By comparing the example and sketch query, found 

outcomes of the are at the query object in the videos of query by objects. 

d) Query by Keywords: It portrays the questions of users with the help of 

some key-words. This methodology is easy; it mostly gets the semantics and 

the main type of query. Video metadata, concept visuals and transcripts can 
be the part of keywords. 

e) Query by Natural Language: The methodology of using natural language 

is the easiest way to make query. A semantic word comparison has been used by 

http:l:~O].By
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Aytar et al,(131] for the repossession of the pertinent videos and then it divides 
them with reference to the query given with the natural use of language, mostly 
English. Parsing the natural language and attainment of exact semantics are 
the hard portions for the natural language. 

f) Combination-Based Query: It is the amalgamation of different kinds of 
queries like text and video pattern based queries and is flexible for the multiple 
model findings. A frame work has been developed by Kennedy et al. [132] for 
the automatic finding of the gn,des of query with the help of query division 
in tbe training format with accordance to the different single model search 
method routine. The adaptive method has been given by Yan et al. [133]
to mingle certain search gears for the application of the video retrieval query 
class dependency and in it the query class alliance weights of certain search 
gears are resolute automatically. Space query by person and without a person 
rcquin�s arc differentiated by the multimedia system of retrieval. With the 
treatment of query classes as the latent variables Yan and Hauptmann [L�4] 
took the quries clMsification as well as combination weights determination into 
the structure of probabilistic. 

2.6.2 Similarity Measure 

In video retrieval, the video similarity measurement has the vital role. Combina
tion matchings, text matching,ontology based matching and feature matching are 
methodologies for the measurement of the video similarities. On the type of query, 
it is depended to choose the method. 
a) Feature Matching: The general space among the corresponding frames features 

is the accurate similarity of measurement in between the two videos. For the 
findings of the similar videos, query by example mostly incorporates the low 
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level features. In various granularities and resolutions video similarity can be 
taken [13G]. For the measurement of the video similarity; ; the key frames for 
static features {136], object features [137] and motion features [129), are used in 
according to user needs. Sivic et al. [68], shifted the features from the sample 
shot which has to query face and then with the saved face features those extracted 
features were matched. After that the queried faces were retrieved, which were 
in the shots. In the set of videos, Lie and Hsiao [138) extracted the major objects 
trajectory features, after that for the videos retrieval it matched the extracted 
trajectory features with those trajectory features which were stored. In the space 
of the feature, the similarity of the video can easily be measured, this is the 
plus point of the feature matching. The negative point is that the similarity of 
semantic is not representable due to the spaces among the sets of vectors features 
as well as to people semantic categories are very similar. 

b) Text matching: To find the video, name equivalence of every idea by its query is 
the easiest method and this method is also suitable for the query. With the help of 
vector space query text and text description were computed to find the similarity 
among them, before that both the concept description and the text qoery were 
regularized by Snoek et al. [139]. The most similar ideas were chosen at the 
end. Text matching approaches are instinctiveness and easy implementation are 
the pros of it. To get the appropriate results of the research complete matching 
concepts should be completely added in the query text, this is the drawback of 
this approach. 

c) Ontology based matching: The matching of keyword semantic relation and 
semantic concepts resemblance ontology are done by this approach. From the 
knowledge sources like, concepts ontology and keywords, query descriptions have 
been developed. The words in the query text are disambiguated syntactically, 
after that noun chunks and nouns are translated by finding every noun from 
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word net; they are extracted from the concepts ontological concepts by Snoek 

et al. Because of the link of the concepts to the word net. Thus, to find the 

concept's relation to the actual text query is determined by the usage of ontology. 

On the facts based word similarity, semantic is a worthy visual co-occurrence 

approximate. For the similarity findings of the text annotated videos and quires 

of users, Aytar et al. [ 1  :n] used semantic similarity word measures. By the 

help of text query defined by a m;cr, the videos arc retrieved depending upon its 

relevance. For the improvement of the retrieved results, the additional concepts 

are incorporated from the knowledge sources [140] , this is the benefit of the 

ontology based matching approach. The concepts which are inappropriate are 

taken, which leads to the unwanted corrosion of the findings; this is the negative 

point of this method. 

d) Combination based matching: The combination methodologies are learned 

by the training collections; such as a combination of independent query with 

learning models and mixture of class and query models which empowers the 

semantic concepts [G:2]. This approach is very much handy for quires based on 

combination, which has the multi modal searches flexibility. Combination based 

matching approach can automatically determine the concept weights as well as 

by far it can handle the hidden semantic concepts, these are its benefits. Query 

combination models are not easy to learn; this is its drawback. 

2. 7 Video Retrieval 

Hampapur et al. [128] and Elmagarmid et al. [ 1 09] have proposed a classifica

tion scheme for video queries. They classified queries according to the following 

categories. 
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Query content - on the nature s of video content's which is  necessary to accomplish 

the need for query, is categorized. Bases of certain categorisations are: 

• Semantic (information) query: Its requirement is to recognise the semantic 

contents of high-level related to the data of video. The annotation informa

tion of semantic video can be used for its partial satisfaction, which reflected as 

a complex class of query on the bases of video database consisting of technol

ogy areas e.g .  artificial i11tdligcncc, computer learning and machine learning 

etc .  The examples include: Emotion equals 'Laughing' and searching scenes 

containing Actor equals 'X'. 

• Audiovisual (AV) query: it requires video's  AV contents and does not rely on 

the understanding of semantic data. AV queries are fulfilled after automatic 

or semi-autmated analysis e.g: shots search where camera is immobile with 

zoom-in lens. 

• Meta (information) query: Its responsibilities are the extraction of the infor

mation of video data e.g. production date, producer and the length are the 

chores performed by certain queries. Usually it is contented with straight texts 

that are built on automatic searching, however there is a chance of getting in

serted manually, online or offiine for meta-annotations. For instance searching 

a video with its title or the name of director. 

Extraction of similar kind of objects is gained by Query using matching from the 

data base. Therefore, in order to match the sample of video data and query on AV 

features , a fraction of processing is performed e.g. sound and image analysis to 

correspond the sample of video data and query. 

• precise correspondance is needed between query andvideo data.e.g. a scene 

search for object " Actor X" 
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• Identical-match query (Often known as Query by Example): it is differentiated 

from Exact-match query because precise matching is prohibited in query by
example. Due to its complex nature, this query is famous and commonly used 
as well e.g. exploring every shot where object appears like a given image. 

Query behaviour or query functions: It is based upon certain functions executed by 
the queries. 

• Browsing query: This type of query is used when the users are not familiar 
with the types and structures of information available in the database or they 
are not clear regarding what they are able to retrieve from that video database. 
Fuzzy queries formulation to browse within the database should be allowed by 
the system. It does not require some particular entities while browsing, hence 
a few data sets must be provided by the system for the representation of each 
video data present in that system, like key-frames or iconic descriptions along 
with some annotations of textual metadata. For instance: browsing the video 
contents with genre equals ''Movien . 

• Location-deterministic query: This type of query attempts to locate1 in partic
ular, some video information in the databasei hence the exact idea about the 
video data is compulsory for the user. For instance: searching for all scenes for 
the location with actor 'A'. A pointer to the start of such scenes is returned 
as a result. 

• Iterative query: This is considered to be an extended type of browsing query; 
since the graphical user interface (GUI) is provided in the system which of
fers users tho ability to filter thc�i.r queries iucrcmeutally until tlw results are 
generated up to the maximum satisfaction level. 

• Statistical queries: This type of query needs statistical functions on the in
formation from the single video or within whole database. For instance: to 
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calculate the percentage of videos present in the database on the basis of their 
genre, e.g. sport 15%, news 50%, etc. 

• Tracking queries: This type of query is used to track the visual quantities 
present in video. For instance: tracking of a car throughout the scene. The 
outcome is the position of car in each frame in tbe scene. 

Query temporal unit such queries categorize the video data granularity that is 
required to fulfil query. 

• Unit (or video-stream based) query: : It controls the entire units of video e.g.: 
searching for a drama video with the writer 'A'. 

• Sub-unit query: This type of query is distinguished from the Unit query in a 
way that it deals only with some part of video, like scenes, clips, and frames. 
For instance: searching the scenes in which the actor 'A' appears1 searching
for the shots where a person with 'such face type' appears. 

2.8 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, we bad discussed the in-depth survey in the context of video indexing 
and information retrieval technology. We had a comparison of existing work in the 
area of video indexing. Video is an important component containing certain features 
that make its retrieval and indexing complex. NIST and TREC are two main compa
nies working on improving the video retrieval and analysing experimented videos to 
improve its quality by means of introducing different algorithms.Video segmentation 
is done on the bases of two main categories i.e. shot boundary detection and scene 
segmentation. Visual features are the main constituents for feature extraction, these 
are used for the key frame features, objects and motion features however acoustic 
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or text features were not part of it visual feature but could be processed separately. 

Semantic annotation is required to get the high level features such as car, people, sky 

etc. which normally classified in scenes detection whereas shots could be detected 

using low level features. Video annotation has different theories having domains such 

as concept based, context based and integrated based theories. Low level and high 

level features are two main levels for video indexing. Both have their own benefits 

in terms of video indexing. The video queries have certain kinds which are query 

by example, by sketch, by object, by key word, combination based etc. They have 

helped to match the text, features of similar videos depending on the type of query. 

A classification system for video queries comprises of framework where videos were 

categorised on the bases of semantic information, AV query, meta-data information, 

location, iterative, tracking and statistical queries. 



Chapter 3 

Framework for Dynamic 

Intra-video Indexing 

The approaches discussed in literature tend to address the problem of feature based 

indexing in an atomistic approach focussing on individuals components of the process 

using available analytical and or stimulation techniques. These approaches can either 

be based on low-level features or high-level features. Main advantages of low-level 

features are: a) they are computational cheap and can be automated fully based on 

features such as texture or image analysis; b) User can make of characteristics of 

simple feature such as object to search using these features. Their performance may 

give plausible results individually, however, there is a need for integrating different 

component into a framework to evaluate the gradual systematic performance for 

video indexing and retrieval system which could be easy to implement and evaluate. 

The gap identified in the literature review leads to formulation of the video indexing 

framework to fulfil this distance between low level and high level features. The 

novelty of the framework will be its handling of the numerous components for feature 

extraction, video indexing and retrieval, which formerly has been treated separately. 

The constituents are enclosed in the most practicable sequence they seem in video 

55 
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indexing and retrieval systems. The framework will also implement the retrieval 
phase particularly from the user's perspective.
To overcome the performance and evaluation issue as a whole we proposed a holistic 
framework entailing all the sub processes of video indexing from input till the final 
output. The schematic diagram of the proposed approach illustrate in figure 3 . 1  
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FIGURE 3 . 1 :  Proposed holistic framework 
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3.1 System Architecture 

The architecture of the proposed system is depicted in figure 3 . 1  which covers the 
main components of a video indexing system. The proposed framework focuses on 
each and every step, keep in view of the whole cycle of video indexing system. The 
proposed framework can be categorised into three broader phases: 

• Detection phase 
• Indexing phase 
• Retrieval phase 

The detection phase starts with the detection of shot boundary detection to divide 
the video into chunks for indexing purposes. These chunks will be further divided 
into frames for extraction of features which will be used for detecting age, gender 
and activity in the shot. These features will be tested for constraint satisfaction 
and will be indexed based on the detection of features. These indices are then used 
for retrieval pmposes and all the shots based on specific query requirements could 
be retrieved upon request from user. The videos indices will be used to support 
retrieval and browsing by use of a novel GUI. 

3.2 Database Design & Querying 

Database management system (DBMS) can only follow a database structure written 
in formal schema language supported by it. Database schema gives a blueprint of 
the structure of database, tables and columns; along with the expected data to be 
filled in it. The database schema aJso comprises of procedures known as integrity 
constraints to enforce compatibility among different fragments of the database which 
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are defined in the same language. A conceptual schema leads to explicit mapping
which is transformed into the actual database. The schema also outlines tablesi 

relationships, indexes, views, fields, queries, etc. which are normally stored in Data 
Dictionary (DD). Schema can either be defined as graphical representation or text 
based demonstration. In order to facilitate the user with accurate indices, a database 
has been designed to hold the location of indexes along with features extracted in 
feature extraction phase. Database comprises of four main tables. Anything one 
could possibly want to know about how these object was built is documented which ·%generates the blueprint of the database. It is handy report and helps in sharing the 
construction progress with other researchers. A detailed text based schema of the 
database designed to be used this research is illustrated below: 

1 .  tbLVideo (VID, VNAME, VLENGTH, VFORMAT, VFPS, VIDEOPATH) 
2. tbLSegment (VID, SNO, SST, SET) 
3. tbL.Features (FID, FTYPE, FVALUE) 
4. tbLFinalResult (VID, SNO, FEATUREIDD) 

Video table contains the basic information about the videos present in the dataset. 
VID is the primary key in this table to uniquely identify the video among other 
videos of the dataset. VNAME is the title of the video which will also be helpful 
in giving a naming convention to a numeric video id. VLENGTH contains the total 
length of the specific video in number of section. VFORMAT contains the specific 
video format, e.g, avi, mp4, mkv etc. VFPS contains the video frames per second 
which is different for different standards of the video. This will help in calculating 
the total number of frames in a specific video by multiplying video length with 
frames per second. VIDEOPATH contains the path of the video where it is being 
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stored. A detail documentation about the different fields along with their default 

values of video entity is given in table 3.1 using Microsoft Accessd® 2013. 
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TABLE 3.1: Video table schema 

{;
N-

4Field Descriptor VID VNAME VLENGTH VFPS VFORMAT VPATH 
(b 

AggregateType -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1AllowZeroLengtb: FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE � 
n,AppendOnly FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 
EAttributes Fixed Size Variab1e Size Fixed Size Fixed Size Fixed Size Fixed Size *CollatingOrder General General General General General General 0 

'c'ColumnHidden False False False False False False 4 

bColumnOrder Default Default Default Default Default Dofault <e 
;;:lColumnWidth Default Default Default Default Default Default p
3CurrencyLCID 0 0 0 0 0 0 <,>. 
(')DataUpdatable False False False False False FalseOrdinalPosition 1 2 3 4 5 5 Sf p 'Required False False False False False FalseType Int Text Text Int Text Text (1)
0Size 4 video 
c""· 
A.. 

4 255 255SourceTable:TextAlign: R..videoGeneral video video video videoGeneral General General General General ;;:s
'<:> 
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Segment table contains information of shot segments within a specific video. VID is 
the foreign key from table video. SNO is the segment number within a specific video. 
VID and SNO make a composite key to uniquely identify the segment number within 
a specific video. Any video can have different shot boundary segments so specific
video will stored in the VID and the shot number will be stored in the SNO of that 
specific video. Also segment number and video id cannot contain a duplicate value, 
which 1M..i,ns any shot rnnnbc-:r i11 a spc\cific- video can ouly come oUc(:. SST hold::. 
the segment start time of the shot in second whereas the SET contains segment end 
time of the specific shot. First shot default start time will be zero whereas last shot 
end time will be the total length of video in seconds. A detail documentation using 
Microsoft Access ® 2013 about the different fields along with their default values of 
segment entity is given in table 3,2. 
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TABLE 3.2: Segment table schema 

Field Descriptor VID SNO SST SET 

AggregateType -1 

AllowZeroLength 
-1 

FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 
Append Only FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 
Attributes Fixed Size Variable Size Fixed Size Fixed Size 
CollatingOrder General General General General 
ColumnHidden False False False False 
Column.Order Default Default Default Default 
Column Width Default Default Default Default 
Currency LCID 0 0 a 0 
DataU pdatable False False False False 
OrdinalPosition 1 2 3 4 

Required False False False False 
Type Int Int Int Int 
Size 4 5 6 6 

Source Table Segment Segment Segment Segment
TextAlign General General General General 

Features table contains detailed set of features extracted during the feature extrac
tion process. FID is the primary key to up.iquely identify the feature. FTYPE con
tains the type of feature under consideration such as gender, age, activity. FVALUE 
contains the value of gender type. For example if FTYPE is gender, then its value 
can be male or female. Similarly age FTYPE can contain value baby, young and 
old. Thirdly activity can have walk, wave:, nm etc. FID givcu ,,1. specific mask of 
pre script for every FTYPE making it optimum for searching purposes. All these 
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together make composite key to uniquely identify a specific feature . A detail docu

mentation using Microsoft Access ® 2013 about the different fields along with their 

default values of feature entity is given in table :3 .3 .  

TABLE 3.3 :  Feature table schema 

Field Descriptor FID FVALUE FVALUE 

Aggregate Type: - 1  - 1  - 1  

AllowZeroLength: FALSE FALSE FALSE 

Append Only: FALSE FALSE FALSE 

Attributes: Fixed Size Variable Size Fixed Size 

CollatingOrder: General General General 

ColumnHidden: False False False 

Column Order: Default Default Default 

Column Width: Default Default Default 

Currency LCID: 0 0 0 

Data U pdatable: False False False 

OrdinalPosition: l 2 3 

Required: False False False 

Type Int Text Int 

Size 4 255 4 

Source Table: Features Features Features 

Text Align: General General General 

Final result contains indexes location within a video along with feature set. This is 

the main table to contain the primary information of the indexing system. Video 

id is the foreign key from video table which is reporting the information about the 

video under consideration. Segment number is the specific segment within the video 
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containing the specific feature. Feature IDD is the foreign of feature number which 

is present in the specific segment of the video under consideration. This feature id 

can be mapped to features table and the resulting feature value could be obtained. 

All of these constitute the composite key for this table which will be used to uniquely 

identify the specific video and its segment along with the features as required by 

the user. A detail documentation using Microsoft Access ® 20 13  about the different 

fields along with their default values of final table cutity is givcu in tc1blc 3.4. 

TABLE 3 .4 :  Final result table schema 

Field Descriptor VID SNO FIDO 

AggregateType: - 1  -1 -1  

AllowZeroLength: FALSE FALSE FALSE 

Append Only: FALSE FALSE FALSE 

Attributes: Fixed Size Variable Size Fixed Size 

CollatingOrder: General General General 

ColumnHidden: False False False 

Column Order: Default Default Default 

Column Width: Default Default Default 

Currency LCID: 0 0 0 

Data U pdatable: False False False 

OrdinalPosition: 1 2 1 

Required: False False False 

Type Int Int Int 

Size 4 5 4 

SourceTable: Video Segment Features 

Text Align: General General General 
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Once tables has been populated the retrieval is performed using text based queries. 
An example for text based query in this research shown below. 

SELECT DISTINCT Video . VID , Video . VName , Video . VideoPath , Video . VLength , 

Segment . SST , Segment . SET 

FROM Features 

INNER JOIN Video 

INNER JOIN Segment 

INNER JOIN FinalResult 

ON Segment . SNo = FinalResult  . SNo 

ON Video . VID = Segment . VID 

AND (Video . VID = FinalResult . VID) )  

ON Features . FID = FinalResult . FeatureIDD 

WHERE FinalResult . FeatureIDD=SPECIFIEDID 

Appendix 'databaseschema' contains the XML schema files for database designed. 

3 .3  Summary 

In this chapter , we had presented the framework where the holistic architecture of 

the video indexing and retrieval system has been illustrated and defined components 
and structure wise. The presented framework bridged the gaps of the retrieval sys
tem which were discussed in the literature review related to indexing in an atomistic 
approach focussing on individual components of the process using available analyt

ical and or stimulation techniques. In addition, the gap of formulation of the video 

indexing with respect to distance between low level and high level features has been 
overcome. To conclude, the novelty of the framework filed the gap in the area of 
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feature extraction, video indexing and retrieval, which formerly havebeen treated 

separately. 



Chapter 4 

Video Corpus Production 

4.1 Introduction 

The key step for the study is to create a dataset having all the features which will 
be evaluated by the system. Due to unavailability of any dataset for all the fea
ture used in this research, a new dataset is created for this purpose. The main 
focus is the presence of human as human is the most important aspect in any video. 
The human focused dataset benefits in managing the domain of the research. The 
dataset will be used for annotation and evaluation purposes. Until now, dataset is 
being designed and manually annotated having a videos with different gender, age 
group and activities. Every segment of video in the dataset comprises of single and 
multiple camera shots mix together for identification and evaluation purposes. Hu
man annotation will be used as a reference to the annotation generated by machine. 
Detail of dataset creation will be discussed in the section 4.2. 
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4.2 Video Corpus 

In order to measure the true performance of the video indexing and retrieval system, 
the dataset plays an important role. It is crucial that dataset need to be created on 
standard set and should meet the baseline requirements of the particular domain. 
The face recognition dataset [141] used by many researchers comes with the faces 
in various settings and mainly used for face detection in an open environment. The 
dataset is mainly tagged for the same purpose, the data set provides a fair amount 
of data in a wild environment. The idiap/ETHZ dataset [142] is also taken as a 
baseline dataset the additional feature besides the face is the poses. The dataset is 
mainly used by the researchers for faces and pose detection; the key areas dataset 
could be used are face detection, pose detection, walking and the supporting text for 
learning. The Caltech dataset [143] produced by the computer vision group working 
at Caltech Institute is another prominent dataset specially for gender detection 
the data set comes with 267 male and 168 female faces. The ICG dataset [14.:1] 
is another data set comes with the data specially in wild and annotated for face 
detection, pose action. Besides this the Yale face dataset [145L the CMU faces 
dataset [14G] mostly used for frontal faces and Our Database of Faces (ORL)dataset 
(147] for face recognition , and identification of human expressions are the commonly 
used datasets. The table 4.1 highlights the salient features of the datasets which are 
commonly used for age, gender and activity detection. 
The datasets discussed in table 4.1 are purpose built by various researchers to test 
and evaluate the performance of their algorithm for face detection and recognition 
along with other foatures. However, many of thes(\ clataset are <lomaiu specific and 
support certain features and provides little or no support for others. This raises the 
need of developing a dataset which could be useful for evaluating performance of 
video retrieval system specifically related to age, gender and activity detection. 
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TABLE 4.1 :  Existing dataset 

Data set name Year PapersCHALEARN Multi-modal Gesture dataset 2014 [148]Shefeld Kinect Gesture (SKIG) 2013 [149]Berkeley Multi-modal Human action Database (MHAD) 2013 [150]MSR action 2012 [151]CASIA Gait Identification Dataset 2011 [1G2]M uHAVi and MAS human action 2010 [ 153] Hollywood Movies 2007 [ l  G,l] Weizmann action 2005 [ 1  Gfi] KTH action 2004 [lG(ijPOSTECH Labelled faces in the Wild 2013 [141]ICG Annotated Facial Landmarks in the Wild (AFLW) 2012 [144]Idiap /ETHZ Poses and faces 2009 [142]Computational Vision at Caltech 2004 [1•1:3]The Yale face 2001 [145]CMU faces - Frontal faces 1998 [146]Our Database of faces 1994 [147] 
4.3 Video Corpus: VCAGA 

The Video Corpus for Aaction Gender Age (VCAGA) dataset comprises of videos 
made indoor with static background having different volunteers. The dataset com
prises of five types of actions performed by human (walking, running, boxing and 
hand waving, laying down) which have been performed several times by 41 subjects 
in a scenario which is indoors. At present the dataset comprises of 4395 sequences. 
All clips were filmed with a stationary camera having a homogeneous white back
ground with 25 frames per second frame rate. All clips are stored using mp4 file 
format. The resolution of videos vary significantly as these are the standards which 
were either used by other researcher or could be used for research purposes%It.varies from very high to very low keeping in mind the processing capabilities. Any 
researcher can use the dataset according to their requirements. Any classifications 
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can be performed keeping in mind the resolution restrictions of specific task. Clas

sification could be uni-dimensional or multi-dimensional based on the requirements 

of research as well as the limitation of resolution. If the resolution under considera

tion fulfil the requirement of identifying different modalities then it can be used in 

conjunction where as if it fails then it can only be used to identify single modality. 

So the classification of either age, gender or activity can be performed one at a time 

or iu conjunction based on algorithm developed for classification purposes. The dips 

were sampled at different video standard as shown in table 4 .2. 

TABLE 4 .2 :  Video standards 

Type Pixel Width Pixel Height 

FHD 1920 1080 

WSXGA+ 1680 1050 

HD+ 1600 900 

UXGA 1600 1200 

WXGA+ 1440 900 

SXGA+ 1400 1050 

HD 1366 768 

HD 1360 768 

WXGA 1280 720 

WXGA 1280 768 

WXGA 1280 800 

SXGA (UVGA) 1280 960 

SXGA 1280 1024 

XGA+ 1 1 52 864 

WSVGA 1024 600 

XGA 1024 768 

SVGA 800 600 

VGA 640 480 

HVGA 480 320 

QVGA 320 240 

QCIF 176 144 
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4 .4 Annotation Process 

nUser based annotation is performed ad all video sequences are annotated using the 

keywords based on age, gender and activity. Video clips are carefully annotated to 

make a data dictionary for the purpose of testing and validation. Each annotation 

is performed keeping in mind the high level feature which are presented in each 

clip. Along with the high level features the key information about different aspects 

of the video such as shot boundary, total number of fames in the sequence , age of 

individual present in the shot along with its gender and the action it is performing 

is also annotated .  Figure 4 . 1 shows categorization and annotation of human related 

information. 

Video 

Female 

FIGURE 4 . 1 :  Categorization and annotation of human focussed videos 

The annotations of the clips are prepared with open English vocabulary and use of 

special characters which are specific to computer are avoided to make it general for 

naive users . The name and addresses of volunteers were not used in the annotation 

process as all volunteers are anonymous . Also all the audio information is being 

discarded as the main focus is on the visual contents of the video . 
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Figure I 2 exhibit a segment of the video, which is down sampled at 1 frame per 

second for illustration purposes, along with the aru1otation of a male young man 

waving. 

FIGURE 4 .2 :  Male, young, waving 

Figure 1 . . 1  exhibit a male young man who is running in the video along with the 

annotation. 

FIGURE 4.3:  Male, young, running 

Figure l. l exhibit a male boxing along with the annotation. 
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FIGURE 4.4:  Male, young, Boxiug 

-Figure 1 .. , exhibit a segment of the video, which is down sampled at 1 frame per 

s,econd for i llustration purposes, along with the annotation of a female young man 

boxing. 

FIGURE 4.5:  Female, young, boxing 

Figure I n exhibit a young man walking whose gender is male man in the video along 

with the annotation. 
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FIGURE 4 .6 :  Male, young, Walking 

Figure -I. 7 exhibit a segment of the video, which is dowu sampled at 1 frame per 

second for illustration purposes, along with the annotation of a female young man 

walking. 

FIGURE 4.7:  Female, young, walking 
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F1GUR8 4.8:  Subjects performing actions: Boxing 

Figure -1.X exhibits some samples in which participants are performing boxing action. 
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FIGURE 4 .9 :  Subjects performing actions: Running 

Figure l .1) exhibits some samples in which participants are performing running ac 

tion. 
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FIG URE 4. 10 :  Subjects performing actions: \\'nlking 

Figure l . l ! l  exhibits some samples m which participants arc performing walking 

action. 
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FIGURE 4 .11 :  Subjects performing actions: \Vaving 

Figure I ll exhibits some samples in which participants are performing waviug ac• 

t.ion. 
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Participant 1 
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FIGURE 4.12 :  Close up of subjects 

Figurr I . J 2 exhibits some close up of participants along with some baby participants. 
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4.5 Summary 

In this chapter 1 corpus generation which is an important step in this research is 
discussed bri(�fly. We intended to publish this dataset and mak<� it public with 
the structure as, video ID, video name, segment ID, segment start, segment end, 
information about age, gender and activity in each segment. The corpus creation is 
significant for the reasons: a) reparation of data for test and evaluation purposes, 
b) Restricting the domain of this study to a well-defined and manageable borders, 
c) Idcntific,1tion of high level foaturns which would be mined by imagn processing 
techniques. The foreground is important part in the presence of a human as majority 
of action is being performed by them. High level features such as actions or gender 
plays an important role in the understanding of any video. Colour information can 
also be used to distinguish object and different short boundaries. Corpus analysis 
is prepared based on best type i.e., user annotation. This corpus provides a base 
for experimentation and evaluation of the proposed research. Dataset created will 
be used throughout the process of testing and evaluation in coming chapters. To 
conclude, the novelty of the framework filed the gap in the area of feature extraction, 
video indexing and retrieval, which formerly has been treated separately. 



Chapter 5 

Shot Boundary Detection 

5 . 1  Introduction 

Video should be segmented into sections such as scenes, shots and frames before 

applying indexing, A video sequence can be made up of several shots. These parts are 

elemental index units in a video database and known as clips. A clip can potentially 

provide the same functionality in video databases as a word in a text database and 

to represent them visually key frames are extracted from these clips. Figure 5.t1 

shows the general hierarchy of video parsing from video stream to frames. 

82 
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Video Stream

t::::1::::1::::1::::r::::1::::r::::1::::1 
Scenes

t::::1::::1::::r::::i t::::1::::1::::r::::1 Shots 
t::::r::::r::::i i::::r::::r::::i w 
Frames

□□□□□□□□ 
FlGURE 5.1:  General hierarchy of video parsing 

Zhong, Zhang, and Chang [157} explained in detail that video contents can be char
acterized by using multimedia features like text, image and speech. Video stream 
should be spliced into chunks before indexing. Indexing could be performed based 
011 each frame or on wholo video. 13ut both these nwthods arc iudfideut a_<.:; if it 
would be too coarse if performed on whole video and too dense if performed on 
each frame. That is why researchers commonly indexed on consecutive frames with 
reference to one theme [158] . Normally video is segmented in terms of shots and 
scenes. 
Hanjalic [!GD} described a shot as an unbroken sequence of consecutive frames taken 
by a camera with similar characteristics. There are two types of shot changes, abrupt 
change and gradual change as described in detail by Yu (IGO). Abrupt changes are 
easy to find and accuracy of 90% is achieved in determining them by using the 
methods presented in TRECVID [HH][l62] Gradual transition is classified into three 
types: 

• Fade in/out: Fade in starts with darkness and slowly light comes until full 
light. Fadeout means start with light and end with darkness 
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• Dissolve: One scene slowly goes to background (fadeout) by slowly decreasing 

its intensity and other comes to forefront (fade in) 

• Wipe: New scene comes appearing behind a line which moves across the screen 

As audio content is synchronized with visual content in video stream ) so audio 

characteristics can be used for shot boundary detection. The relative silence or 

pause algorithm uses perceptual loudness measure and adaptive threshold is used 

for classification of non-pause and pause. Pfeiffer [16:3] proposed algorithm based 

upon the silence or pause of audio track for segmentation. A shot b0t111dary can 

be determined by using pause detection in the sound track. Other techniques such 

as speech recognition can also be used for shot boundary detection. Zhang(l0S] 

proposed a technique for shot boundary detection by qualitative change between 

two frames by counting number of pixels changed from a frame to the next. A 

shot boundary is found if more than Tb (Threshold value) pixels have changed. 

Mandal et al. (164] explained that if .frame contains color then calculation is done 

on the ba.sis of RGB (Red, Green, Blue) i.e., all three colors by computing the pixel 

intensity of adjacent frames and then comparing it with threshold hold. Lee, Yang, 

and Lee [ lu5] contributed in that by adding that if video is black and white then 

it can be processed on the value of grey only. This approach is known as Pair

wise pixel comparison aud it is not difficult to irHpkmm1t. Shortcoming with this 

technique is its sensitivity to camera/object motion and noise which results in many 

pixels change. To overcome this problem histogram can be used for its effectiveness 

in characterizing the distribution of an image. It statistically shows the intensities 

of colors in an image. [16G]t. Histogram technique is more robust against cam.era 

movement but still sensitive to lighting condition which results into different graphs 

for same shot. 
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5.2 Histogram 

The histogram is based on the graphical presentation of the sharing of data. This 
method was introduced by karl Pearson to generate continuous variables based on 
the judgement of the possibility of the distribution [167]. The histogram can be 
represented with a neighbouring quadrangle having tabularized frequencies. The 
histogram also raised above the discrete intervals, where the observation frequency 
is equal to the interval area. In addition, the frequencies are divided by the width of 
the interval named as interval density, which is equal to the height of the quadran
gle. Therefore, the numbers are equal to the totalling part of the histogram. The 
histogram is able to display relative frequencies in a normalized format. Equation 
5 . 1  discusses that number of cases related to the multiple categories along with the 
part of the histogram. This category is known consecutive and non overlapping for 
the variables.. The chosen intervals are having the same size and neighbouring with 
each other. To validate the histogram, the variables are in the continuous format 
because quadrangles are integrated with each other as well. In general, the his
togram functionality is based on "mi" which calculates observation numbers. The 
dislodge category of the histogram is known as ''bins,,%. Hence, 1 ' x" is the observation 
numbers and " l1 ' is the accumulative bin numbers. Therefore, histogram satisfies 
the condition below: 

(5.1} 

Moreover, the mapping of the increasing histogram calculates the increasing ob
servations from total number of bins to the specific number of bins. Hence, the 
representation of the increasing histogram%"Hk" is expressed in equation 5.2. 
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n 

(5 .2) 

The number of bins is having large and mixed sizes which disclose multiple func

tionalities of the information. Grant's work is based on 17th century without any 

guidelines for methodical work in anticipation of Sturge's developed the model in 

1926 [ 1G8] . The low-density uses bins with wider sizes, and produces a little blur 

due to the randomness of the samples . The low noise requires high density for the 

narrow size of the bins. Higher density provides the greatest accuracy to the thick

ness judgement. Therefore, to vary the width of the bin is beneficial contained by a 

histogram. Nevertheless , equal width of the bins is extensively used in the system. 

A number of analytical analysis have discussed and tried to find a better possible 

figure of bins , but only achieve the detail regarding the outline of the distribution 

with strong assumptions .  The real distribution of the data with multiple objectives 

of the analysis that provides the bin with diverse widths, which can be appropriated 

for the multiple experiments required to find the width. In [ lGD] author discusses 

the variety of effective directives and regulations of thumb rule. The value of the 

factor of bins " l" can be allocated directly and / or width of the suggested bin "p" 

can be calculated which is shown in equation 5 . :3 

l = r maxi ; maxil 
(5 .3) 

5.2 . 1  Histogram Based Image Matching Methods 

Stable representation of using color histogram is capable to modify the shape which 

is largely used for the reorganization of the multiple objects . In [170] , Swain and 

Ballard introduced the techniques related to the indexing colors which resourcefully 
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recognized histogram colors through the intersection of the histogram algorithm 

(HI) . In the direction of an illumination, insensitive histogram which is based on 

algorithm having image matching capabilities. There are many alterations with so

lutions have been suggested, where these methods can be classified into the following 

groups, where the initial group is based on the following points: 

• The Method of the Histrogram Intersection (HI) based on the Conventional 

System 

• The Method of the Matching histogram based on the integrated palette (MPHM) 

• The method of the Historgam Inter-section based on Gaussian Weighted ( GWHI) 

[1 71s] 

The initial panel had put an effort to design the histogram more robust and resem

bles to the existing models in order to re-design the new histogram model. In [ 172] , 

the two authors, Wong and Cheung, suggested the MPHM methods. By using this 

procedure, the identical colours are more attractable and capture more attractions 

instead of the perceptual colours . The MPHM has increased the variations of the 

traditional HI algorithm and also increased its robustness. Proposed GWHI proce

dure, which designed for the Gaussian weighted functionality to contribute to the 

rrrntchinfs of multiple colours. This method requires a fow seconds for the differ

ent dimensions of 40 X 120 to match each other and generate the required results. 

Further, the GWHI has suggested the other part of the group, which consist of the 

followings: 

• Redesigned the method of GWHI 

• (CRG) The Gradients and its ratio of the Colors 

• (CECH) The Histogram is based on Colar Edge and its Co-occurrence Method 
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The aims of the other group to produce a histogram and able to extract features 

from the other colour directly instead of generating other features. In [ 17:3] , Funt 
and Finlaysons, discussed the techniques to produce the tri-colours ratio RGB. In 

addition, in [174] , Nayar and Bolles discussed the quantity of the colour and its 

reflections. Further, in [1 75] , the authors have proposed the CRG for the geometry, 

shadow, clarification , condition and shadows of the images. At this moment, such 

procedures have initiated few numbers of spatial data for the appropriate represen

tation of the histogram. On the other hand, the image matching and its colour 

objects, including the number plates of the vehicles are not to the level of satisfac
tion. Therefore, to overcome the existing problems, the CECH method is introduced 

[17G]. In [ 1 76] , only the pairs of pixels that are placed on double edges of the gradient 

and having the edge points at a certain distance can be the part of the histogram. 

This proposed design is not only suitable for the special information, but also able 

to provide the reliability of the histogram and its descriptions . 

5 .3  Methodology 

The fragmentation of video into constituent part is the pre-requisite step for the 

automatic annotation of any video sequence. Shot cut detection is the fundamental 

building block for splitting the video into atomic items, which can be annotated 
and classified. Shot can be classified as a part which is meaningful in its own self. 

Just like the sentence in a paragraph which gives a complete meaning ,  shot can be 

a unit in video, which can convey any distinct information within a video. The 

discontinuation of temporal information leads to detection to a shot. The features 

selected for detection of shot change should have the same properties among the 
images of shots and exhibits clear differences when compared for the shot boundary 
detection purposes. 
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Based on extensive literature review, the proposed methodology works on computing 

the variance metric for frames adjacent to each other and difference is compared to 

a threshold value. If the difference is in the range of threshold value the frames 

considered to be of same shot and if difference is out of the threshold value, the 

shot change can be classified. The flow chart of shot boundary detection technique 

is outlined in figure 5.2. The process mainly starts with the loading the video 
file. It <)Xtrncts the total number of frames from the video sequence. Then the 

process of detection starts according to the pre-set conditions. The more elaborative 
illustration can be seen in given pseudo code 1 
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Start 

numShots = 0 

numFrame : Total number of 
frame 

k :  1 

Read Frames k and k + 1 

calcHistogram k and k + 1 

Calculate difference between histogram 

numShot : numShot + 1 

k: k + 30 

'-----+1 Display total number of shots 

OM 

End 

FIGURE 5 .2 :  Flow chart for shot boundary detection 
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Algorithm 1 Shot Boundary Detection algorithm 

procedure SI-IOTBOUNDARYDETECTION(result) t> ShotBoundaryDetection
2:  video +-- ReadV idea numO f Frame +-- TotalN umberO f Frames 
4: count +-- 0 threshold +-- 0.15 t> empirically estimated 
6: numShots +-- 0 

while i :  1 . .  (numOfFrame - 30) do 
8: h +-- Call procedure Calculate.Jiistogram for i AND (i + 1) 

d·if f +-- h(i) - h(i + 1 )
10: if max(dif f) � threshold Shot Change Detected then 

12: numShots +- numShots + 1i t-- i + 30 

14: elsei t-- i + 1 
16: No Change in shots 

end if 
18: end while 

Display Results 
20: end procedure 

procedure CALCULATE_HlSTOGRAM(histogram)
22: img +-- framesize +-- size(img) 
24: numpx +-- size(x) * size(y)

hr +--- redpixelhistogram 
26: hg +-- blue'[Yixelhistogram 

hb +--- bluepixelhistogram
28: noramlizedH +-- (hr + hg + hb)/numpx t> normalized histogram 

return noramlizedH 
30: end procedure 

5.4 Results & Evaluation 

For evaluation purpose, precision and recall measures were used. Total number 
is video items are known as collection and by performing different experiments, a 
cldinitr. :-;et of items retrieved from whole collection as depicted in figure 5.3. 
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Colleetlon 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

FIGURE 5.3: Collection and retrieved items 

The ratio of true positive to true positive and false negative is know as precision as 

derived in equation 5.4 

Prec:ision(P) = tp 
(5.4)tp + fp 

The ratio of true positive to true positive and false negative is known as recall as 

derived in equation 5.5 

Recall( R) = tptp%+ fn (5.5) 

Sensitivity or True Positive Ratio is the ratio between true positive and true positive 

plus false negative as derived in equation G.6. 

(5:6)TPR%= 
ptp%+ t Jn 

False Positive Rate is the retrieved non-relevant, out of all available non-relevant i.e, 

ratio of false positive to the sum of false positive and true negative. 5.7 

fp 
(5.7)FPR%= tn%+ fp 
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The harmonic mean of recall and precision is known as F-score which is a single 
measure of performance of the test. F-score can be formulated as shown in equation 

G .8  
PxR Fscore = 2 x p  

+ R  
(5 .8) 

The result were evaluated using receiver operation characteristic (ROC) . Where by 

the correct hit or called true positive (TP) is only given for those cases where our 
algorithm performs correctly. On the other hand, false negative (FN) is equivalent 
to miss which occurs if the algorithm fails to perform correctly. Moreover, true 

negative (TN) is corresponding to the undetected areas which are not true (not a 
wanted object or output) .  Whereas, those detected areas that do not include the 
true output are called false positive (FP) . However, we are interested in the ratio of 

the number of true positive out comes to the total number of the existing faces (TP + 

F N) ,  which is called True Positive Ratio (TPR) or called Hit Rate Recall Sensitivity. 

In addition to another ratio which is the Positive Predicted Value (PPV)m, that is 

represented by the ratio of the number of true positive outcomes (TP) to the total 

number of the detected regions (TP + FP). This ratio is also called precision value. 

A generic explanation is given in table 5 .1 

TABLE 5 . 1 :  Precision and Recall 

TP FN TN FP 

True Positive False Negative True Negative False Positive 

Valid detected Valid undetected Invalid undetected Invalid detected 

outcome outcome outcome outcome 
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5 .5  Intraclass Correlation Coefficient 

The intraclass correlation refers to the degree of relationship and relatedness be

tween two set of samples and calculation of quantitative consistency among several 

observers annotating the same system. Ronald Fisher classified the intraclass cor

relation within analysis of variance (ANOVA) framework , and afterwards this has 

been categorized in random effects models framework which defines estimators as 

formulated in equation 5 .9 [177]. 

:i . 7  

(5 .9 )  

In equation 5 .9 Iij i s  the group at /h value and observation at ith location. Unob

served effect in gruop j is denoted by Xj which is shared by values, overall unobserved 

mean is denoted by µ and unobserved noise is denoted by Eij · In identified model, 

the value of Eij and Xj are expected to be zero for uncorrelated nature among them 

and both considered to be distributed identically. J; denotes the variance of O:j and 

a; denotes the variance of Eij which is formulated in equation 5 . 10 

r: -d .  / 

(5 . 10) 

In short, it is used to measure the inter-rater or inter-observer variability and agree

ment. The dataset generated during corpus generation process will be tested using 

precision, recall measure and inter-observer variability between ground truth ( ac

tual user annotation) and true positive values (algorithm detected) using Intraclass 

Correlation Coefficient (ICC) . 
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The shot boundary detection algorithm as mention in algorithm 1 has been imple
mented and the screenshots of accurate identification for shot boundary detection is 
shown in the figure G.4 and 5.5 from manually generated dataset. 

XI'. @ Oil III' um mi llj[ •!ill 1'1Tl 

FIGURE 5.4: Shot transition 1 

FIGURE 5.5: Shot transition 2 
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The inter-observer variability calculated with Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) 
between actual shots which is actual user annotation values and algorithm detected 
true positive values comes out to be very good as shown in table 5.2 which shows that 
there is very less difference between user annotated results and algorithm detected 
results. 

TABLE 5.2: ICC for shot boundary detection 

Intraclass correlation 95% Confidence Interval 

Single measures 0. 7123 0.4479 to 0.8621 
Average measures 0.832 0.6187 to 0.9259 

The precision and recall along with F measure of shot boundary detection of 25 
videos is elaborated in table 5.3. The average precision comes out to be 0.89 and 
recall is 0.87 which is significant. 



TABLE 5.3: Shot boundary detection 
Video Total GT True False GTn- False True Pre- Re- F 
ID No + Pos- Neg- Pos- Neg- cision call Mea- � 

of itive a- itive a- sure 
,,.._Frames tive tive 
tt, 

1 250 5 4 1 2 1 1 0.78 0.84 0.80250 5 4 1 0 0 0 1 .00 0.88 0.933 250 5 4 1 1 1 0 0.88 0.90 0.89 � 
4 250 3 3 0 1 1 0 0.80 0.85 0.825 250 4 3 1 2 1 1 0.73 0.86 0.79 
6 250 6 5 1 2 1 1 0.80 0.89 0.857 250 6 5 1 0 0 0 1.00 0.84 0.91 N, 

8 250 7 6 1 1 1 0 0.90 0.84 0.86 ;;:3 

9 250 6 5 1 1 1 0 0.89 0.88 0.88 
10 250 7 6 1 1 1 0 0.90 0.90 0.90 
1 1  250 5 4 1 0 0 0 1 .00 0.85 0.9212 250 7 6 1 2 1 1 0.83 0.86 0.8513 250 4 4 0 1 1 0 0.85 0.89 0.8714 250 4 4 0 1 1 0 0.86 0.92 0.8915 250 6 5 1 1 1 0 0.89 0.88 0.88 
16 250 6 5 1 2 1 1 0.81 0.89 0.8517 250 6 4 2 2 1 1 0.73 0.60 0.6618 250 6 3 3 1 1 0 0.82 0.50 0.6219 250 6 5 1 0 0 0 1.00 0.85 0.9220 250 4 3 1 0 0 0 1.00 0.86 0.9221 250 4 3 1 2 1 1 0.71 0.85 0.7722 250 3 3 0 0 0 0 1.00 0.88 0.9323 250 4 4 0 2 1 1 0.73 0.89 0.8024 250 7 4 3 1 1 0 0.86 0.60 0.7125 250 7 4 4 1 1 0 0.80 0.50 0.61 

Average 0.89 0.86 0.87 
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5.6 Summary 

In chapter 51 the shot boundary detection technique is discussed and the procedure 
has been devised to make use of it for upcoming steps. In the beginning, the intro

duction of the segmented videos including scenes, shots and frames before applying 

indexing has been discussed.A shot can be classified as a collection of frames havino·0 

some common features. Different types of shot transition could occur in a video 

sequence. Cut detection is the most common one and significant change can be seen 

in this type. of shot change. It also covered the databases who mauaged the diffcrnut 

segments of videos and its features. The histogram and its methods adopted has 

been dicsussed afterwards. Afterwards, the methodology of the video fragmenta

tion and its sequence which is prerequisite for the proposed framework, flowchart 

and procedures has been elaborated. Moreover, A shot had classied as a collection 

of frames having some common features. Different types of shot transition could 

occur in a video sequence. Cut detection is the most common one and significant 

change can be seen in this type of shot change. Furthermore, the implementation 

of cut boundary detection has been discussed. Different classification methods were 

studied and proposed a framework for cut detection based on feature extraction of 

histogram and empirical thresholding. The Assumption of no shot transition within 

one second of previous shot have been made and provided promising results along 

with bette,r performance. 



Chapter 6 

Feature detection and analysis 

Basic image processing techniques providethe base for detection of any feature within 
the video. The work starts with implementing the basic image processing techniques 
for detection of certain feature from the video.These features will be used as building 
blocks for later tasks. In order to implement any techniques, the video is divided 
into frames and all the detection operations are performed on the frames i.e. 1 indi� 
vidual image to extract the features from them and to populate the feature set using 
conventional techniques. Similar to term weights in text retrieval, image features 
are represented as a vector of real values, which aim to compress high-dimensional 
image information into a lower dimensional vector space. In the literature, there are 
mainly three types of image features (178]. 

• colour-based features 
• texture- based features 
• shape-based features 

It is not always necessary to construct image features by globally rod, racting fea
tures from the entire image. Although global image features are efficient to compute 

99 
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and provide reasonable retrieval capabilities, they are very likely to generate unpre
dictable false positives due to its concise representations [179]. In contrast, image 
features can be extracted from a finer granularity, such as regular image grids/lay
outs, automatically segmented image blobs and local feature points. In practice, 
content-based image classification/retrieval based on regional features usually shows 
better performance than its counterpart using global features, although it might lead 
to a higher computational cost in the step of feature extraction. Feature extraction 
is useful to reduce redundant data, achieved by object classification. 

6.1 Proposed Model 

The proposed framework starts with the extraction of the facial region from whole 
frame using face detection technique. Detected face is extracted from the frame 
and is normalized for further feature extraction. Based on the geometrical and bio
mechanic feature extracted from the face, age and gender identification is categorized 
and stored in the database for indexing purpose. The evaluation will be performed 
using the average Precision ,Recall, F Measure, True Positive Ratio , False Positive 
Ratios are calculated to get the overall performance of the system. Figure 6 .1  shows 
the steps of the framework. 
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As our work is human focussed so the main interest revolves around human. The 
work starts with the presence of human in the video using the face information. In 
the next section techniques related with face will be discussed in detail. 

6.2 Human Identification 

Face plays an important role in identification process_ Human presence in a video 
could be discovered using face identification_ Detection of face becomes more chaJ
lenging due to different factors such as face postures, variability of luminance, dif
ferent level of contrast and invariant backgrounds. Face detection literature started 
since early 1970 and evolved by time (180]_ Algorithms for face detection can be 
pigeon-holed into four main categories as below: 

1 .  Identical Template based 
2. Appearance based 
3. Feature based 
4. Facial knowledge based 

First two techniques depend on learning and training example sets for concerned 
objects whereas preceding two methodologies rely on features extracted from facial 
r.haractcristics and factors manipulation like <liffcreucc of size, a.llglc aud clistaucc. 
These all will be discussed briefly in the following section. 

6.2.1 Identical Template Based 

Face can be detected within a set of images by matching a template of it with 
different images. A template is matched with a set of different images to get the <'O 
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relation among images and template to identify whether given set contain any facial 
information in it. Predefined face template is hovered over the images to see whether 
it contains any co relation or not. Different researchers used different template for 
face identification. [181]. To overcome the limitation of angle, distance and size, 
centroid and angular location are determined and then it is adjusted according to 
the size of region. A predefined threshold is used to compute the correlation among 

ftl1em. If the threshold value meets the set criteria then imagu is classiied a� fadai 
otherwise non-facial. 

6.2.2 Appearance Based 

In order to check facial feature information, this technique incorporate machine 
learning techniques and statistical scrutiny. It applies the models which are trained 
nsiug rnachiue learning tcc.huiqm\S. Intensity differences play the key role in trail1-
ing different classifier for machine learning. As classifiers are trained using mono 
model approaches, this method will perform poor among different variation of im
ages limitations such as occlusion and poor intensity levels. This technique is slower 
to featur€-'-based but have higher detection percentage. Although this technique is 
comparatively easy to implement but lacks in efficiency due limitations of adapt
ability of dealing with shape, scale and pose variations. (182]. 

6.2.3 Feature Based 

Feature based techniques tend to find the face based on actual features of theface 
which remain the same regardless of changing lighting condition, position and other 
limitation occurred in face detection. Different researchers used different feature 
identification techniques to detect face using facial features. By using the Canny 
edge detector and mean face template detection of face was presented by Phimoltares 
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et al.(18;3]. Canny edge detector was used to detect the edges within the images along 
with theintensity average of similar size images were used to generate face template. 
It uses advantages of Canny edge detector along with considering the weak edges
associated with strong edges. The resultant image :finally matched with template 
to get the final result and if no edges detected then image is discarded. Monda! et 
al. suggested utilization of geometric shape for detection of human face. Template 
for center of gravity matching and geometrical features were used to detect human 
faces. To moderate the noise of image, statistical methods were used such as mean 
and variance to achieve median filter. 

6.2.4 Facial Knowledge Based 

In this approach human knowledge is transformed into definite rules. This techniques 
can also be classified as top down technique. The first step in it is to extract facial 
features from images. Secondly, identify relationship between different features to 
represent face contents to encode a set of rules. These rules are helpful in defining 
the relationship between facial features. Balance nature of rules are defined for 
accurate detection. Yap et. al anticipated that if rules are precise then it can result 
into failing of detection and miss a lot of faces where as if rules are common then it 
can result into false detection of many faces [184]. Facial relationship example can 
be, nose should be relative to eyes and mouth. 
vVavelet based identification peliorms an important role in image processing. The 
wavelet is based on oscillation waves initializes with the value of zero with an ampli
tude. The wavelet starts with the value of zero, maximizes and then reduces to zero. 
The brief oscillation can be visualized classically similar as the monitoring the heart 
and recorded the seismograph. Usually, the wavelet is crafted for the purpose to 
obtain the precise values which can be utilized for signal processing. Moreover, the 
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wavelets can be merged by adopting reverse value with shift, integrate and multiply 

factors named as convolution. In this technique, the parts of the recognized signal 

retrieve the information from the unidentified signal. 

6.2 .5 Wavelet Transforms 

A wavelet is based on calculated function which uses divided function for the incre
mental time signal into the multiple scaling parts. Typically, one can allocate the 
range of frequency for the each components along its scaling. The waveform trans
formation is the presentation of the wavelet functionality. The wavelet is translated, 
copied and scaled is called as daughter wavelet for au infinite size. In addition. the 
wavelet is rapid decaying oscillated waveform is called mother wavelet. However, 
there is an advantage of wavelets over the outdated Fourier transforms based the 

function representation which is having the shrill peaks, discontinuity, non-periodic, 
deconstruction accuracy and non-stationary signals. 

The transformation of the Wavelet is organized into the discrete transformation of 
the continuous wavelet transforms (DCWTs). It is to be noted that CWT and 

DWT are having continuous-time (analog) transformation. The wavelet transfor
mation can also be presented in the analog signal where the operation of the CWT 

can translate to the possible scale along with its translation. The DWT is also the 
subset of the scale based on the presentation gird and translation values. 

A number of techniques to define the wavelet including the wavelet family are dis
cussed in next section. 
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6.2.5.1 Scaling Filter 

One of the most common type of the wavelet is called orthogonal wavelet which is 
defined by the scaled filter. The scaled filter is named as low pass Finite-Impulse
Response (FIR) for the dimension of 2N and sum of 1. Another type of filter is 
used for the scaling is called inbo-orthogonal which segregate, decomposes and re
established the filters. To analyse the ort.hogona1 wavelets requires the high pass filter 
which calculates the quad filter and reorganizes the filters for the reverse timings.
The Symlet and Daubechies filters can be described by scaling factors. 
6.2.5.2 Scaling Function 

The function of the wavelet can be represented by w(t) (i.e. is called the mother of 
the wavelet) and c.p(t) is represented the scaling function (also is called the father 
of the wavelet) as a function of the time domain. The outcome of the wavelet for 
the band pass filter where the bandwidth can be fragmented of the wavelet. The 
problem is to organize the complete spectrum for indefinite numbers. The low 
level of filters are having scaling functions for the transformation is obtained which 
ensures to cover the infinite numbers. The scaling function of the wavelet is having 
the compressed state c.p(t) can be expressed with limited length and is equivalence 
to the scaling filter. 

6.2.6 Human Identification Algorithm 

As human face plays an important role in the identification of human presence. Is 
is clear that a video will contain human if the facial information is present in the 
frame.If no face is found in the frame then it will be classified as a frame which does 
not have any human in it. 

http:frame.If
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Haar-wavelet classifier were used for face detection which is the starting point for 

this application. Haar-like features are used in object recognition using digital image 

features [185]. Haar-like features are used in object recognition using digital image 

features. Figure G.2 depicts standard Haar-like features. 

FlGURE 6.2: Haar-like features 

Rectangle features shown in figure 6.2 which are relative to the detection enclosing 

window. We have used these features based on three variation; firstlytwo type of 

two-rectangle features� secondlyone three-rectangle feature and lastly four-rectangle 

feature each. Feature's value is calculated as the difference between the sum of the 

pixels within white and black rectangle regions as derived in equation 6.1 which are 

used for face detection [185]. 

(6. 1 )if > threshold}
if < threshold 

The main advantage of utilizing rectangular features is the performance of them as 

they compute very fast using technique of integral image. 

Integral Image The data structure is based on the integral image, which produces 

the sum values of the grid in the quadrilateral algorithm for the subset. In 1984, it 
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was initially presented by Frank Crow to utilize the min-maps. In 2002, the vision of 
the computer technology in Viola-Jones successfully presented the framework. The 
principal and study of the possibility distribution function in 2D and 3D is called 
collective distribution mechanism [185]. 

-.y 

FrGURE 6.3: Integral Image 

The rate at any location of x and y in the accumulative area pattern is equal to the 
additional of all allocated pixels to the top and left of the x as shown in figure 6.3 
and its formulation in equation 6.2. 

I(x, y) = L i(x%, 1/) (6.2)'%
x15_x,y'5_y 

In addition, the area of the table is computed professionally pass only across the 
image, by the statistic of the accumulated area of x and y described in the equation 

I(x, y) = i(x> y) + I(x - 1, y) + I(x, y - 1) + J(x - 1, Y - 1) (6.3) 
The quadrilateral and integral image can be accumulated and computed in four 
arrays as shown in Figure 6.-1. The modification between two quadrilateral additions 
can be evaluated via eight locations. The two quadrilateral is described the features 

G.3 
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of the adjacent quadrilateral accumulates of the six array, eight to three quadrilateral 
locations and three quadrilateral location design the nine to four locations. 

A 8 

[ C 

FIGURE 6.4: Rectangular area sum 
Once the summed area has been computed to evaluate the task for any quadrilateral 
in consistent time with four locations of arrays. Especially, identifying the represen
tation in the right hand with the value of A is equal to xO and yl, b is equal to xl 
and yl, c is equal to xl and yO and d is equal to xO and yO. Therefore, the addition 
i(x, y) above the quadrilateral spanning by the locations of a, b, c and d. Following 
is the equation G.4 

i(x', y') = I(A) + J(C) - I(D) - J(B) (6.4) 

The dataset generated during corpus generation process is tested using precision> 
recall measure and inter-observer variability between ground truth (actual user an
notation) and true positive values (algorithm detected) using Intraclass Correlation 
Coefficient (ICC). The inter-obsr.rver variability c:akulatc<l with Intraclass Conelar 
tion Coefficient (ICC) between human presence shots which is actual user annota
tion values and aJgorithm detected true positive values comes out to be very good 
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as shown in table G.1 which clearly shows that there is very small difference between 
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user annotated results and algorithm detected results. 

TABLE 6 . 1 :  ICC Human presence 

Single measures 
Average measures 

Intraclass correlation 95% Confidence Interval 

0.9653 
0.98m2 4  

0 .9 2 30 to 0.9846 
0 .9600 to 0.99m2 2  

Classifiers trained by OpenCV for face detector built on the idea of Haar cascade 
classifiers . For this work, we used this face ddcctor for the detection of faces. Table 

6.2 presents results for the identification of faces among 25 video from the corpus 

which is developed for this research work. It was a heavily biased dataset where 
human(s) were present in majority of the video sequence. The table G.2 shows the 

Video ID, Total No of Frames, Ground Truth for human presence as annotated by 
user , True Positive, False Negative, Grouth Truth for non human presence, False 

Positive, True Negative then the results of Precision ,Recall, F Measure, True Pos

itive Ratio , False Positive Ratio is calculated based on the comparison with the 

user annotated ground truth. In the end the average average Precision ,Recall, F 

Measure, True Positive Ratio , False Positive Ratio are calculated to get the overall 
performance of the system which clearly shows positive results. 
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TABLE 6 .2 :  Human identification 

Video Total GT True False GT  - False True Pre Re- F TPR FPR 

ID No + Pos- Neg- Pos- Neg- Cl- call Mea-

of itive itive a- SlOll sure 

Frames tive tive 

1 250 208 192 16 25 0 .88 0 .92 0 .90 0 .92 0 .60 
0 .91 0 .91 0 .612 250 230 209 21 20 12 8 

3 250 244 212 6 4 2 0 .98 0 .87 0.92 0.87 0.62 
4 250 208 181 42 26 16 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0 .63 
5 250 190 158 32 60 38 22 0 .80 0 .83 0.82 0 .83 0 .64 .::i... 
6 250 215 196 12 0 .90 0 .91 0.90 0 .91 0 .65 35 

1 1  0 .89 0 .84 0 .87 0 .84 0. 66 7 250 217 182 22 
0 .86 0 .84 0.85 0 .84 0 .678 250 207 34 43 

4 0 .96 0.88 0 .92 0 .88 0 .68 9 250 207 9 
10 250 213 191 22 26 11 0 .88 0.90 0.89 0 .90 0.69 
1 1  10 0 .89 0.85 0.87 0 .85 0 .70 250 217 183 34 33 

250 207 178 0.87 0.86 0.87 0 .86 0 .60 43 26 1712 
0.86 0 .89 0 .87 0 .89 0 .61250 201 179 22 49 

0.92 0 .68 0 .92 0 .62 250 109 100 9 141 
0 .63 40 15 0 . 89 0.93 0 .91250 210 195 

0 .98 0 .92 6 0 .92 0.64 220 416 250 244 224 

17 250 178 163 
18 250 225 200 

0 .78 0 .92 0.84 0.92 0.65 4772 
9 0 .92 0.89 0 .91 0 .89 0.66 

0.85 0 .89 0 .85 0.67 250 228 195 33 22 7 
32 0.86 0 .89 0.86 0.68 16  720 250 227 195 

2 14 
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6.3 Age Recognition 

Identifying facial information is a solitary base to validate the age. Several methods 
to explore facial information have been described in detail by [18o][l87l [l88].Kwon 
wd Lobo made the algorithms to estimate facial age for the first time [18�]. Two 
main features i.e. distance and size of different facial characters and amount of wrin
kles, were detected using geometrical ratios and deformable contours respectively. 
Those features have identified face of babies, adults and elderly people. Active Ap
pearance Model (AAM) was another approach used by [HJO]. It was a coding scheme 
to assign a face in a lower dimensional room. In this model, age was· approximated 
in the form of quadratic equations which has related the coded representation of 
faces to the actual age. The results were promising as the specific age estimation 
was giving improved age estimation when compared to the common aging function 
of  the individuals. 
Aging patterns of individuals in a form of datasets were created by [101]. The data 
sets were consisted of facial imagesi showing an individual at certain age. In this 
method, each temporal facial image was judged as a solitary i:;a.mple that could be 
presented as a lower dimensional space. The software was substituting an unseeu 
face into different positions in a method that, it could minimise the reconstruction 
error and pointed out the age of a person as a result. Fu and Huang have described 
the aging patterns by means of manifold learning on the basis of which. distinguished 
subspace of learning was created for low-dimensional representations of multiple ages 
(186). Regression analysis has described improvements in age estimations using by 
means of manifold learning. 
Most of the literature has described age estimation by taking information from over
all face. Suo et al. has developed an aJtemative method whP.re lw used three-level 
hierarchical face model to detect the age [HJ2]. It,� fin,t. lcv<�l w11..-; r11lfr<! fa<·<· rqm•sc11-
tation; the second referred to numerous confined facial scct,ions 0qniva.lm1t to c!iYcrsc 
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features and; the third level represented the use of wrinkles and hairline informa
tion. The results have shown an improved performance to detect age of a subject. 
Ramanthan and Chellapa have created a different methodology for age identification 
[193]. Instead of estimating the age, they have assessed the age-difference between 
pair of faces of a same individual. It was used as a classification task where different 
vectors between pair of faces were utilised for statistical distribution. The alloca
tion had raised a range of maturation or age, which was used during age-division 
classification problem. 

6.3.1 Age Recognition Algorithm 

Age of the person can easily identified using the facial Information. The age is been 
categorized into three group namely, young, old and baby. The process start with 
image ex.traction and face recognition from the previous phase. The face extracted 
from the whole image is resized if its too small or extraordinary large. The process 
complete process of the system is divided into three phases: 

1. location 
2. feature ,extraction 
3. classification 

AgP. identifica.tion algorithm sllowu iu figure G.f> was implemented to categorised into 
three groups. 
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FIGURE: 6.5:  Algorithm for age 
The position of nose, eyes and mouth is  located using edge operator. Sobel edge 
operator and region labelling were used for finding the positions of eyes. nose. and 
mouth based on the symmetry of human faces and the variation of gray levels. In the 
location phase, the symmetry of human faces helps to identify vertical central lines 
of faces. Since eyes, nose, and mouth have significant brightness changes, the Sobel 
edge operator and region labelling are applied to locate them. Geometric features 
are used in the system for r.hissifica,t.iou to idcuti(y a.clnlt and old p<�r:-on:-;. Iu t.bc 
feature extraction phase, two geometric features arc evaluated as the rntios of the 
distances between eyes, nose, and mouth. Lastly, Linde-I3uzo�Gray (LBG) algo
rithm proposed by Lin and Tai was implemented to train the ela.ssifiea.tiou syst.em 

https://hlllf.Xl
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[1U4]. The LBG algorithm takes use feature parameters of the vectors. 
The dataset generated during corpus generation process is tested using precision, 
recall measure and inter-observer variability between ground truth (actual user an
notation) and true positive values (algorithm detected) using Intraclass Correlation 
Coefficient (ICC). The inter-observer variability calculated with Intraclass Correla
tion Coefficient (ICC) between age group (young, baby, old) present in the shots 
which is actual user annotation values and algorithm detected true positive values 
comes out to be very good as shown in table (j.:3 (j.4 and G.G which clearly shows that 
there is very small difference between user annotated results and algorithm detected 
results. 

TABLE 6.3: ICC young person detection 
Intraclass correlation 95% Confidence Interval Single measures 0.9653 0.9230 to 0.9846 Average measures 0.9824 0.9600 to 0.9922 
TABLE 6.4: ICC baby detection 

Intraclass correlation 95% Confidence Interval 

Single measures 0.4703 0. 1004 to 0.7260 
Average measures 0.6397 0.1825 to 0.8412 

TABLE 6.5: ICC old person detection 
Intraclass correlation 95% Confidence Interval Single measures 0.6012 0.2778 to 0.8022 

Average measures 0.751 0.4349 to 0.8903 
Table 6.G 6. 7 and G.8 presents results for the identification of young, baby a.nd ol<l 
human among 25 video from the corpus which is developed for tbi:'i research work. 
These tables shows the Video ID, Total No of Frames, Ground Truth for human 
presence as annotated by user, True Positive, False Negative, Grouth TI:uth for 
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non human presence, False Positive, True Negative then the results of Precision 

,Recall , F Measure, True Positive Ratio , False Positive Ratio is calculated based 

on the comparison with the user annotated ground truth. In the end the average 

average Precision ,Recall, F Measure, True Positive Ratio , False Positive Ratio are 

calculated to get the overall performance of the system which clearly shows positive 

results. The average precision of young is highest. 
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TABLE 6 .6 :  Young results 

Video Total GT True False GTo- False True Pre Re- F TPR FPR 
ID No + Pos- Neg- Pos- Neg- ci- call Mea-
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._:::, 
;::l� 
._:::, 
;::l 
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of itive a- itive sion sure 
Frames tive tive 

13 0 .90 0.80 0.85 0 .80 0 .60 1 250 218 174 44 
26 16 10 0.92 0 .81 0 .86 0 .81 0 .612 250 224 181 

3 250 213 23 14 0 .88 0.82 0.85 0.82 0.62 
27 16 0 .86 0.83 0.85 0 .83 0 .63 
22 12 0.89 0 .84 0.87 0 .84 0 .64 

4 250 207 172 
181 345 250 216 

0 .93 0 .85 0 .89 0.85 0 .65 21  76 250 229 
0 .86 0.80 0 .86 0 .66 267 250 174 150 24 76 

12 0 .89 0.87 0 .88 0 .87 0.678 250 214 186 28 36 
14 0 .86 0 .88 0 .87 0 .88 0 .68 9 250 207 182 

18 8 0.92 0 .89 0 .90 0 .89 0 .69 10 250 224 199 26 
12 0 .86 0.80 0.83 0 .80 0 .70 1 1  250 210 168 40 28 

0 .81 0 .78 0 .81  0 .6012 250 173 140 
250 218 12 0.90 0.82 0 .86 0 .82 0 .612039 

0 .89 0 .83 0 .86 0 .83 0.6222215 178 35250 
1 1  0 .91 0 .84 0.87 0 .84 0.63221 186 18250 

46 26 0 .77 0 .85 0 .81 0 .85 0 .64 15116 250 178 
0 .86 0.90 0 .86 0.65250 230 198 32 20 13 7 

0.85 0.87 0 .66 170 55 19 0.82 0.8718 250 195 
250 191 168 19 0.81 0 .88 0 .84 0 .88 0.67 

0 .89 0 .81 0 .89 0 .68 5220 250 174 155 
21  250 175 140 
22 250 195 158 

0 .73 0 .80 0 .76 0 .80 0 .69 75 
0 .80 0 .81 0 .81 0 .81 0 .70 55 39 

20 0 .79 0 .82 0 .81 0 .82 0 .67 61250 189 155 
0 .83 0 .78 0 .83 0 .69 250 174 144 

71 72 63 9 0 .63 0.60 0 .61 0 .60 0 .88 25 250 178 

Average 0.91 0 .81 0 .85 0 .81  0 .61  
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35 44 
174 43 33 31  

14 30 5 1  37 
24 57 78 
31  14 0.95 
23 15 
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179 23 71 
30 

14 71  53 
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30 65 
47 14 0 .77 0 .77 17 

29 31 23 
31  19  

29 41 
39 

29 0 .73 15 
179 71 53 0.74 23 

0.74 245 98 
25 

TABLE 6 .  7: Baby results 9 
.g
<:-+-

GTo- False True Pre Re- F TPR FPRVideo Total GT False 
ID No + Pos- Neg- Pos- Neg- ci- call Mea-

of itive itive SlOll sure 
,::,
<:-+-Frames tive tive 

1 250 206 171 0 .84 31 13  0 .85 0 .83 0 .83 0 .70 l,:l.. 
(1:,
<:-+-2 250 207 

3 250 199 169 
4 250 172 148 
5 250 236 205 
6 250 189 166 
7 250 171 152 

1 2  0 .85 0 .84 0 .85 0.84 0 .71 
<:-+-"" ·0.82 0 .85 0.84 0 .85 0 .72 a 
;:32 1  0 .72 0.86 0 . 79 0 .86 0 .73 
,::i

0.87 0 .91  0.87 0 .74 10 4 ;;:3 
l,:l.. 

61  0 .88 0 .83 0 .88 46 0 .78 0. 75 ,::, 
;;:379 0.89 0.79 0 .89 60 0 .76 0 .72 ,::, 

8 250 188 156 32 62 48 0 .77 0 .83 0.80 0.83 0.77 <S .  

9 250 238 200 38 12  9 3 0 .96 0.84 0 .89 0 .84 0. 78 
10  250 2 1 1  179 32 39 1 2  0.87 0 .85 0 .86 0 .85 0. 70 
1 1  250 187 161  26  63 18 0 .78 0 .86 0.82 0 .86 0.71 
12 250 1 56 
13 250 209 184 25 41 

51 20 0 .75 0 .87 0 .81 0.87 0 .72 
1 1  0 .86 0.88 0 .87 0 .88 0.73 

250 179 1 59 20 18 0 .75 0 .89 0.82 0 .89 0 .74 
2 0 .83 0 .89 242 201 41  8 6 0 .83 15 250 0. 75 

185 1 55 0 .84 250 49 16 0 .76 0.84 0 .80 0 .76 16  
250 189 161 28 61  0 .85 0 .81  0 .85 

221 190 0.86 250 6 0 .89 0.88 0 .86 0.78 18 
191  28 22 9 0 .90 0 .87 0 .88 219 0.87 0. 70 250 

12184 2G 0 .88 0 .87 0.88 0 .71 0 .86 20 250 209 
1 1188 23 28 0 .87 0 .89 0 .88 0.89 0 .72 21 250 2 1 1  

1 1  4 0.95 0 .88 0 .91  0 .88 22 250 23G 206 1--' 
1--'18 0 .75 0 .89 0.82 0.89 2GO 160 19 CXJ 

1 0 .98 0 .60 0 .60 24 250 147 5 4 0 .75 
1 1  10 1 0 .92 0 .50 0 .65 250 239 120 120 0 .50 0 .89 

Average 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.71 
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TABLE 6 . 8 :  Old results 

Video Total GT True False GTt- False True Pre Re- F TPR FPR 

ID No + Pos- Neg- Pos- Neg- Cl-
. call Mea-

of itive a- itive a- sion sure 
Frrunes tive tive 

0-,. 
(1) 

.::,
<-I-

.::,._ 
0-,. 

<-I-""· 

--i 

49 
40 

36 

48 43 31 

233 
34 

14 
237 

53 
29 

17 38 
43 39 

35 

37 
43 

�12 9 3 0 .96 0.80 0 .87 0 .80 0.74 

1 250 211  162 39 28 1 1  0 .85 0.77 0.81 0 .77 0 .71 
15  0 .79 0 .78 0.79 0 .78 0 .72 2 250 195 152 43 55 

0.86 0 .79 0 .73 3 250 236 186 50 14 10 4 0 .95 0 .79 
4 250 238 190 48 .::,

0.81 0 .75 5 250 229 185 44 21  16 5 0.92 0 .81 0 .86 .::,._ 
6 250 202 166 36 48 12 0.82 0.82 0 .82 0.82 0 .76 .::, 

7 250 190 158 32 60 46 14 0 .77 0.83 0.80 0.83 0 . 77 

8 250 224 188 36 26 18 8 0 .91 0 .84 0 .87 0 .84 0 .71 '"""·  

9 250 207 159 12 0.84 0 .77 0.80 0.77 0 .72 
10 250 191 149 42 59 43 16  0.78 0.78 0 .78 0 .78 0.73 
1 1  250 199 157 42 51  38 13 0 .81 0 .79 0 .80 0.79 0 .74 
12  250 47 17  13 4 0 .94 0 .80 0 .86 0 .80 0 .75 186 

72 55 17 0 .72 0.81 0 .77 0.81 0 .76 14413 250 178 
250 234 192 42 16 12 4 0 .94 0 .82 0 .88 0.82 0 .77 

197 40 13 9 4 0 .96 0.83 0 .89 0 .83 0 .71 15 250 
16 250 228 192 36 22 16 6 0.92 0 .84 0.88 0.84 0 .72 
17  250 178 137 41 72 19 0 .72 0.77 0 .75 0 .77 0 .73 

10 0.85 0 .78 0 .81 0 .78 0 .74 165 46 3918 250 211  
0 .73 0.79 0 .76 0 .79 0 .75 19 250 181 143 69 52 

56 13  0 .78 0 .80 0 .79 0.80 0 .76 15520 250 194 
21  250 184 149 66 5 1  1 5  0 .75 0 .81 0 .78 0.81 0 .77 
22 250 230 189 41 20 14 6 0 .93 0.82 0.87 0.82 0.71 I-' 

23 250 220 183 30 22 8 0 .89 
I-'

0.83 0 .86 0 .83 0 .72 
24 250 207 174 33 31  12 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.84 0 .73 
25 250 190 27 163 60 49 1 1  0.35 0 . 14 0 .20 0 . 14 0 .81 

Average 0.82 0.78 0.80 0 .78 0 .72 
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6.4 Gender Recognition 

Gender identification also starts with facial recognition. The video of a person is 
used as an input to extract essential information for distinguishing male or female. 
Features like eyebrows, face, chin Adams apple etc helps in its identification. Two 
main approaches are ta.ken in consideration for gender detection; a) facial features 
andi b) examining the relation between the facial features. The distance between 
mouth, nose and eye areas of diverse faces has been utilized for the findings. But1automatic dct<!<:tio11 m1<l view of t,lw fadal regions a,t difforellt f;-tc%iHl posit.ious, i8 
difficult to obtain using these methods. 
Low-level information of face image area related to pixels value of image is another 
famous approach. Among this advancement, the most accepted are histogram of 
slopes, varied texture features, coefficient of wavelet picture transformation and raw 
gray-scale pixel values. The classification methods of low-level features do better 
than methods based on high-level features. 
The most primitive effort of using computer vision system to categorize the gender 
was relied on neural networks. A two-layered fully connected network (SEX.�ET) 
was taught by Golomb et al., to detect gender from facial images [1%]. Tamura et 
al. introduced a multi layered neural network to categorize gender from face images 
of altered motions [196]. Hybrid advancement consisted of set of neural networks 
and assessment trees 1 was proposed by Gutta and Wechsler [1D7]. Abdi et al., intro
duced a PCA based image representation with perception networks and radial base 
functions [198]. PCA and neural networks was also exploited and they have reported 
is good performance as well [199]. SVMs for gender identification were studied by 
Moghaddam and Yang (200). 
16 geometric features e.g. eye brow thickness or pupil to eye brow distance de, from 
the frontal facial images was calculated by Poggio and Brunelli to identify the gen
der (201]. A genetic features subset "Selection from frontal facial inrn,ge wa.'> 11tiliscd 
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as well [�o.2]. Classification based 011 multi-model gender method using images and 

voice was proposed by Walawalker in 2002 . .Jajn et al has researched 011 the prob

lem of gender identification using frontal fa(;e images. The problem wa::; unravelled 

using SVM. LDA and ICA classifiers. The method was working for female face:-. hut 

was not satisfactory for male images due to the presence of moustache, glasses and 

beard as the focus was generally on geornetric features of human face. 

6.4.1 Geuder Recognition Algoritlnu 

IIumans gender ca.n be identified nsing fact' information only. Once again it starts 

with processing on facial parts. The gender detection means to identify the human 

being as male or female. The system takes the video as input and extracts necessary 

information and classifies the human being as mah:• 01· fen1n.lc-. Huma11s gender u.111 be 

specified easily using face only information. This is the one of the rnain root to behind 

this work. Features like males have smaller eyes in proportio11 to the face than t.hat of 

eyes of the fema.les Rre used for classification. As we have human face information, so 

using d1r,1.rnct.(:ristics of difforc,ut fa<'i,d f<';-itnrcs lik<' fnn·}J('n_d. <'ychrows, 110�<' c-!Hic'k, 

Lop lips length, chiu jaw and Adams apple we worked towarcls gender identifica.t iun 1
• 

Figure f, .(i shows some results of face detected from the <lataBet. 

FIGURE 6.6: Ilesults for face detection 

1 http:1/www.virtualffs.eo.uk/index.html 

www.virtualffs.co.uk/index.html
https://fen1n.lc
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The dataset generated during corpus generation process is tested using precision, 

recall measure and inter-observer variability between ground truth (actual user an

notation) and true positive values (algorithm detected) using Intraclass Correlation 

Coefficient (ICC) . The inter-observer variability calculated with Intraclass Corre

lation Coefficient (ICC) between gender group (male, female) present in the shots 

which is actual user annotation values and algorithm detected true positive values 

comes out to be very good as shown in table (i . �J and G. 10 which clearly shows that 

there is very small difference between user annotated results and algorithm detected 

results. 

TABLE 6 .9 :  ICC male identification 

Intraclass correlation 95% Confidence Interval 
Single measures 0.9071 0.8010 to 0.9580 

Average measures 0.9513 0.8895 to 0.9785 

TABLE 6 . 1 0 :  ICC female identification 

Intraclass correlation 95% Confidence Interval 
Single measures 0.6749 0.3884 to 0.8424 

Average measures 0.8059 0.5595 to 0.9145 

Table G . 1 1  and G . 1 2  presents results for the identification of female and male among 

25 video from the corpus which is developed for this research work .  These tables 

shows the Video ID, Total No of Frames, Ground Truth for human presence as anno

tated by user, True Positive, False Negative, Grouth Truth for non human presence, 

False Positive, True Negative then the results of Precision ,Recall, F Iv1easure. True 

Positive Ratio , False Positive Ratio is calculated based on the comparison with the 

user annotated ground truth .  In the end the average average Precision J{ecall. F 

Measure, True Positive Ratio , False Positive Ratio are calculated to get the overall 
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performance of the system which clearly shows positive results. The average preci
sion of male is higher as compared to female. The reason for this is the wearing of 
head scarf and make up. 
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TABLE 6 . 1 1 :  Female results 

Video Total GT 
ID No + 

of 
Frames 

True 
Pos-
itive 

False 
Neg-
a-
tive 

GTm- False 
Pos-
itive 

True 
Neg-
a-

tive 

Pre 
Cl-

sion 

Re-
call 

F 
Mea-
sure 

TPR FPR 

1 250 178 164 72 43 29 0 .79 0 .92 0 .85 0 .92 0 .60 

<:-1-
(1:,� 
� 

<:-1-

� 
(1:, 
<:-1-
(1:, 

<:-1-""'· 
73 47 0 .62 0 .91 0 .74 0 .91 0 .612 250 130 118 12  120 

0 .66 0 .87 0 .75 0 .87 0 .623 250 144 125 19 106 66 
;;:l0 .69 0.87 0 .77 0 .87 0 .63 4 250 155 135 20 60 
.::i 

0.83 0.82 0 .83 0 .64 22 0 .80 ;;:l5 250 190 158 32 60 38 
.::i6 250 185 168 17 65 42 23 0 .80 0 .91  0 .85 0 .91  0 .65 
;;:l 

18 0 .83 0 .84 0 .83 0 .84 0 .66 7 250 197 165 32 
c,,"' 29 14 0 .86 0 .84 0 .85 0 .84 0 .67 8 250 207 173 34 · 
c,, 

9 4 0 .96 0 .88 0 .92 0 .88 0 .68 9 250 207 30 13 
26 1 1  0 .88 0 .90 0 .89 0 .90 0 .69191 2210 250 213 
23 10 0.89 0.85 0 .87 0 .85 0 .70 1 1  250 217 183 34 
26 17  0 .87 0 .86 0 .87 0 .86 0 .60 12  250 207 178 29 

19 0.86 0.89 0.87 0 .89 0 .6113  250 201 179 22 30 
54 0 .53 0 .92 0 .68 0 .92 0 .62 14 250 109 100 9 141 87 

15  250 110  102 8 140 88 52 0 .54 0 .93 0 .68 0.93 0 .63 
16 250 144 132 12  106 68 38 0.66 0 .92 0 .77 0 .92 0 .64 
17  250 178 163 15 72 47 25 0 .78 0 .92 0 .84 0 .92 0 .65 

22 0 .79 0 .89 0 .84 0 .89 0.6618 250 185 165 20 65 
62 42 20 0 .79 0.85 0.82 0 .85 0 .67 250 188 161 

25 0 .74 0 .86 0 .79 0 .86 0 .68 77250 173 149 20 
21 0 .76 0 .85 0 .80 0 .85 0 .69 21  250 181 153 28 69 

22 250 199 175 
23 250 185 165 20 65 

36 15 0 .83 0 .88 0 .85 0 .88 0 .70 I-' 

21 0 .79 0 .89 0 .84 0 .89 0 .67 
24 0.66 0 .60 0 .63 0 .60 0 .69 
12 0 .36 0 .50 0 .42 0 .50 0 .90 

24 250 172 103 69 78 
25 250 127 64 64 123 1 1 1  

Average 0.70 0 .92 0 . 79 0 . 92 0.61 
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TABLE 6 . 12 :  Results for male classification 

Video Total GT 

ID No + 
of 

Frmnes 

True 

Pos-

itive 

False 

Neg-

a-

tive 

GT - False 

Pos-

itive 

True 

Neg-

a-

tive 

Pre 

ci-

sion 

Re-

call 

F 

Mea-

sure 

TPR FPR 4 

� 

e-i--

n, 
e-i--
n, 

"" ·  
;;3 
.:i 
;;3 

.:i 

""· 

1 250 211  165 46 26 13 0 .86 0 .78 0 .82 0 .78 0 .66 
15 8 0 .92 0 .79 0 .85 0 .79 0 .67 2 250 227 179 48 23 

3 250 180 144 36 70 48 22 0 .75 0 .80 0 .78 0 .80 0 .68 
25 17 8 0 .91 0 .81 0 .86 0 .81 0 .69 4 250 225 182 

18 0 .78 0.82 0.80 0 .82 0 .70 5 250 189 61  
24 10 0.88 0.83 0.85 0 .83 0 .71 6 250 216 179 37 
41 16 0 .80 0 .84 0 .82 0 .84 0 .72 7 250 193 162 31  

8 250 204 173 46 34 12 0 .84 0.85 0 .84 0 .85 0 .73 

9 250 239 206 33 1 1  8 3 0 .96 0 .86 0 .91 0 .86 0.74 
15 0 .79 0.87 0 .83 0.87 0. 75 10 250 191 166 25 59 
24 0 .77 0 .88 0 .82 0 .88 0.66 1 1  250 180 158 22 70 

12 250 188 167 21  62 42 20 0 .80 0.89 0 .84 0 .89 0.67 
13 250 179 140 39 71 48 23 0. 74 0 .78 0.76 0 .78 0 .68 
14 250 234 185 49 16 1 1  5 0 .94 0 .79 0 .86 0 . 79 0.69 
15 250 193 154 40 17  0 .79 0.80 0 .80 0 .80 0 .70 57 

33 14 0.83 0.81 0.82 0 .81  0 .71 16 250 203 164 39 

18 
250 183 150 33 67 48 19 0 .76 0.82 0.79 0.82 0 .72 
250 238 198 40 12 9 3 0.96 0 .83 0 .89 0.83 0 .73 

49 36 13 0.82 0.84 0 .83 0.84 0 .74 19 250 201 169 
20 250 226 192 34 24 18 6 0 .91 0 .85 0.88 0 .85 0 .75 
21  250 199 171 28 51 17 0 .84 0.86 0 .85 0.86 0. 66 
22 250 227 197 30 I-'15 8 0 .93 0.87 0 .90 0.87 0 .67 

23 250 186 164 22 64 20 0 .79 0.88 0.83 0 .88 0 .68 
7 0 .93 0 .89 0 .91  0 .89 0 .69 250 229 204 25 21  

250 218 109 109 32 29 3 0 .79 0 .50 0 .61 0 .50 0 .90 

Average 0.89 0.79 0.84 0.79 0 .67 
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Screenshots of accurate identification for age and gender is shown in the figure G.7 

6.8 and G.9 from manually generated dataset. Region of interest is extracted from 

facial image, which is described by the face and removing other extra information 

which is not a part of the face. This is resized to small scale if its good big for fast 

processing. Histogram was calculated to find the spread of colours in the image. 

Then position of facial parts like eyes, nose and mouth was extracted. Based on the 

biomechanics features image was finally classified as male or female along with their 

age group from any of three category as young, old or baby. 
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Region of Interest Resize Gray scale image 

Eye,s, npse. cheeks and 
Final Result torenead pos1t1on 

• 2 

Histogram 

• � .,, ....t.:. .JL.!J ::::i;:_ ~=-'!J:J' 

Sobel Filter Down Part Left and right parts 

FIGURE 6.7:  Correct. result for male classification 
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Region of Interest Resize Gray scale image 

Final Result 
Eyep. nose, cheElkS and 

toreheaa position 

Histogram 
••I • QI •t :J!.::J •C' � J.,;- . � X 

Sobel Filter Down Part Left and right parts 

FIGURE 6.8:  Correct result for female classification 
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FIGURE 6.9: Correct result for age and gender 

F'igure (> I O depicts sotne of the unsuccessful detection or age a.nd gender> rxlet•acf cd 

region of i11terest., resizing, greyscale conversion
) 

histogram, sobel filLc-r for rdge 

detection, three parts of face as left , right and down, position of nose, cy<'i--, lips, 

cheeks and forehead and finally classifying wrong as male with rrfrrr'uC'e t.o c\ge aud 

gender from manually generated dataset. :e

http:greysca.le
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Resize Gray scale image Region of Interest 

Eyes. nose. chel:lks and 
torehead pos1t1on Final Result 

•• .d.Qj X 

Histogram 

:::r...
r1 

Sobel Filter 

.. • C 
I 

,, ,I 

Ii 

I IJ 

Down Part Left and right parts 

FIGURE 6 .10 :  Incorrect result for female clnssification 
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6.5 Activity Detection 

There has been a significant increase in digital images and video collection in the last 

few years due to availability of personalized photo albums, camera videos, feature 

films and multi-lingual broadcast news in t.he unstructured or structured format. 

Now a days the video traffic is around 80% 2 . The data is increased in three 

different dimensions as video consist of audio, video and textual information. The 

huge size of data requires qualitative filtering to identify the difference between the 

relevant and irrelevant information as per the user requirement. 

Activity identificatiot1 helps in the human action recognition. It is observed that the 

interest lies under explaining complete activity in the video. Depending on the re

sults of single action, a framework can be established to show case output of activity 

within the video. Identifying simultaneous activities, classifying interleaved activi

ties, uncertainty in interpretation and different residents are few hurdles related to 

recognition of activity. On the basis of pre-defined activity model, human activities 

are accurately discovered through human activity recognition. The purpose of ac

tivity detection is to determine mutual human activities in real life. It is challenging 

to accurately determine the human activity because of it being widely spread range 

and perplex. To construct the activity model different probahilit,y hm;cd algorithms 

have been used. The most appropriate Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are being 

investigated for this task. 

HMMs ate incorporated for the purpose of action models training. Unique model 

is trained for distinct action. The body of human is represented in the form of 

a stick skeleton for activity detection. An action can be transformed into pattern 

of stick series over the period of time by using these stick sequence� which results 

into sequence of feature vector. Two streams of d,tHHificat.io11 an� t.Iwu fnrt.h<·r nscd 
2http://www.techcrunchies.com/what-�ercentage-of-interuet-traffk-is-vidco / 
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to process the feature vector. Weka :i is explored by one stream classification al

gorithms. HMM is used by other streams. In order for the HMM to model the 

action, feature vector sequence must be converted into symbol sequence. Represen

tative stick skeleton of each action typ e  and distance to measure the resemblance 

between the feature vectors is contained in posture codebook which is designed for 

this purpose. To explain the training symbol sequence in best manner, the model 

parameters of HMM are optimized in the training phase. Each feature vector is 

assigned symbol which is more similar and is matched against the codebook using 

Estimation of Maximum likelihood parameter EM (Baum Welch) . An unidentified 

sequence can be categorised by calculating the log-likelihood of model sequence with 

the generated model for unique action. System is implemented for recognition of 4 

diverse action types and tested on real human action videos. 

6 .5 .1  Related Review 

Action recognition is three step process of identifying the object targeted, generating 

useful representation and analysing the movement of object. From the above steps, 

first two develops an object representation which are then applied for image pro

cessing techniques and the last two steps are for identification of action pattern and 

development of semantic description. The recognition process is being facilitated by 

sequence of images to represent the target object movement. Different recognition 

can use this basic model for further processing. The movements from an image se

quence can be explained by representations. Different recognition methods together 

with temporal templates, local features and skeletonisation have been investigated. 

The approaches are summarized as follows. 

3http:/ /www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/ 

www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
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Local features Histogram is being used largely to represent the local features which 
points out spatio-temporal features from sequence of images by retrieving the interest 
points around various events [203) . The important change in both spatial and 
temporal domain in images is represented by the interest point [20L1]. The change 
within the frame is represented by spatial changes, and variation in video sequence 
is represented by temporal changes. Spatial and temporal scales can be used to 
capture events. The background is represented by histogram with bright surfaces 
and major events such as stopping and starting a feet movement by the interest 
points is represented by dark ellipsoids (203] Gaussian kernel and Harris corner 
equations can be used to detect interest points by finding the region with major 
Eigen values. The application of this approach to recognition of human activity 
has been done successfully. Human action recognition are also using eigenspace 
methods. In an eigenspace, a curve also called motion curve represents an action 
given by successive video frames and, by taking a similar action, an unknown action 
similar to any of memorized motion curves can be judged. High speed human action 
recognition can be achieved by eigenspace technique but still there is a room for 
improvement.
Schuldt et al. [156] has used this approach to find descriptors which represent the 
interest point sw·rounded by image structure. This can be attained utilizing var
ious combination of optic flow by using histograms, Spatio-temporal gradient, the 
principal component analysis (PCA) or N-jets (a set of derivatives to the order N). 
The descriptors when used in collaboration with histogram achieved good perfor
mance. Image segmentation or pre-processing is not required but otJ1er approaches 
used special image pre-processing and segmentation.
Skeletonisation In this approach object is represented with the skeleton ancl tram;
fer a temporal image sequence to a feature vector sequence. Moving light displays 
(MLD) are 13-18 feature points highlighted on body which forms a 2D ntick figure 
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[205] . 2D labelling which is an example is given by [206] represents a network of 

connected parts at particular body joints . A new method is anticipated using star 

skeleton by [207]s. This method works by fixing the required pixels in the background 

and identifies a human object by subtracting the background [208] . The foreground 

objects is then processed to improve its quality through morphological dilation fol

lowed by erosion, this cleans up extracted objects and smoothies their lines . The 

(,xtcrnal outline of the target helps in clctcnniuing the border points. The five <�X

treme points in the object outline helps in making of star skeleton. These five points 

represent a head, two hands and two legs . Last but not the least, five points in 

star fashion with the maximum distances are chosen. This approach is effective 

in extracting object feature by using a five dimensional vector in two dimensional 

environment. 

Temporal Templates Wren et al. ,  used temporal symbols to develop view- partic

ular images of motions of humans within an image sequence [209] . The foundation 

is build up on two concepts of where the motion is and how it occurs. For this 

purpose Motion Energy Image (MEI) AND Motion History Image (MRI) needs to 

be constructed. The motion of image is represented by MEI which confirms there is 

a motion activity and shows the angle view. On the contrary the direction of move

ment is represented by MRI and the brighter pixels shows the most recent movement. 

To implement this practically, a person should be hold by image sequence and from 

the other objects available in the image isolate the tracking movement. 

Action Recognition The most investigated problem is the modelling of human 

activates using mathematical model . A training based identification technique Hid

den Markov Model (HMM) has been used successfully for speech recognition. This 

technique is quite helpful and works on transferring the actions into patterns . The 

HMM technique creates an action by training and is a kind of stochastic state transit 

model. To identify an action, the HMM with the best action is chosen. Yamato et 
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al. 1 mentioned that separab1e features helps in achieving a high identification rate 

and takes less time to process . Every action has a unique HMM with certain char

acteristics to monitor human activities. For the first time HMM recognition has 

been applied [2 1 0} .  They use three players and six different tennis strokes for HMM. 

The classification of multi-human activities is done through HMMs by Liu and Chen 

[2 1,1 ],. 

Generally a model consists of state transit ion probabil ities, output probabilities and 

initial state as parameters . To describe the action in best way each category or ac

tion is optimized in the learning phase. HMM produces the symbol sequence in the 

recognition phase. To iden ify different actions H fM are used together with skeleton 

representation by [207] .  The feature vectors are extracted from images, given a spe

cific symbol to each feature vector by vector quantizat ion (VQ)  atlas to store them . 

To identify the best corresponding action and to train the models symbols are being 

used . Cunado et al . elucidate the review of approaches for gait recognition (2 12] . 

Generally gait identificat ion can be  classified as model based analysis and model 

free analysis. Moving shape and moving motion methods are the two branches of 

model free analysis . Structural and modular ar-e tbe forms of model based methods . 

Different studies use different parameters .  Kale et al . identified human gait by using 

HMM [2 1 3] . Sundaresan et al. calculates the similarity between the feature vectors 

by using Ll and L2 as different distance. metrics for vector difference and normalized 

inner product of vectors and used bina.i.rzed background-subtracted image as feature 

vector (214], . 

There are two steps in learning and matching algorithms i . e  learning and recogni

tion. Learning is responsible for creating movement from a pool of training data 

by computing parameters. To find the best match the rerognition phase compares 

the input with each category. Babick and Davis identify th, , temporal template hy 

using learning and matching algorithm [2 1 S] .  Large sample of dat,1 is collc ·ted t-n 
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make algorithm worked and to represent each movement with different views. Using 
moment based features statistical descriptions are being computed for the temporal 
templates. Training data are used as descriptors. Mahalanobis distance of input 
and each movement descriptors was calculated to recognize the test data. The can
didate movement object is the movement with similar distance. If the number of 
candidates is more than one than matching movement will be the one with smallest 
distance. 
Detecting the cyclic motion for specific body movement. is one of the many ap
proaches used as action recognition. Autocorrelation and Fourier transformation 
used legs and torso in this approach. Polana and Nelson designed another approach 
to recognize repetitive motion represented by features lower level body [2Hi]. The 
motions are classified using centroid algorithm, to assign the data to particular class 
achieved by training data which is a kernel based. 

6.5.2 Proposed Methodology 

A procedure is required to identify single and multiple human actions in video stream 
to recognize the action. Chen et. al stated methods to implement this tru,k [:207}, 
even though human body is represented by stick figures {217] in place of star skeleton. 
From these stick figures low level features are retrieved. Hidden Markov Models were 
train using these features, The actions of human can be identified through analysing 
trained HMMs on the basis of most likely performance criterion. To track individual 
humans a tracking algorithm is applied for multiple humans. Separate, transitive 
and parallel are three different types of human actions which have been proposed. 
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6.5.2.1 System Overview 

Feature extraction, mapping features to symbols and action recognition using Hid

den Markov Models are three different ladders of system architecture as mentioned 

in figure G . 1 1 . First of all video is chunked into consecutive frames. To extract the 

feature , background subtraction is being incorporated from present frame and to 

segment the foreground object, the difference between the current frame and back

ground image is threshold. Once the object is identified, the image is converted into 

black and white using process of binarisation . Due to binarisation some noise is cre

ated and to eliminate the noise from binary image, erosion and dilation along with 

thresholding image processing methods are used. The posture content from human 

silhouette is retrieved after the foreground segmentation. Stick figure represents the 

silhouette. Different features are extracted from this stick figure. In the last phase 

of feature extraction, the stick skeleton which has been extracted are represented as 

features vectors for latter action recognition. 
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FIGURE 6 . 1 1 :  Action recognition framework 

When the background is separated from human i.e object , it is then further processed 
to find the feature vectors. Human silhouette represents the binary image. Human 

stick figures are converted from silhouette. From centroid to gross extremities of a 

human contour the idea of stick skeleton is used. The distance between the centroid 
and each border point are processed in a clockwise and anti-clockwise direction to 

measure the gross extremities of human contour.  Representative local maximum 

of distance function arc found in extrcmiti()S. As noise makes it difficult to locat(! 
gross extremes. With the use of smoothing filter or low pass filter in the frequency 

area the distance signal must be smoothed. By locating the finding zero-c:rossing 

:: : 
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of smoothed difference function, local maximum can be detected. By joining these 
points to target centroid the stick skeleton is established. 
The feature from stick figures can>t be measured as these are twisted lines. To 
strnighten lines being represented but body parts Hough enhance is applied to stick 
figure. The important features from the image like arm length, speed, length angle, 
arm length and torso are calculated. 
6.5.2.2 Reprocessing and Feature extraction 

The steps for feature extraction are mentioned In figure 6.12. To show interu;ity 
information it is converted into grey scale. The object is detected form gTey scale 
image. Precisely, subtraction of background is conceded and the object in the fore
grnund is obtained by applying the threshold difference between background image 
and current frame image. Resultant image is transformed into binary format for 
the purpose of dimension reduction. Binarization process fallouts into noise in the 
image which is detached using the process of dilation and erosion. From this clean 
image, extraction of the posture contour from the human silhouette is done. As 
the last phase of feature extraction, a star skeleton technique is applied to describe 
the posture contour. The extracted star skeletons are denoted as feature vectors for 
latter action recognition task. 
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FIGURE 6. 12: Steps for feature extraction 

The rnnversioll of stick figures from silhouette�, thinning operation is applied as 

rnent,ioned by Staunton 2 l "'] . Skeletonisation operation is the concept behind the 

thinning operation which transforms the silhouette to human to single pixel image 

also as stick figure. The stick figure is the representation of human body a.,; Rn 

arrangement of 7 st icks and 6 _joints combining those sticks Cunado et al. [.! I .!} . .\n 

initial approximation of vertical position of the ankle, knee. pelvis, waist, shoulder 

and neck for a body of height H set by study of a11a.tomical data to be 0.0391 1 ,  

0.285., O.48OH, , 0.53011, 0.818 and 0.87011 respectively by Drillis and Contim[  l ]  and 
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this approach is considered as the baseline for human bio-mechanics [2 1 !)] . A detail 

annotated skeleton is shown in figure 6. 1 3. 

----r----------- -
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Foot breadth ko.1s2H� 
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FIG URE 6 . 1 3 :  Length of body segments as a fraction of H height of body [1] 

Two border points of each body part p with range constraints can calculate the 

skeleton. The slope of the lines in linear regression equation can approximate the 

angles GP of body part p in skeleton data as proposed by Yoo et al. [220] given in 

equation G.5. 

(6.5) 

Where LP is the length of body segments, rp is the phase, x and y are the coordi

nates of earlier established position. The combination of these points are 2D stick 
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figures. The sequence of stick figures gained from silhouette data are the action sig

nature. Leg angle, arm waving speed, arm length, height, torso and arm angle are 

the significant features used for identification task. Retrieval of stick figures from 

human silhouette is done through binary image. These features related to action 

identification are derived from stick figures. 

6.5.2 .3 Hough Transform 

The technique is extracted from the image features and its analysis, vision of the 

computer system and processing the digital image [22 1 ]. The reason of this criteria 

to get the non-perfect moments of the objects in the class by the procedure of 

voting. This voting technique is conducted from the students retained from the 

maxima which is called accumulator designed by the technique of computers formed 

by Hough transformation. The traditional modification of the Hough transform is 

related with the identified locatiou of the arbitrary dctoigu, called as c�llipscs and 

circle. The most useable model now a days is Hough transform is introduced by 

Richard and Peter in 1972, is also called as generalized Hough transformation [2:22] 

based on the patent of Paul Hough [22:1] . The transformation process is standardized 

in the computer technology by 1981 journal based on Hough transformation which 

produce the generalized shapes. During the analysis of numerical images, the partial 

problems raises the ordinary shapes of the detection such as ellipses, circles and 

straight lines. In most cases, the corner of the detector can be utilized for the stage 

of pre-processing to get the pixels over the required edges, but the missing pixels 

deviates the ideal circle from the noisy points. Due to this reason, the non-trivial 

groups and its features obtained from the ellipses, lines and circles. The reason of 

the Hough transformation is to fix this problem by performing the rnnwr points. 

There is another case of Hough transformation ba .. ':ied on linear transformation t,o 

detect circle and straight lines. The straight lines can be expres::mcl as y = ni:r . 
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is called the slope of the line and the value of b is the y - intercept. The Hough 

transformation is a key idea which reflects the physiognomies of the straight line not 

as the image points of x1 and y1 ,  and x2 and y2 .  The slope parameters intercepts 

the Duda and Hart utilize multiple pair , indicated by r and 0, in the straight lines 

of the Hough transform. Therefore, these both values are the combination of polar 

coordinates [222] . This will be explained by taking the example as shown in figure 

G . 14. 

a 

FIGURE 6 . 14: Hough transform 

The value of r indicated the mathematical space between the origin and lines, and 

the angle of the vector is denoted by 0 which refers to the nearest point. The below 

equation is represented of the line and can be expressed in equation G.o 

y = (- cos 0 )  X + ( -) (6.6)r 
sin 0 sin 0 

Where the re-organized can be arranged for the equation G .7  

r = x cos 0 + y sin 0 (6.7) 
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It is conceivable to link the lines of the pair of images such as (r, 0) is having an 

unique values if 0 E [O, 1r] and r E R, or if 0 E [O, 2 1r] and r � 0 . The (r, 0) level is 

directed to the Hough set of the two dimensions of straight lines. This presentation 
made the transformation of the Hough process is having two dimensional random 
transformation [5]. The image points with its coordinates can be expressed as, e.g., 

(x0 , Yo ) ,  where the straight lines go through the group of ( r, 0) with , So r is the gap 
among the origin and line is indicated by 0 .  

r(0 )  = Xo cos 0 + Yo sin 0 (6 .8) 

The sine wave curve indicates the (r, 0) plane, which has distinguish and novel points 

having the curves corresponds with both locations are imposed to the original line 

which crosses via both locations. In specific, the group of the points straight lines 
are able to generate sine wave across the parameters. Therefore, to detect the issues 

for the co-linear locations must be converted to the issues of getting con-current 
curves [6]m. 

6.5 .2 .4 Feature Definition 

One procedure to categorise the action is using information associated to motion 
of skeletal parts. It is important to find out which body part is in motion (e.g., 

head,legs, hands,etc.). Fujiyoshi et al. cited that walking can be differentiated form 

running by the angle between the two legs [ 2 08]. In the same way the movement of 
upper limbs helps in recognising actions connected to upper part of human body like 

waving ,  boxing and clapping. An assumption is made regarding the feet located on 
lower extremes of star skeleton. In addition to this human shape and the low pass 
filter changes according to the number of external points of star skeleton. Particular 
parts of human body are not necessarily gross extremes. The model of human body 
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is represented in figure G.15. Human actions are recognized through structural and 
dynamic traits. The main structural components of body are torso, arm length, leg 
length1 waving speed and height. Using image processing methods the features of 
the skeleton are measured. To process it further they are stored as feature vectors. 

Height H 

Torso Height 

Leg Length 

◄ ► 
Stride 

FIGURE 6.15: Human actions trait 

6.5.2.5 Vector Quantization 

Once the feature is extracted, feature vector are mapped through Vector Quantiza
tion (VQ) to symbol sequence. Feature vector of each action are contained in posture 
codebook and each of them is assigned a symbol codeword. The most identical fea
ture vector in the codebook is the extracted feature vector mapped to symbol. The 
sequence of posture symbol is the result of mapping features to symbols. 
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6 .5 .3 Hidden Markov Models 

Let mij and nj (Yt) represents probability of evolution from one state Si to another 

state Sj , A feature vector of observed state be Yt which is generated the emission 

probability of sj state. aij refers to transition probability in this case from one stage 
to another and generated action is represented by nj (Yt )  which is the notation of 

vector in a feature set. An assumption is made that the feature are not associated 
among different frames. It aids in managing the calculation for the whole task. 

The standard discrete HMM implementation and results obtained from them are 
discussed below. The probability of model is calculated which is giving the feature 

vectors observed sequence until xr from x 1 .  As this is hidden model, L length state 

sequence is required to generate this sequence. In hidden morkov models the chains 

are hidden and not known to users. T he combined probability produced by model 
which are producing observations, , may be acquired through the combination of 

two probabilities i.e. probability of observations and probability of single sequence 
of state together with adding all potential sequences of state S which is formulated 
in equation 6.9 

P(x1 , ..., xr) = L P (x1 , ..., XL , s1 , ..., SL) = L P (x1 , ... , xL I  s 1 , ... , sL) P(s1 , ... , SL )
S A 

(6 .9) 

The transition probabilities produce results from probability of specific sequence of 

state which is the main hypothesis of HMM as formulated in equation 6.10. 

(L-1 )
P(s1 , . . .  , sr) = ffiJsl TI mslsl+l msLZ (6 . 10) 

l=l 
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where mslsl+l is transition probability given time t from l to l + l and msLZ is the 
probability until final state of Z from the I initial state. A specific state sequence of 

time span T can be defined as the product of emission probabilities at specific state 
which is the hypothesis of feature vector . T his could be formulated in equation 6.1 1 .  

P (x1 ,  . . .  , XL l s 1 ,  . . .  , sr) = IT ns1 (x1 ) (6. 1 1) 
l=l 

Therefore, the model emitting probability for entire sequence of observation will be 
formulated as given in equation 6 .m1 2  

(6. 1 2 )  

The equation 6.12 can be implemented using algorithm proposed by Holmes and 

Rubin [224] .The features extraction phase will result some features which are em

ployed for probability model estimation. Estimation of likelihood will be used for 
action recognition after this model is been implemented. Equation 6. 1:3 formulates 
the calculation of it. 

The most likelihood sequence is calculated using Viterbi algorithm [225] . These 
calculation provides the basics of action recognition and the results of the system 
will be discussed in next section. 

(6.13) 
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6 .5 .4 Experiments 

In order to analyze the performance of our approach, a system has been implemented 

to automatically identify four different types of actions. Schuldt et al . provided 

database which was used for training and recognition of single human action se

quences [1 56) . Six different types of human capital actions are contained in database 

(boxing, hand clapping, walking, running, boxing and waving) done by 25 subjects. 

We have used four action related to our approach. These can be divided into two 

group of actions i.e. , boxing and handwaving are the actions related to movement 

of upper body and walking and running are the actions based on lower body. The 

database currently consists of 2391 sequences in total. We have extracted the videos 

according to our proposed technique and the total number of sequences comes out 

to be 100 in total as each sequence got 25 actors. The homogeneous backgrounds 

with a static camera of 25fps frame rate are used in all the sequences. The video 

has a length of four seconds in average and the sequences were down sampled to 

the 160xl20 pixels spatial resolution. This was used as baseline approach and the 

dataset created during the corpus production will be be tested to be used along with 

this . Different type of human action in the corpus are shown in figure 6. lG 
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FIGURE 6.16 :  Different human actions 

For identification, every action is calculated using JHvIM model. The model having 

highest likelihood is assigned sequence. The graphs represents the analysis of walking 

in figure (, 1 7  and hand waveing I > . l  :-- . Boxing and waving are recognized easily and 

categorized appropriately. Handwaving is similar to boxing than walking/running 

and have second highest likelihood in sequence. Even though running oequeuce w,1s 

also categorized correctly but much likelihood is related to walking. It is difficult 

to distinguish between walking and running and for this reason walking and running 

have higher likelihood in the graph. 
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FIGURE 6.17: Most probable human actions: Walking 
Most likely action: Waveing 
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FIGURE 6.18: Most probable human actions: Hand waveing 
All the sequences in the experiment were divided according to the subjects into a 
training set (8 persons), a test set (9 persons) and a validation set (8 persons). The 
parameters of each method arc optimized through validatiou and the classifiers were 
trained on a training set. Table 6.13 explains the confusion matrix of recognition 
of testing data. The ground truth of action type is on the left and the upper is the 
recognition action types. The number of each action which are correctly classified 
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are the number on diagonal. The classification errors are the numbers which are not 

on the diagonal and the action which system misclassified. 

TABLE 6 . 13 :  Human actions results 

Walk Run Box Wave 

Walk 

Run 

Box 

Wave 

87.8 
6.4 
0 
0 

4 . 2  
80.9 

0 
0 

0 
0 

82.5 
0 

0 
0 

1.1 
89.3 

6 . 6  Summary 

This chapter has covered the feature detection and analysis process for human iden

tification , age recognition, gender recognition and activity recognition including 

in-depth evaluation . Furthermore, the learning, tagging and indexing process has 

been discussed. Features have been detected on the bases of colour, texture and 

shape .  In this study a model was implemented for human presence using face de

tection techniques and evaluation was performed using the average precision recall. 

The algorithms for human identification, face recognition and gender identification, 

human activity recognition were implemented and evaluated. TP, FN, TN and FP 

were used to evaluate the sensitivity and specificity. Haar wavelet based human pres

ence gives average precision and recall of 0.91 and 0.92 respectively. HMM based 

technique used to classify the activities such as walk, wave, box and run. Related 

activities such as walk and run show the overlapping results that are insignificant. 

Recognition of males have better precision of 0.89 vs. 0. 70 for female while recall in 

female is 0. 92 vs. 0. 79 in male. The average precision and the recall for identifying 

the young are 0.91  and 0.81 respectively followed by 0.85 and 0.84 for the baby and 

0.82 and 0. 78 for the old. Finally a database is designed to store all these features 

for retrieval purpose. 
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Graphical User Interface & 

Performance Evaluation 

7 . 1  Introduction 

Graphical user interface (GUI) is the key perspective for interacting with any system. 

It is the main entry point between the computer system and the user. In video 

retrieval systems, designing the user interface is very important as well. Graphical 

user interface plays an important role in many perspectives. It is used to interact 

with the user, displaying require output and for testing the approaches. This 

is where the actual outcome of the system from the users' perspective could be 

evaluated/tested. Many-well defined approaches if could not be integrated with the 

suitable user interface could not serve the purpose. The Human computer interaction 

(HCI) , plays the main role to reduce the gap between the system and the users it 

and to enhance the interaction of user with systems and to fulfil user needs. 

152 
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7 .2  Human Computer Interaction 

In computer science, the interactions between human and computer is an essential 

essence, and it is also an inherent association in the area of computer science. In 

general, most of the interaction between computer systems designed for the human 

in the human context. T he study of the Computer Sciences is based on the algo

rithms, but it can leave certain restraint towards the design of computer system 

applications. The narrow optimal design is one of the causes to fail the optimization 
and unable to consider the large number of contextual factors. The general user 
also known as human user and their circumstances are the main part of the problem 

in the design, which may not be able to address the complexity ofthe system. In 
general , the main portion of the programming language in the interactive design is 
managing the interactions with human. Unprofessional and in sufficient concentra

tion towards users and their task is another cause of the failure among interactions 
between the computer system and human users. In addition, it also leads towards 

the system in a risk and may provide the interference to the bad users. The main 
issue is to consider the combined features of human and contextual part together and 

compare with the other system which is already established including their designs 
[226]. 

Moreover, it is also difficult to j ustify that how to exceed the rights for the users, 

even though the system is generating thetrue results. It is unavoidable, but in fact, it 
shows the progress of the interactive system among the human users. In the last few 

years, the interactive system introduced the new areas in the computer science, such 
as forward man, Telecom and industrial engineering, psychology, matching based 
system and human factors. T he human interactions based technology is innovative 

and useful, but sometimes provides the complex solutions and applications which are 
difficult for the user's understanding. T herefore, we have to consider the cognitive 
and social restraint to make successful and robust interactions between computers 
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and humans. The organizations and researchers conclude that the relation between 

the human and computer interactions should be organized in a successful way with 

effective design [227] . 

At first, the action is based on the implementation of the effective design. However, 

the interactions of human computer are unable to base on the analysis of usabil

ity, but analysis happened not on time. There are few levels of freedom without 

losing importance and the originality. Xerox Star, Macintosh and Apple cannot 

be able to do the usability analysis, even though it has an important role in the 

human-computer interaction system which controls and designs the system. In the 

second step, the user design based on a centroid system where we must need to 

consider and emphasize the task based on centered design. The context and key of 

the system among the people and machine along their interaction of designs is the 

key allocation. This process is capable to manage and control the machine system 

operated by humans and resolve their technical problems. In addition, the centered 

design system is capable to meet the requirements of the task methods and design 

of the central system. In the third step of the human interaction computer system, 

an analytical and implementation system merges and generates logical functionality 

of the centered system. Furthermore, it is capable to structure the core part of the 

program [228]t. 

The users of the system are not only evaluating the system, but provide the system 

to the builders who are unable to understand the analytical methods of the system 

and have weak understanding about the human information system, and its contexts 

related to the social network. Certainly, computer interactions provide the critical 

and specialized support forthis system, which has been proven in the area. 

Video indexing & retrieval, user interfaces have been used and explored in literature. 

The major approaches mentioned below are found to be the most commonly used 
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ones . 

1 .  The informedia interface [229] , [230] : Depended upon the video semantic con

cepts this interface endorsed filtering. When the key word search is t aken out 

than the filters of visual concepts arc applicable .  

2 .  The Mediamill interface [231 ] , [2:32] : This interface amalgamates the concept 

query visual , text keyword query, and the example query. 

The graphical user interface starts with the user requirement gathering which leads 

to designing and ends with final product testing and evaluation. The overall process 

of design , development and evaluation will be discussed in thischapter . 

7 .3  User Interface Designing 

In order to test and evaluate the proposed video retrieval approach, the integrated 

user interface had been designed and developed . The main objective was to satisfy 

the users' information need i.e. searching the video with the features which are 

compact and in line with user needs . The main development phase will be discussed 

in the next section . 

7.3 . 1  Development Phase 

Linear Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) , waterfall model has been adopted 

for development of the user interface for this research. Main phases of waterfall 

model is shown in figure 7 . 1 [233] . 
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Requirement 
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Designing 

Implementation · · ····· -···· 1 
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L______ Installation ··············, 

•............ Maintenance 

FIGURE 7.  1 :  Waterfall model 

As the name suggests,  it works from top to bottom just like a water which falls from 

up to down on a steep. This is the linear model which means it starts with once phase 

and moves on to next when the phase is finished. The main phases of this model 
are requirement gathering/ analysis, actual designing, implementation/integration, 

validation/testing, installation/deployment and the maintenance will keep on going 
until required. Normally the advancements are incorporated before moving on to 

the next phase once the existing phase is completed. As this model is restricted to 
one way direction and this type of inflexibility leads to some criticism about it but 

it is really good for meeting the deadlines. This model is really suitable when the 
extensive time is spent on requirements and they do not change with the passage of 
time. 

In the first stage, the user needs and requirements have been identified from au 

extensive literature review. We identify the following major components necessary 
for video retrieval user interface. 

• Search area: query modification option and choices 
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• Results display area 

• Video previewer 

Based on the key components of the Video indexing and retrieval architecture, a 
simplified and user friendly deign has been proposed. User requirements and ease 

of use along with effectiveness were kept in mind for designing the user interface. 

Figure 7.2 exhibits the preliminary design of the proposed system [2 34]. 

Enter Fea tu re to Search OR Select from menu below . . . 

Search

I I IGender Activity Age� 1 � 1  � 1 

n.n
0.00 

I 1 1 I I I 1 1  I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 
Timeline 

FIGURE 7.2 : Graphical User Design 

Search area the main entry point of the system. User interests with the system using 

this area. The searching option provided has two types, i.e. the basic search and the 
advanced search. The advanced search option provides more control to the user for 
query refinement. As a user can type in his requirement using a text-based query. 
The simple search option gives predefined available option for making the query. 
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User can select from available options. The logical binding among the different as

pects of the query can be combined using the radio buttons. For example, the user 

can select from male, young and walking from the drop-down menu available under 

gender, age and activity. After selecting the requirement based option, the user can 

hit enter from the keyboard or user can press the search button using the mouse. 

Use of logical AND/ 0 R will facilitate the user to modify and refine the search query. 

The result area comprises of actual results and a video previewer. The result com

prises of video name and the shot segments of video, which satisfy the query. The 

result area also displays the start time of the segment of the video found. These 

times are click-able and once clicked specified video will start automatically playing 

from that point. The video previewer shows the actual footage along with indexing 

marker showing exact location of the query result. The markers are also click-able 

and display the specific segment once clicked .  Once clicked the detail of the run

ning segment is displayed along with the starting time and ending time. User can 

navigate using either the text based results or the clickable markers available on the 

video. Figure 7.3 shows the graphical user interface and figure 7 .4 elaborate GUI in 

process . 
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Dynamic Intra-Video Indexing 

Advanced Search 

Features: e.g; Male or Female or Baby 

OR 
• Simple Search 
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FIGURE 7.3: Graphical User Interface 
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FIGURE 7.4.: Graphical User Interface 

7' .4 User Based Evaluation 

The function of usability is used for any technique are used extensively for thf' eval

uation of the system. The main goal of the processing of the usability testing is to 

test the participant's employee and representative of the spectators who estimate the 
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usability criteria and meets the requirement. The presence of the illustrative eradi

cate labelling for the testing such as evaluation of the experts and walk through. In 

addition, it is not required for the representative's users to be the part of the process. 

The usability testing handles the tools for the research, and utilize in depth with its 

investigational methodology. The variety of tests can produce huge number of sam

ples with multiple sizes by using the classical investigations. However, this complex 

testing only design the information of one participants with qualitative research. 

Multiple objectives has been achieved by different testing approach with multiple 

requirements and different timings. The emphasis of literature is presented in simple 

and unformal way which produces quick result for the industrial and environmental 

products and its development [2:3G] . 

The few organizations are having their own point of views for the testing of usability 

to increase the effectiveness of the products. There are many ways to test the user's 

benefits such as decreasing and obsoleting the user's frustration and exposure of tlw 

issues in representative designs. 

7.4. 1 Design Evaluation 

The key role of the usability is to report the design by obtaining testing information 

which rectify and identify the drawbacks of the existing material and products before 

to release in the market. The main purpose of the usability testing is to make sure 

the improved production of the products as following [23G] : 

• Is it beneficial and valuable for the potential spectators 

• Is it beneficial to understand 

• Is it efficient, reliable and effective for the users to meet their requirements 
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• Is it understandable for the all type of users from the different background to 

utilize without special training 

7.4.2 Elements of Usability Evaluation 

This basis elements of usability testing discusses the objectives and research based 

questions instead of hypothesis: 

• T he sample of end users can be selected randomly and with criteria 

• T he environment of the real work on the behalf of representatives 

• To consider the end user observation which can be used for the presentation 
and / or overview of the products and probing of the users 

• To gather the performance and important measures for the qualitative and 

quantitative research 

• To recommend the produce with its improved design 

7.4.3 Techniques 1n Usability 

The life cycle of product development is applied at different points to satisfy mul

tiple techniques, practices and methods. The consideration of the main methods 

provide the framework at multiple points in order to support the testing of usability 
techniques. It is to be noted that the usability techniques are explained in the way 
where the expansion of the lifecycle would be improved for the products. Following 

are the research techniques are available which highlight the techniques for building 
the usability: 
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• The research of Ethnography 

• The selection of the participations 

• The research focused group related 

• The research relate to the surveying 

• The situation of the walk through 

• Opening and closing of the card sorting 

• The prototype of the research papers 

• The evaluation related to the experiential results 

7.4.4 Goals of Evaluation 

The product design should be arranged in the systematic and organized way with 

high level of motivations and objectives. T he usability is unable to achieve the 

goals if the proposed design and testing is not convincible. The terminology of the 

usability should be explained in an organized way for each organizations to achieve 
the high level goals and required objectives. Following are the key factors which 

plays an important role to make the product valuable and usable: 

• The Efficiency of the Usability 

• The effectiveness 

• Satisfaction level as per the users requirements 

• Accessible 

• Robustness 
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Therefore, the above parameters are having huge contribution to make the required 
product valuable and usable for the market. Another technical method which 

makes unique uses of the usability and ensures to meet the user's requirements 
will be discussed in the nex.1; subsection. Figure 7.5 depicts a generalized usability 
evaluation model. 

Usability 

Satisfaction Efficiency 

Visual 
Appearance 

FIGURE 7.5: Usability evaluation model 
There are 63 participants in the survey which include both, males and females. The 
above depicted figure-1 shows that there are around 60% male participants and 
nearly 40% female participants from the total 63 survey contributors which is shown 
in figure 7.G. 
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FIGURE 7.6: Male & female participants 

The four age grnups are developed in the test which are provided to the participants 

to s,elect one in which their age falls which is depicted ill figure 7.7. The mixed 

responses have been seen in overall survey results where around 46% participants 

fall under 18-25 age group; this age group has maximum number of respondents. 

Next age group, 26-39, has more than 41 % of respondents and hence has second 

larg13st number of responses. Third (40-60) and fourth (above 60) age groups hani 

12.7% and 0% responses respectively which implies that there is no participant who 

is above 60 years old; it also infers that there is nearly l/4th of 18-25 age gronp 

participants in the 40-60 age group. 
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FIGURE 7.  7 :  Age of participants 

Then the level of participants' education in whicb three levels have lJeen set which 

include 'college' ,  'undergraduate' and 'postgraduate'. From figme - , It is seen, as a 

result of survey shown in the Figure-3, that there are around 19% college students, 

n,early 38% participants are studying in undergraduate level and exactly 42.S6% re

spondents are students at postgraduate level. Highest numbers of responses have 

been received in the 'postgraduate' level \.vhich implies that from 63 survey reopon

d,ents, majority is studying at po:::;tgraduate level. 
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FIGURE 7.8:  Level of education of participants 

Computer skills of the participants were determined where three levels have been 

made in the options. It can be seen i n  the Figure-4 above that 36.51% and '.{�. l% of 

survey responses fall in the 1beginner' an<i 1intermediate' lewil respectively. However. 

only 25.4% respondents have 'advance' level of computer skills as shown in figuret-; IJ. 

It is implied from the results that majority of the respondents fall under beginners 

or intermeoiate levels when it comes to their computer skill. 
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PrGURE 7.9:  Computer skills of participants 

L-1,,-;t. ly, tlH· visual ,Lppc•a1·,L11n· 111,w clitfrrc11t from om· phLtfonn t o  1mnt.li<'I' platl'orrn 

which results in different usahility results so question is about the use of internet 

browser through which participants of this survey connects to the World Wide Wr.b 

(W\VW). Three famous internet browsern (Internet Explorer. Mozilla Firefox and 

Google Chrome) have been set in the options, one of which will be the selection of 

the participant. Figure ,.1ll depicted above shows the results of thi::; quest.ion in 

which it is seen that Internet. Explorer users are 22.22%, Mozilla Firefox users a.re 

3:0.61% and Google Chrome users are 47.62%. From the results, it is inferred that 

majority of the participants Google Chrome to browse web pages over the internP.t, 

so the system was optimized for all platforms but more rigid testing performed on 

Google Chrome browser. 

https://L-1,,-;t.ly
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FIGURE 7.10: Internet browser choices 

Brown noted that there are three main sLrntcgic•s to measure the roliahility tcst·s 

in which test-retest reliability, equivalent forms rf'liability and int,erna.1 consistency 

reliability are distinguislied ,.!. 1,j . Internal consistency reliability is the easiest among 

above mentioned three strategies because there is no need to administer two timPs 

or have the test into two forms. Internal consistency reliability has fmther three 

types through which test can be conducted. Kuder-Richardson formulas K -H20 

and K-H21, split-half reliability and Cronbach's alpha are included in the intern::i.l 

consistency reliability. 

liser based evaluation was performed. The reliability of the questimma,ire wa� 

checked based on four variables, namely Learnability. Ease of Use. Efficiency and 

Satisfaction. Table 7. 1 exhibits tlw reliability of a.11 the variable:s in the questionnaire. 

The Cronbach's alpha values (at-= 0.92) which suggests that a l l  the va.riablt:>s in the 

(ll1esLion11aire were highly reliable. However, before accept,ing the overall reliability of 
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te questionnaire it was essential to check the alpha scores a: for individual variables 
; .shown in table 7. 1 .  

TABLE 7 .  l :  Reliability statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 0.92 4 

fhe table 7.2 represents the reliability of each variable in the questionnaire. 
TABLE 7.2: Item-total statistics 

Scale Mean Scale Variance Corrected Item Cronbach 's A 
if Item Deleted if Item Deleted Total Correlation if Item Dele Learnability 9.7302 9.463 0.913 0.915EaseOfUse 9.7302 9.463 0.912 0.914Efficiency 9.873 9.269 0.919 0.916Satisfaction 9.8571 9.136 0.92 0.926 

The table 7.2 shows that all the variable individually suggests an item correlation 
from 0.912 to 0.920, which indicates that all the variables in the questionnaire meet 
the assumptions about the reliability in this study. 
MoreoverI in order to check the significance of the variables: Learnability, Ease of 
Use, Efficiency and Satisfaction, 'One sample t-test' was conducted. The table 7.3 
shows the mean and the standard deviation (Std. Deviation), 

TABLE 7.3: One-sample statistics 

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Satisfaction 1.00000 0.%12599 EaseOfUse 1.02000 0.12599Efficiency 
63636363 3.0063 

3.33333.23333.1905 1.03514 0.13042 Learnability 1.05614 0. 13306 
The table 7 .3 shows that participants in this study were highly satisfied as satis
faction highest mean comes out to be µ == 3.33 and standard deviation a = 1.00 
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out of a total score of 5 on the questionnaire scale. Also the ease of use parameter 
proves to be highly accepted as the mean value for it was calculated as µ, = 3.23 
having the standard deviation a- = 1 .02.The efficiency of the system also proven to 
be proficient as the mean of it emanates as f.t = 3.1905 and the standard deviation 
a = 1.03. Last but not the least, learnability is at the bottom having the mean 
value µ = 3.00 having a slightly higher value of the standard deviation a- = 1.05. 

7.5 Performance Optimization 

Optimization is the selection of a best value (constrained by some criteria) amongst 
a set of available alternative values for a given problem. In our system time and 
error are the two variables which have to be optimized for performance by selecting 
the most suitable video resolution from the dataset. Visual quality is related to 
the resolution of the video, however, going beyond or below certain limits does not 
give satisfactory performance when used in video retrieval system. In our system, 
the constraints and objective function are all linear. Therefore, we need a linear 
optimization model for our system. The dataset has been prepared at all the different 
resolutions so that it can be useful in varied experimeots of video retrieval. In our 
framework the optimum performance is observed at resolution 320x240 as depicted 
in the figure 7 .11. 
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FIGURE 7 . 1 1 :  Performance optimization 

In the figure �.t1 1  the error rate at resolution 320x240 �nd resolution 480x320 is 

almost same wh.ile there is improvement in time complexity for re:;;olution .!20x240. 

Hence, we have used the same resolutio11 through out our experiments. 

7'.6 Su1n1nary 

Graphical User Interface is a key element and eutry point for user to interact with 

any system. It's designing and evaluatiou is essential for any computer S,Y"ilPms. 

lICI plays an important role to remove the gap between the system and the users. 

In order to test and examine the proposed video retrieval approach, was developed 

to satisfy the user's information requirements. Usability (,estmg approaches were 

incorporated for user based evaluation is design based and explains if tlte generated 

t.c•drniqtH' ifi c·.ffiC'ic11t. ;wd rncc-1.:-; tlw rcqnit1•Jllc•1t1.:-, of n:-;c'rS. Tilll<' ancl c·nor WC't'<' t.wo 

main variables used to optirrfrse the performance of the designed sys1,t_•11L Linear 
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optimisation model was used for the proposed system. As the system was optimized 

based on performance so, the optimized resolution was employed in the experiments. 



Chapter 8 

Conclusion and future work 

The increase in production of digital images and video collections within the past 

decade h as been overwhelming and will continue to show the same trend. It is 
therefore, imperative to devise techniques and methods to efficiently and effectively 

process and analyse the underlying semantics of the video content which can be used 
for video retrieval. 

The researchers have focussed on the concepts of video structure analysis, feature 
extraction ,  content annotation, video tagging, indexing, querying and retrieval for 

the application in personal videos, news broadcast, sports and movies etc. However, 
some of these techniques are developed keeping focus on a single domain and over 

emphasize the issues of quality, hence requiring enormous processing and storage 
capabilities. Also, time constraints restrict the use of over complicated and/or so
phisticated algorithms which can give plausible results in a controlled environment 
but do not fulfil the requirements of real time processing of real world data. 
The research aimed at designing, implementing and evaluating the feature extrac

tion, video indexing and retrieval approaches focussing on the content based feature 
extraction using low-level feature and high level semantics in order to minimise the 
errors and maximize the accuracy of the indexing system without requiring human 

174 
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intervention which can significantly fill the gap identified through literature review 
while satisfying the imposed constraints of processing) storage, quality and retrieval 
times. The output is a methodology and proof of concept paving the way for eAiend
ing similar research in the future. The potential application areas include but are 
not limited to the movie-industry, personal photo and video collections or inter:o.et 
archives. 
ReleV'd.Ilt litcra.ture review has identified a multitude\ of approaches used by other 
researchers to address the problem. Significant importance has been attributed to 
segmentation of video structure into shots and scenes; and extraction of features 
including static features like colour, textnre and shapes and motion features. An
notation of videos based on content, context and by using integration of both has 
been imp1emente<l ill coujuuctiou with classification and all of them separately as 
well. The concept of indexed videos for efficient and effective querying and rettieval 
bas been performed using segment based, object based and event based indexes. 
For bridging the gap identified in the literature review) the video indexing frame
work has been proposed. The novelty of the approach is its coverage of the various 
components for feature extraction, video indexing and retrieval, which previously 
has been treated individually. The components are covered in the most feasible 
sequence they appear in video indexing and retrieval systems. We also covered the 
retrieval phase part.icularly from the user's perspective. 
In order to ascertain the effectiveness and efficiency of computer algorithms, it is a standard practice to evaluate them on publically available standardized datasets. 
This allows a comprehensive comparison of the precision and recall of such algo� 
rithms and established state of the art and helps further the research. However to 
the best of our knowledge, no such dataset exist for the evaluation of video retrieval 
systems making it difficult to compare and evaluate different approaches covering 
varioQs aspects of video indexing domains. To circumvent this limitation of per
formance evaluation of the proposed holistic framework, a comprehensive dataset 

https://inter:o.et
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covering various aspects needed to support the framework at every intermediate 
·stage has been produced by following the standard and baselines for video corpus 
generation proposed by the researchers in same context. The justification of cre
ating the new dataset came from limitations posed by the existing datasets. Then 
we requested human experts to provide ground truth judgements for the videos to 
be used in our experiments. The manual annotation process got completed in two 
months time for the complete dataset. Cross validation was randomly performed on 
the manual annotation. 
The proposed framework is designed to segment the video structure into smaller 
chunks which are independent of one another based on changing shot. Each chunk, 
which we call a segment, represents a transition from the previous segment into the 
next in the same video. Each of these segments is considered analogous· to a word 
in text and cannot be used alone to elucidate tbe context or prnvide the semantic 
information. Transitions such as cut, fade in fade out, dissolve and wipe are avail
able and implementable methods but based on our empirical analyses, the "cut1) bas 
been found to be the most significant transition. The "cut transition" is detected 
most efficiently using thresh�holding based approach which has little computational 
overhead and can be implemented fa real time systems. Significant changes in the 
local neighbourhood histogram are observed when there is an abrupt change of the 
transition. This approach does not requiTe adding/inserting additional frames to 
delineate different shots. However, fade in and fade out based shot boundary can
not be detected using this technique and requires further investigation to develop a 
feasible solution. 
The analysis of the images begins with the fundamental process of feature extrac
tion. All st1;1,tic images contain features such as colour) texture and geometric shapes 
which can be used to represent the semantics. Similar to the weights in text re
trieval, the 'image features are represented as a feature vector whose dimensionality 
can be reduced if required. These features can be extracted in a global or local 
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fashion based on the requirements of the processing engine. In our experiments, 

local features have shown to be better than the global ones for content based image 

classification. The tradeoff between computational cost and efficiency has to be op

timized to achieve the best combination and performance. The use of wavelets for 

texture analysis and image segmentation is a well established approach and using 

Haar wavelets for face detection is a robust and efficient method. The static frames 

from the video are extracted based on the frame rate, i.e., a 25 frames per second 

video segment will render 25 static frames. Each of these frames is subjected to 

Haar cascade based classification to locate faces which are later normalized to iden

tify gender and age on the basis of geometric features. The performance of Haar 

in terms of time and accuracy is found to be significantly better than combination 

of canny edge detection and mean face template. We have assumed that the most 

significant feature for detecting human within a frame is their face. Experiment 

results show that this approach of Haar wavelet gives average precision and recall 

of 0.91 and 0.92 respectively which is comparatively reliable from the other tested 

approaches. The human faces which have been extracted the frames are then anal

ysed for age detection using geometric features such as distance of eyes, nose and 

mouth etc. from reference points. This is useful to classify the subjects into three 

groups: baby, young and old. The average precision and the recall for identifying 

the young are 0.91 and 0.81 respectively followed by 0.85 and 0.84 for the baby 

and 0.82 and 0. 78 for the old. We have used the modified algorithm for detecting 

geometric features to recognize gender of the subject. Features such as location of 

eye brows, width of face, size of eyes, location of the chin and prominence of Adams 

apple are landmarks used. Recognition of males have better precision of 0.89 vs. 

0.70 for female while recall in female is 0.92 vs. 0. 79 in male. 

The activity is detected by binarization of the frame to separate foreground from 

background. As background is uniform and has lighter shade because our dataset 

comprises of indoor scenario, the foreground is primary subject which is human. 
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After removing the noise the image is converted into stick figure and lines and their 
angles are detected using Hough transform to establish the relationship between 
body segments. This intermediate result is use to classify the activities such as 
walk1 wave, box and run by using Hidden Markov Model. Related activities such as 
walk and run show the overlapping results that are insignificant. The overall system 
performance has been optimized for minimum time required to extract and populate 
the features and givC'! mhlimum errors ill the d0.tcction a.gaiust difforcmt resolut.iou 
of the video. The trade of time vs. error has been significantly improved on the 
resolution range 320x240. 
To assess the overall performance of the system the so called user based evaluation 
have also been performed. The graphical use interface has been designed as the 
front end and integrated into the backend which is video retrieval system. The user 
i s  given options of simple or advanced search to detect features of interest within 
the video base and retrieve annotated results. The browsing is an additional feature 
integrated into the GUI. The HCI based criteria i.e., user friendliness, effectiveness, 
learnability and usability for GUI have been evaluated which give plausible results. 

8.1  Future Work 

The conclusions drawn form the research guide to the open areas for the research 
which could be analysed in future. The essence of the finding for the future work are 
as follows: Shot boundary detection techniques could further be enhanced to fade 
in, fade out, wipe and dissolve. The algorithm for real time shot boundary detection 
could be optimised for high resolution and real time application. The identification of 
faces could be enhanced to detect partially visible or occluded faces. Age detection 
could further be modified to estimate age in decades by using machine learning 
techniques. Activity detection could be enhanced to detect activity against busy 
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background and the palette of activities could be expanded to support sport ing 
events. Use of natural language queries for search system could be incorporated 
to give it a flexibility for search options .  Embedding the annotation dat a within 

the movie meta data, The annotations can be used for security and ceusorship 

applications so that offensive media content can be automatically blocked by the 

media player. 

change. In fade type of shot transition , one shot either fade in to another shot or 

assified as fade out if the existing frame i fade out to another shot. A shot is cl

e where as in fade in type of transition the main frame transformed into a black fra m

will appear from a black frame. Dissolve can be classified as fade-in and fade-out 

occurring synchronously. In wipe type of shot transition, one shot will be wiped us

ing a virtual line in any temporal direction. Any of these gradual transition can be 

integrated in the framework. Camera zoom accompanied by light intensity leads to 

a non-translational occlusion and effect the detection process along with selection of 

inappropriate block for shot boundary detection. -while histogram difference giving 

a promising result but higher-order colour models could be incorporated along with 

Chap�er 8. Conclusion and future work 

Feature based dynamic intra video indexing encompasses different inter- connected 

constituents , which results in change of some components in overall system based ou 

i111prnveu1 t�11t of any specific component . Based on thhi ,  it is important to consider 

that the framework for indexing is designed to support improvements and on-goiug 

addition in it . The conclusions drawn from the research guide to the open areas for 

the research which could be analysed in future. The essence of the finding for the 

future work are as follows : 

Shot boundary detect ion is the main entry point of the framework. Shot boundary 

detection could be of different types such as cut , fade in ; fade out , wipe and dis

solve .  The framework incorporates cut detection as the main boundary detection 

feature. This can further be enhanced by including other categories of the hot 
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the selection of hierarchal block to improve the performance. Use of The effective

ness of shot boundary detection yields in better performance of overall framework. 

The algorithm for real time shot boundary detection could be optimised for high 

resolution and real time application using graphics processing unit (GPU) which 

has become an integral part for high end computational processing . CPUs are nor

mally considered to be powerful graphic engine , but they also got highly parallel and 

programmable architecture featuring topmost arithmetic and memory bandwidth, 

which makes them persuasive alternative to CPUs. They also prioritize throughput 

over latency which results into real t ime detection possible even at higher resolution 

aspect ratios . Embedding real t ime detection will lead to different scope of videos 

like live streams and these will be annotated at real time as well to be used in current 

indexing system. 

The identification of faces could be enhanced to detect partially visible or occluded 

faces . It is suggested that a fine tuning from a coarse cycle will result into more 

effective detection. Surface representations and image pre-processing techniques are 

particularly well suitable to precise facial parts such as colour stabilisation for the 

mouth, edge detectors round the two eyes, slope depictions for the nose. Also by 

using compound subspaces focussed on particular areas of the face, robustness can 

completely human coordinated. Although, the unpremeditated age definer should 

have the ability to define different pose ,  expression, illumination, as well as im

age quality. Along with that , by minor changes if needed, the descriptor need to 

have the ability to be applied on numerous inhabitants. Small descriptors have the 

preference along with the sparse structures , if conceivable. Evidently the speedy cal

culation period is also another apprehension . It is considered that this work could 

be enhanced in future to tackle this challenge, in this research , more metric learning 

technique and features were used, it proceeded in such technique by shutting the 

be increased against partial occlusion, such as beards, glasses, caps or moustache. 

The perfect age classifier would have the ability to point out accurate age which is 
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huge performance gulf majority. In future, 3D model-based arrangement could also 
be  used with age detection, along with the feed forward models capability; it will 
efficiently be absorbed by plenty of specimens to end the restrictions and weaknesses 
of the existing techniques. For the representation of the marked improvement in age 
recognition the capable coupling has been attested which has become important in 
different visual domains. 
For the human movements or actions understanding, this work shows the notice
able direction taken by the researcher. Such extremely pertinent subject is jut at 
its start, a great deal of work could be extended from it. Significant paths have 
a.lso been defined by the researchers of thts project for easy and complex activity 
identification. For feature extraction the main method has been selected as it is 
computationally economical because it is not iterative. For scale sensitivity control 
an unambiguous mechanism is also provided. It is depended on no a priori human 
prototype. For identification HMM has been used to show the specific action in 
the certain circumstances. The following work has the ability to extend in plenty 
of directions because tbe globa;.l image illustration had significantly given good out

comes. Along with that its extraction can be very inexpensive. But its application is 
limited to those situations, in which region of interest ROis have resolute reliability. 
Furthermore, obstructions cannot be handled. The specific problems are handled by 
native representatives. Bag of feature was used in preliminary work, which can fur
ther be enhanced to use 3D and temporal association among patches. This work can 
also be enhance to use the queries of how to tackle with more larger image blocks .. 
Vision based human action recognition have been used in this research which can be 
further enhanced to multi-modal approach for better recognition in some domains. 
Along with that, the settings like camera movement, background, person identity, 
and communication can also be considered in the future for better recognition. By 
giving recent scenario of art as well as inspiration of the comprehensive variety of 
applications, it has the ability to assist the strong human actim1 recognition. It is 
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believed that in up-coming phase such tasks will be tackled. To get strong pro

grammed recognition and elucidation of human action will be an enduring step of 
achievement to be fulfilled. 

A system of video retrieval has been proposed; retrieval and indexing keywords are 
part of it. Although a perfect video retrieval system has not yet been established; 

which has the ability to retrieve statements like I want to watch a video shot, where 
President of United Sates Obama is shaking hand with prime minister of Pakistan 

N awaz Sharif, it is also called complete textual descriptions. A connection among 

keywords is needed in these kinds of queries. Depending upon the portrayal of natu
ral language, video scene classification is required. Such language is combined with 

the complementarity information taken out from each class of video scenes for clas
sification assignment release. By searching the outcome of combiucd terminology 

among the documents, the errors of the classification can also be minimized. Classi
fications of visual scenes needs to be completely depended upon the descriptions of 

the machine generated outcomes. It is the impartial size of the machine generated 
descriptions the human remarks can also be incorporated as a counterpart, and vo

cabulary expressions can also be controlled in the future. 
This work can also be extended for embedding the annotation data within the movie 

meta-data. Metadata attract the attention of many researcher for annotation pur
poses because of many reasons. Metadata and contents have simple and quick accep

tance, encapsulation as well as transformation. By the help of compound metadata 

upper level granularity and upper level of detail is achieved, for example metadata 

narrative content making. In its capability for semi-automatic resource distribution, 
the open and regular interfaces are used as a standard. The tightly coupled meta

data annotation assurances extraordinary performance. For the representation of 

content, accessible temporal and spatial metadata resolution has been used. The 

unambiguous connection between certain features as well as its function's role. For 
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the good user experience , the proper connections to the movie records are accu

Chapter 8. Conclusion and future work 

mulated. For instance , there is a huge cot tent of videos and by taking suchn teps s 

the age suitable or irrelevat t contet t cat be restricted for the children so they cann n n 

watch cartoons or other videos suitable for them. The mt in focut has been to altera s 

the present records in the more controlled data groups . This transformt tion is toa 

be made automated . Currently voluntarily, people assistance is needed to atsitt the s s 

classifiers for the rnovies and also for the n\c:ognition of the names and roles which 

are registered in the records of the library which needs to be fully automated in the 

future. 

The ant ott tiot be used for security at d censorship pplicttions so that offenn a ns can n a a 

sive media contet t can be automt tically blocked by the medit player in the future . n a a 

To hat dle the wrong circulation of copyright digitt l material, the Digital Rightn a s 

Management (DRM) was presented. But it exasperated the users by the fact where 

DRM was irrelatively plut ged by music industry because of the imptsition f the n o o 

strict restriction on the digital asset usage . In recet t times the induttry of entern s 

tainmet t has moved its respot siveness it restrait ing contet t shield in the limits fn n n n n o 

the domait of interoperable ,  it reference to recognize the growing users frustration.n n 

Fingerprit ting cot tent also knowt as perceptual or hashit g robust , integrally has n n n n 

the divergence to the hash fut ctions cot vet tiot al cryptographic .  Although the bin n n n 

nary represet tt t ions has a difference in the multimedia itemt ought tt ht sh the same n a s o a 

value , but as a perception they are considered same . On the consumer cret ted way,a 

that technology had quickly adopted admiration that is why it has been used daily 

for binding of the metadata as well as sifting out uploaded patent content .  Before 

playing any video for the data at otations check, this methodology can be used tonn 

extend this work. To j am the offensive media content automatically by media player 

the annotations would be used for the security as well as censorthip applications . s 
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Un versity of lraci
Bedfordshire 

PHOTOGRAPHY / VIDEO RECORDING 

CONSENT FORM - ADULT 

Please read and ensure you are fully aware of !his document before you sign, should you 
choose to. 

To comply with the UK Data Protect.on Act, your permfsslon is needed before we are able to i
use an image or any near likeness of you. No image or likeness will be used without your 
permission. 
If lt is given, you may remove your permission at any time by contacting \he person named 
at the bottom of this documenl 
This form must not be slgned by a minor. Permission for a minor must come from a egall
guardian or pare<1t. 

Name.................. . ... .. . .. . .  ,.............., ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... .. 

Location / actillity.. ....... . . . .  .... . . . . . . ......... ...... ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... ,....... 
(University of Bedfordsh.re, Video Recording for Research Dataset)i.

Address 
(home)................... ............. ......................... ............. •····· ..... • .......... . 

Postcode., . ........................... Contact telephone No .......................... ., .............. . . . ...  . 

I give permission as the named person above for my likeness to be used for the purposes of 
University of Bedfordsh.re's interna. and external research publications, news.etters,i l l.presentations and research articles. 

Signed......................... .. . . .... . . . . . ... . . . . ...... ..... .. 

Pri/lt. ................. . . . ........................... , . . . .......... 

Date., ..... , .................................................... 

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO ..... 

Muhammad Nabeel Asghar 

IRAC, 
University of Bedfordshire. 
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University of trac
Bedfordshire 

PHOTOGRAPHY/  VIDEO RECORDING 

CONSENT FORM - ADULT 

Please read and ensure you are fully aware of this document before you sfgn, should you 
choose to. 

To comply With che UK Data Protection Act, your permossion is needed before we are able to io
use an 1mage or any near likeness of you. No image or likeness will be used without yollr 
permiss on.io
If 11 Is given. you may remove your permissoon at any time by contacting the person named io
at the bottom of this document. 
This form must not be signed by a minor. Permission tor a minor must come tram a legal 
guardian or parent. 

Name.....o. .  . 

location I activity ....o................................. ,............ ..o.......... . ....o................. ... .. 
(University of Bedfordshire. Video Record

i

ng tor Research Dataset) 

Address 
(home).... ........ ,... ............... . ... ...................................... .............................. .. 

Postcode.... . �....... .. .o..... Contact telephone No ............ 1 .... . 

I g,ve permission as the na1t1ed person above tor my likeness to be used tor tfJe purposes ol 
University of Bedfordshire's internal and externaoresearch publications. newsletters. l 
presenfat,ons and researcti Moe es.i lo

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO ..... 

Muhammad Nabeel Asghar 

IRAC, 

University of Bedfordshire. 



Appendix Consent 

Dear participant 

I am conducting this research solely for academic purposes. This suNey is intended to assess the 

usability of video indexing system.The information you provide will be part of aggregated data and your 

annotations and propositions will not be individually identified. All feedback will be confidential and 

will only used for research purposes. 

Please Tick the relevant 0 

What is your name (Optional) 

What is your gender Male Female

D D 

What is your age? 18-25 26-39 40-60 Above 60

D D D D 

What is your highest level of education? College Undergraduate Postgraduate 

D D D 

How do you rate your computer skills? Beginer Intermediate Advance

D D D 

Which browser do you use Internet Explorer Mozilla Firefox Google Chrome 

D D 

217 
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(Write In box
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Other 
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Please Tick the relevant 0 
,.,,., 

QJ 
QJ 0 QJ 

�.,,"' ---
(1) 0

� 
.,, 

�"" ti :Ji 
<( z 0 vi 

I would like to use system again D D D D D 

I find system to be easy to use D D D D D 

I don't think I need special training to use system. D D D D D 

I think most people will easily use system. D D D D D 

I feel very confident while using the system D D D D D 
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a., 
a., 

0---

Please Tick the relevant @ 

"' 
QJ
QJQJ �a., 

"' 
>- 1!.

a., 

QJ .2: 
i5 

00 "' "' a., 

<( "' �"" � 
0 :Ji � 

<( z i5 V1 

Position of video on screen is good? D D D D D 

Consistent use of terms throughout the system D D D D D 

Prompt for input are relevant? D D D D D 

Designed for all level of users D D D D D 

The information organized on the screen is 

optimised? D D D D D 
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Please Tick the relevant 0 
(U� 
:)1

<U 0.."' <U 0 
Cl.I 
Cl.I 

Cl.I �C <( So CCl.I ::: eSo 0� <( z 0 In 

Overall I am satisfied with how easy the system is. D D D D D 

Error messages were properly notified? D D D D D 

It was simple to use system. D D D D D 

I can effectively complete my task using the system. D D D D D 

I was able to complete my tasks in reasonable time. D D D D D 
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Please Tick the relevant 0 

"' "' 
:.0 
co 

2:-"" .,.,
:.0
Cl'. 

CU 
CU
:.0 
0--
CU 
CU
:.0
Cl'. 
0 z 

CU .,
:.0 
:Ji
ci 

"' "' 
�
ci 
2:-

g
V, 

The system is visually appealing. D D D D D 

The overall organization of the system is easily 

understandable. 
D D D D D 

System is well designed. D D D D D 

Terminology used in the system is clear. D D D D D 

The result met my expectation. D D D D D 

I would like to use this system again in future. D D D D D 

Overall, the system is easy to use. D D D D D 
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Dear participant 

I am conducting this resea rch solely for academic purposes. This survey is intended to assess the 

usability of video indexing system.The information you provide will be part of aggregated data and your 

annotations and propositions will not be individually identified. All feedback will be confidential and 

will only used for research purposes. 

Please Tick the relevant li2J 

What is your name (Optional) 

What is your gender Male Female

D 
What is your age? 18-25 26-39 40-50 Above 50 

D D D D 

What is your highest level of education? College Undergraduate Postgraduate

D D D 

How do you rate your computer skills? Beginer Intermediate Advance 

D D 

Which browser do you use Internet Explorer Mozilla Firefox Google Chrome 

D D 
(Write in box) 

Other 
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Q)

Q) 

Please Tick the relevant 0 

Q)� ci 
w 

w 

�� OJ ci 
>- OJ Q)

Q)tu,
Q) 

0 � eQ) <t 

tu, 
<11 <t z ci Ii, 

I would like to use system again D D D D D 

I find system to be easy to use □ D D □ D 

I don't think I need special training to use system. D D D □ D 

I think most people will easily use system. D D D D D 

I feel very confident while using the system D D D D D 
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Please Tick the relevant @ 

QJ
QJ.,

<U i5 

"' QJ i5 

<U .,: 
"' <U�"'" � 15 :;: e 

.,: z i5 Ii, 

Position of video on screen is good? D D D D D 

Consistent use of terms throughout the system D D D D D 

Prompt for input are relevant? D D D D D 

Designed for all level of users D D D D D 

The information organized on the screen is 

optimised? D D D D D 
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Please Tick the relevant @ 
Q)
Q) 
6"o 

Q) 
Q) 

--- �Q) ;s Q) 

6"o Q) ;s"' Q) Q)>-
Q) 

6"o 1: bi) 
C <( "" 

1:"" 0 � g
<( z 0 V, 

Overall I am satisfied with how easy the system is. D D D D D 

Error m essages were properly notified? D D D D D 

It was simple to use system. D D D D D 

I can effectively complete my task using the system. D D D D D 

I was able to complete my tasks in reasonable time. D D D D D 
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Please Tick the relevant 0 

"' (LJ�0--- e;'(LJ

li"o"' "' i3"' "' > 
00 CU 

;-,, � 
� <( :;, C 

QO 0 e� <( z a /;, 

The system is visually appealing. D D D D D 

The overall organ ization of the system is easily D D D D D 
understandable. 

System is well designed. D D D D D 

Terminology used in the system is clear. D D D D D 

The result met my expectation. D D D D D 

I would like to use this system again in future. D D D D D 

Overall, the system is easy to use. D D D D D 
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<?xml version '' l . 0" encoding· ''UTf-8 ''?> 
<xsd: scherna xmlns : xsd� ''http : / /www . w3 . orq/20 01 / XNLSchema'' xmlns : od4''urn : s�hemas-microsof� - � 

com : officedat� "> 
<xsd : element name• "dataroot ''> 
<xsd :ocomplex'l'ypc 
<xsd :osequence> 
<xsd : element 1ef "video" minOccurs ''O '' maxOccurs• ''unbounded'' /> 
</xsd :osequence> 
<xsd : attribute 11ame ''gene ra ted'' t ype ''xsd : dateTime'' /> 
< /xsd : compl exType> 
</xsd : e l ement:> 
<xsd : elemen t  na,ne ''video''> 
<xsd :oannotation> 
.:..xsd :oapplnfo> 
<od: tableProperty name ''Orientation'' type• ''2 '' value ''O '' /> 
�od : tdbleProperty name ''OrderByOn '' t ype• '' l '' valua ''O '' / > 
<od : t.ableProperr y  n c1me, "De1aultView" type· "2 " value•"2 " /> 
<od : tableProparty name• "GUID" type• "9 " value• "TgITVK0/ 9kmZUqHmNsREvA •
" I"I, 

,od : tablePrope rty nan1e• ''Displ ayViewsOnSharePointSite" type ''2 '' val ue• ''l '' /' 
<od : t dbl eProperty name• ''TotalsRow'' type• ''l '' valuB• ''O '' /> 
<od : t ableProperty name• ''Fil terOnLoad'' type '' 1 '' value '' O '' /> 
<od : tableProperty name• "OrderByOnLoad" typa• "l " value• "! "/ • 
<od : tableProperty name• "HideNewField" type• " ! " value "0 "/• 
<od : tabl ePropert y  name• "BackTint " typa• "6" value• "lOD "/> 
..,od : tableProperty name• "BackShade" type• "O " value "1(10 " 1' 
<od : tableProperty name• "ThemeFontlndex" type ".J " value• "- 1 " /> 
<od : tableProperty name•"Alternat eBackThemeColorindex '' type•'' 4 '' value• "'-1 '' /> 
<od : tableProperty name• "AlternateBackTi nt " typP " 6" vall1e• " 100 "/ ' 
<od : t ableProperty name• "Al tcrnat eBa�kShada " cype "6 " valuP•" l 00 " /> 
<od : tableProperty name• ''DatasheetGridl inesThemeColor i ndex '' type• ''4 '' value '' - 1 '' /> 
<od : tableProperty nome, "DatasheetForeThemeCol orindex " type• "4 " vc1 luei."- l " /> 
<./xsd": 3ppinfo> 

,txsd : annotat ion> 
<x8d:ocomplexType> 
<xsd : sequence·> 
<xsd: el emen t name ''VI O '' minOccurs• "O '' od : j etType '' lonqinteqer'' od : sqlSType� •· tn L '' type- "xsd : � 

in t "> 
<xsd :oannotat ion> 
<xsd :oappin fo> 
<od : fieldProperty namt!• ''Co lun1nWidt h'' type• ''3 '' val ue- ''-1 '' /' 
<od : fie ldProp� rt y name· ''ColumnOrder '' type ''3 '' value ''O '' /> 
<od :oficldPrope rty ndme "Co lumnHidden" type• "! " value, "0 " / ·· 
<od : fieldProperty name• "TextAl ign " r ype •2 • val ue: •o • > 
<od : fiel dProperty name• "AggreqateType" t.ype- "4 " value., "- 1 "/ ..,
<od i ficldPropert y  nJn1e•''Cu1· rencyLCID'' type� ''4 '' value- ''0 '' /> 
< /xsd : appinfo> 
</xsd :oannot a t ion> 
</xsd :oelement'> 
<xsd : element name- ''VN�me " n1inOcc11rs ''O " od : j ecType ''text '' od : sql SType� ·•nvarchar ''> 
<xsd :oannotat ion� 
<xsd : appinfo> 
<od : fieldProperty name• "Col umnWidth " type- "3" v•lue "-! " /> 
<od : fi e ldProperty name• "ColumnOrdar " type •3• value "0" /> 
<od : fieldPropert y  name "ColumnHidden" t ypeo" ! " value "0" / • 
<od : fi eldPropert y  name "TextAl ign" type "2 " vdlUe- "O " /> 
<od: f iel dPropart y  name• "AggregateType " type " 4 " value• "-1 "/> 
<od : fi eldPropert y  name• "CurrencyLCID" type •4 • val ue• " O "/> 
</xsdo: appinfo> 
</xsd :oannotat ion> 
<xsd:os impleType> 
<xsd : restrict ion base• "xsd : strinq ''> 
<xsd : maxLength value "2 5 5 '' /' 
< /xsd : restrictlon> 
< /xsd : s impleType• 
</xsd : element:> 
<xsd: element name• "VLength" minOc-cu rs• "O " od : j et.Type• "lonqinteqer" od : sqlSTypP '' i nl " type iL 

"xsd :oint "> 
<xsd : annotat ion> 
<xsd : appinfo> 
<od : fieldProperty nan1e "Coll1mnWidth " f ype· "3" vrtlUP.... "-1 "/ >  
<od : fieldProperty name "Col umnOrd.ar " t ype "3 " valuP "0 "/' 
<od : fieldProperty name "Col umnllidden " type " 1 " v.-due- "0 " "' 
<od : fieldPropPr ty name "TextAl i gn• typP "2 " vaJ ua "0 "/> 

https://ColumnOrd.ar
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<?xml version• "l . O" encoding "UTF-6"? ·• 

<xsd : schema xmlns : xsd "http : / /www. w3 . org/ZOO 1/XMLSch<-"m�," xmlns : ,,d• "urn : schemas-micro�of t- tf 
corn: off iceda t� "') 

<xsd :element n,,m(." "dat.lroot";. 
<xsd: complexTyp.,a,i,-
<xsd:  sequence:,, 
<xsd : element ro!•"so1gint•nt " mi nOcc:111 •t "O" maxOcl:urs• "unboundt-d"/> 
</xsd": 3equence> 
<xsd :attribute nnmt,•"qo?netatoc.1" typ,.• "xsd : da t�TJme "/' 
</xsd": compl t!!xType> 
</xsd : elcment... 

<xsd: element name• ":,:cgmc·"nt "> 
<xsd: annotation> 
<xsd:"appinfo/... 
<Ix:sd:annotation> 
<xsd": complexType' 
<xsd": sequence' 
<xsd :clemcnt n,,mc.. "VI O" minC>rcl1rs " 0" od : JtitType•"longi1,tegcr" od : :;qlSTyp�•"int" r.ype•"xsd :  tf 

int""/> 

<xsd : elcmcnt ndm,_• "SN0" minOccurs "0" od : jetType• "J.onglnteget " od : sqlSTyp,• " i nt " type "x:,;d : � 
int"/' 

<xsd : eJ.ement name "�S1' " niin0C(�ur:,•"0" od : jetType•"longinteger " od : sqJ.STypc "int" ty�w "xsd : I{
int"/> 

,xsd :element n,,m<• "SE:T" mJ nCkcnrs• "O" od: :ietType• "longinteger " od : sqlSTypt! " 1 nt " typtl "x:,d : � 
int""/> 

</xsd sequence' 
</xsd complexTyp{�.;., 
</>:.sd clement' 
,/x:,d schema :i. 

http://www



